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In his History of the Mediterranean World in the Age of Philip II, Femand
Braudel chides the king for not removing his capital, after the conquest of
Portugal in 1580, nearer to the Atlantic. Instead of looking to the New
World, where economic progress was to make fantastic leaps into the future,
he preferred to concentrate his gaze on the old and decaying Mediterranean,
and the struggle with France for the legacy of Charlemagne; or for the
legacy of Constantine and Justinian with an Ottoman Empire already, after
the death of Suleyman in 1566, touched by senility. Thus at the apogee of
the sigh de oro, in the midst of its glories, Spain was already sentencing
itself, because of its fixation upon the past, to a long decline, a contest with
its neighbors to find a place in a museum basement
Economic forecasters nowadays talk of the Pacific Rim, as a proof that
America must shift its own old preoccupations with the Atlantic and Europe
away towards the new technologies of the East, visible in Japan, South
Korea, Taiwan, Singapore. And what will happen if ever China harnesses
the genius and energies of its billion people, amply attested for previous
centuries by Joseph Needham's Science and Civilization in China, to
economic development on a large scale? What revolutions will that provoke
in the United States?
But all this has an unexpected corollary for the western segment of the
Asiatic land-mass. If the twenty-first century is to witness such changes, a
transformed and computerized East will again have something to offer as
valuable as the spices and silks that once drew caravans to cross deserts and
mountains, or that sent Marco Polo from Venice to the court of Kublai
Khan. If Europe too is to want its share of the import and export of goods
and ideas from and to the Pacific Rim, unless everything is to go tediously
and lengthily by sea, Asian land routes will re-acquire their ancient and
immense importance, and again the Mediterranean will become the
crossroads between East and West.
It may be that a reformed Soviet Empire will try to profit from this
trade, and that would give the "Third Rome" and its Byzantine tradition fresh
impetus indeed. But that system, so prolific in and so wasteful of its
talents, is always likely to present uncertainties and difficulties. If the main
routes run south of the USSR, there is the problem of Iran. But whatever
pattern of traffic emerges, a simple glance at the map of Asia shows the
strategic importance in any such configuration of Turkey, akeady a candidate
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for membership of the European Common Market. Touching the Balkans
and Greece at Byzantium, the Soviet Union at Kars, Iran at Urmia, so close
to Egypt and the Suez Canal and yet, with the advent of the Channel
Tunnel, soon to enjoy direct rail links with London, suddenly its people
may throw off the lethargy of centuries; and the imperial ambitions of the
Ottomans, now transferred to the commercial realm, may no longer seem to
them a dream from the past, but the hope and possibiUty of a new future.
In all this. Classical scholarship, apparently so remote and study-bound,
has, as usual, its own most modem and relevant role of interpretation and
comment, "orientation" on this occasion in its most literal sense, to play.
The intrusion of the Turkish people into the Mediterranean world,
linguistically documented at such exhaustive length by Gyula Moravscik in
his Byzantinoturcica, resembles another intrusion; that of the Romans into
the struggles of the Diadochi. Who could believe that history had reserved
any part for the farmers and shepherds of Latium amid such Hellenistic
sophistication? And yet, in hindsight, who played the imperial role with
such distinction? The most fruitful and indeed the only possible
relationship for a Greek thrown into the company of the Younger Scipio
was that selected by Polybius: not to reject, but to try to understand why
history had chosen this new people as the bearers of its future. In the case
of Turkey, we too must seek to understand. No country or people long
sustains the burden of empire without some gift or calling.
The Romans—it was a token of their genius—carried into their new
future a great deal of Greek cultural baggage. Islam in its turn has not been
indifferent to the achievement of Byzantium. Akeady the court of Baghdad
had attracted translators of Greek texts into Arabic; of Aristotle and his
commentator Themistius, for example; of Galen, Dioscorides, even of the
New Testament. In the tenth century, the Turkish writer Alpharabius
adapted Plato's Republic to Islamic ideas. The Ottoman Turks continued
this respect for learning. In the Dolmabache Palace, a Western painting in
the salon d' attente reserved for ambassadors before their reception by the
Sultan shows the young Conqueror Mehmed II entering through the breach
in the city walls accompanied certainly by his troops, but also by his aged
and venerable spiritual adviser Aksemseddin. In another painting, Mehmed
and Aksemseddin watch the transportation overland of the warships that
entered the Golden Horn from the Sea of Marmara. Venetian artists like
Gentile Bellini and Titian worked for Mehmed and Siileyman. The medal
struck for the former, saluting the Conqueror as Imperator, is in the purest
Roman tradition, and it is this tradition which, soon after 1453, the
Venetian traveller Giacomo de' Languschi invokes when he calls the
youthful Sultan "as avid of fame as Alexander of Macedon." At the
religious level, a convergence of imagination between the dome of the Ulu
Mosque at Erzurum (1 150), itself in debt to Byzantine churches, and that of
the chapel of the Santa Sindone in Turin by Guarini (1688-94) presents no
longer a merely aesthetic problem but a delight and mystery.
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The publication therefore of these articles about "Byzantium and its
Legacy" as a theme issue of Illinois Classical Studies needs no apologetic
explanation in a State increasingly conscious of its need for an international
outlook and breadth. But they are of as great relevance to the Classicist
also. The immense urgency of Byzantine studies—they form the single
most important area of Classical scholarship in our time—is that
Byzantium redefines our task as we abandon the twentieth century. What
puzzles and seems "irrelevant" in fragments makes sense in a pattern of the
whole. It is the context that clamors for attention, "Only connect,"
Superficially, it might seem attractive to the student who thinks he has
exhausted Virgil to find authors as yet largely untouched, fresh victims for
the scholarly scalpel. This approach is quite wrong. "Despite its appeal as
a largely untilled field of philology, what Mommsen saw in the Byzantine
world was the essential continuity of Roman law and administration; that is
to say precisely those aspects of Roman civilization that he understood
better than anyone else" (Brian Croke). It is not to get away from Virgil
that we turn to Byzantium, but to understand him better when we go back to
him. And this principle applies to all our work. Our aim is not to wander
aimlessly in the forest counting the leaves on the trees, but to draw the
contours of the sacred wood.
Mommsen died in 1903. Is it too much to hope that his words will be
heeded a century later, even though during the preparation of this issue news
arrived that in Britain at least chairs of Byzantine studies are being short-
sightedly left unfunded? Already in our time the great problem for the
Classicist is to look beyond the temporary and transient to the continuing
inheritance, and even to dare to recognize that some things, judged by this
criterion, do not matter. It is evident how much passed from Byzantium to
Russia, and as the Church celebrates the millennium of the conversion of
Prince Vladimir how much more visible that debt will be. It is less evident
how much passed to the Ottoman Empire. But even handkerchiefs are
relevant here. When, in the illustrations to the Chronicle of the Szigetvar
Campaign by Osman, we see a seated Siileyman receiving his vassal
Stephen Zapolya in Belgrade in 1566 while holding his ceremonial
handkerchief, must it not be understood that we have a modem version of
consular diptychs issued under Theodoric and Justinian showing a seated
Boethius or Areobindus holding the mappa, or of the gesture of the governor
Flavius Palmatus, whose standing statue from the late fifth century A.D.,
now in the Museum at Aphrodisias, also holds a similar symbol of
authority in its right hand? And that tradition is already described by Ennius
before 269 B.C. for Romulus and Remus as they took the auspices at the
very foundation of Rome, veluti consul cum mittere signum volt.
Mommsen was right, and he was right because he was a Classicist, and
so had material at his fingertips for comparison. There is striking
continuity between New Rome and Old. Domitian is already a Byzantine
monarch, and Statius, who may well be called the first Byzantine poet, in
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his Silvae offers the proof. Fessis vix culmina prendas I visibus, auratique
putes laquearia caeli (IV. 2. 30-31) of Domiiian's banqueting hall sounds
like a Santa Sophia six centuries before Tralles and Anthemius. Statius'
poem is entitled Eucharisticon. It is not surprising then that his imperial
iconography should have contacts even with Pushkin.
Ibn Khaldun, the great philosopher and theorist of cyclic history, died
before Byzantium fell, but its collapse would not have puzzled him. When
on Tuesday, May 29, 1453, the praise of Allah was intoned for the first
time by an imam in Hagia Sophia, Tursun Beg, an eyewitness, describes
how Sultan Mehmed II advanced to survey the fallen city and the domes of
its church (tr. Bernard Lewis):
The Emperor of the World, having looked upon the strange and wondrous
images and adornments that were on the concave inner surface, deigned to
climb up to the convex outer surface, mounting as the spirit of God
ascended to the fourth sphere of heaven. Looking down as he passed, from
the battlements at each level, on to the marbled court below, he went up to
the dome. When he saw the dependent buildings of this mighty structure
fallen in ruin, he thought of the imp>ermanence and instability of this
world, and of its ultimate destruction. In sadness, a verse of his sweetness-
diffusing utterance reached my humble ear, and remained engraved on the
tablet of my heart:
The spider is curtain-bearer in the Palace of Chosroes.
The owl sounds the relief in the castle of Afrasiyab.
The Sultan was the heir of a long tradition. As the Younger Scipio in 146
B.C. watched the destruction of Carthage, he quoted in Greek from the
prophecy of Menelaus in the fourth book of the Iliad:
eooexai rjiiap oxav nox' oXtoXr^ "VKxoc, lpT|,
Kai npia|i.O(;, Kal Xabc, eiijijieXi© ITpid^oio.
Menelaus makes this prophecy because the Trojans have violated a solemn
religious obligation, and the Romans continually struck this same theme in
their anti-Carthaginian propaganda. Punica fides meant Punica perfidia.
But did not Mehmed think of the Byzantines also as "infidels"?
History is a tale of blind men looking for a black cat in a darkened
cellar. But the scholar's task is to emulate Thucydides and Ibn Khaldun, to
throw light, to reveal patterns. This enterprise is fraught with difficulty, as
Professor Cyril Mango and others have pointed out, stemming in part from
the failure to see that Byzantine civilization is not a continuance of
Hellenic, but of Hellenistic / Roman culture. Like Constantine, Justinian
was a native speaker of Latin. The Byzantines were Rhomaioi, "Rum."
The "great idea," as an increasing number of modem Byzantinists are telling
us, is based on a great misapprehension.
D. V. Ainalov wrote at the beginning of this century on The
Hellenistic Origins of Byzantine Art (SjineHHCTHHecKHe Ochobu
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BH3aHTHftHCKoro HcKyccTBa, CaHKT neTep6ypr, 1900). Classical
antiquity is not a series of islands in a sea of decadence, but a seamless robe.
In its shot-silk warp, the great urban centers of Alexandria and Byzantium
focus complex, far-reaching, often "Hippodromic" and carnival patterns.
Between these jewels is set Rome's mirror, refracting, altering,
"contaminating." After them shine Kiev, Moscow, St. Petersburg, but also
Istanbul. If only our students would begin to understand the panorama and
the vision—the diachronic perspectives—they must have if Classical
scholarship is to live
—
Nel suo profondo vidi che s'intema
legato con amore in un volume,
cio che per I'universo si squadema.
Dante is central to European poetry, and both verbal reminiscence and ring
composition show that the source and trigger of Dante's insight was Roman
Virgil:
Vagliami '1 lungo studio e '1 grand' amore
ch m'ha fatto cercar lo tuo volume.
We cannnot raise our students to those heights quickly. But perhaps we can
make a beginning. Perhaps with the aid of Byzantium we can widen their
horizons rather than, as we do too often, bind them in nutshells and then
count them—mock them—as kings of infinite space.
With this issue, my five-year Editorship of Illinois Classical Stiidies
comes to an end. Of the 104 articles published during this time, 39 have
been by authors whose affiliation either now or earlier has been with the
University of Illinois. At a more personal level, and since this is the aim of
all our endeavors, I have been delighted to include the work (in this order) of
Peter Howell of Bedford and Royal Holloway Colleges, University of
London; Paul Holberton of the Warburg Institute, University of London;
John Dillon of Trinity College, Dublin; Radd Ehrman of Kent State
University; and Julian Raby of the Oriental Institute, University of Oxford,
all former students of mine at different periods of my career.
Finally, I would like to thank all who have helped in any way: in
particular Professor Nina Baym, Professor Edward Sullivan and the School
of Humanities; Professor Clayton Dawson; the Editorial Committee; Mrs.
M. E. Fryer for her cheerful and devoted service; and above all Frances
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Until recently, Europe from the collapse of Roman power in the fifth
century to the Carolingian achievement in the ninth—the early Middle
Ages—has been the poor step-child of modem historical research. The
reasons are not hard to find. Contemporary sources are few and difficult,
their language is laced with obscurity, and lingering prejudice against the
"dark ages" can still be perceived, especially in North America. But because
a problem is difficult does not mean that it can be ignored. And it is
increasingly difficult to deny that the long twilight period on the edges of
Antiquity and the Middle Ages was fertile and even decisive for the destiny
of medieval—and modem—civilization.
These centuries prepared the ground on which the high Middle Ages
would build and out of which the modern world would grow. Not a few
salient characteristics of contemporary westem civilization appear there for
the first time. It was then that Christianity conquered northem Europe and
that the Germanic, Slavic and Arab peoples emerged as key players on the
world stage. It is here that we find the direct ancestors of phenomena as
diverse as Europe's modem nation states and today's "Roman" alphabet, a
style of writing invented by the scribes of Charlemagne's kingdom in the
eighth century.
While many factors which shaped early medieval Europe must be
sought, of course, within that civilization's internal development, there is
little reason to think that outside stimulus was less influential here than in
other, comparable cultures.* And few would deny that the diffusion of a
civilization's culture beyond its frontiers is of great historical significance to
* See e.g. P. D. Curtin. Cross-cultural Trade in World History (Cambridge 1984), p. 1.
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understanding both that civilization and its beneficiaries. In the case before
us, Byzantium's contribution beyond its boundaries has been detected in
domains as diverse as the music, art, thought, political symbolism and
language of the early medieval West. Thus, it was Byzantium that supplied
the organs which Carolingian rulers first introduced into church services.^
Early and middle Byzantine masterpieces inspired Carolingian and Ottonian
book illuminators, while the court of Constantinople provided the very
manuscript which stands at the beginning of western theology's
neoplatonizing mysticism.^ The extent to which the medieval West and its
heirs have assimilated their Byzantine inheritance is suggested by the
surprise one feels at discovering that this legacy includes state welcome
ceremonies such as we now see at airports, or that Byzantium gave us
words—and the realities behind them—like "ink," "pasta," "bronze,"
"boutique," and "diaper.""*
Even this small sampling indicates the depth and duration of
Byzantium's impact on the West. It would be an easy task to add to it.^ But
rather than lengthen a list which scholars have already made imposing, I
would like to explore some of the historical complexities of Byzantium's
role in shaping early medieval civilization. For it is remarkable that very
little effort has been devoted to the deeper issues which underlie the
phenomenon and how historians understand it. Was Byzantine influence a
constant factor in the early Middle Ages or did it fluctuate, and if so, how
and why? Is every parallel occurrence in East and West due to Byzantium's
influence on the West—or vice versa
—
, or are there mirage influences? And
what do we really know about the dynamics of cross-cultural exchange in
the "dark ages"? Even if it proves impossible to resolve these questions, it
is high time to raise them.
^D. Schuberth, Kaiserliche Liturgie. Die Einbeziehung von Musikinstrumenten, insbesondere
der Orgel, in den frtihmittelalterlichen Gottesdienst (Gottingen 1968), pp. 114-34.
^ For Byzantine art and the West, see, e.g., A. Grabar, "L'asymetrie des relations de Byzance
et de rOccident dans le dcanaine des arts au moyen age," Byzanz und der Westen, ed. I. Hutter
(Vienna 1984), pp. 9-24. On neoplatonizing mysticism, see below, pp. 217 ff. For a general
survey of Byzantine thinkers and their western impact see M. V. Anastos, "Some Aspects of
Byzantine Influence on Latin Thought," Twelfth-Century Europe and the Foundations ofModern
Society, ed. M. Clagett et al. (Madison 1966), pp. 130-88.
^On the early Byzantine roots of medieval political welcomes, see E. H. Kantorowicz, "The
'King's Advent' and the Enigmatic Panels in the Doors of Santa Sabina," Selected Studies
(Locust Valley 1965), pp. 37-75; cf. M. McConmick. "Clovis at Tours, Byzantine Public
Ritual and the Origins of Medieval Ruler Symbolism," Acts of the Dumbarton Oaks
Symposium on Byzantium and the Barbarians (Vierma, in press); for the linguistic legacy see the
remarkable study of H. and R. Kahane, "Abendland und Byzanz: [Literatur und] Sprache,"
Reallexikon der Byzantinistik, 1 (Amsterdam 1976). 345-639, esp. 362. 364. 379-80 and 385-
86.
^ For systematic overviews, see O. Mazal, Byzanz und das Abendland (Graz 1981). and W.
Ohnsorge et al., "Abendland und Byzanz." Reallexikon der Byzantinistik, 1 (Amsterdam 1969- ),
126ff.
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But, before these issues are attacked, it must be emphasized that modem
scholarship's very positive appraisal of Byzantium's creative role in the
formation of early medieval culture is a recent development. It reflects the
remarkable achievement of modern Byzantine studies which have at last
shaken off the old prejudices bequeathed by the competition and conflict
between the upstart West and the legitimate eastern heir of Roman
authority. It reflects no less the development of early medieval studies, at
last relieved of the nineteenth century's romantic and nationalistic agendas.
By applying new methods and newer questions, today's Byzantinists are
exploding the image of a culture frozen in time, crystallized by Yeats'
famous poems—"Monuments of unageing intellect"—and perpetuated by
the Byzantines themselves.^ The results reveal a dynamic society, torn
between the reality of change and its own ideology of continuity.^ The
upheavals of our own time have lent new legitimacy to what is without
question the discipUne's most flourishing sector, the early Byzantine period.
It stretches from Diocletian's reform of the Roman state down to the
shattering events of HeracUus' reign and the advent of Islam. Under its new
name of "late antiquity," this era's disturbing features of modernity assert its
relevance as it emerges from the sentence of "decadence" imposed by the
eighteenth century's neoclassical revival.* At the same time that late antique
specialists have begun to lay bare the hitherto disdained institutions and
characteristics of the early Byzantine empire, medievalists have turned a
skeptical eye to the presumed Germanic origins of many aspects of western
society. Contemporaries of World War II and its aftermath find less appeal
in the argument from silence and some curious assumptions about, the
nature of early Germanic society when they must explain early medieval
phenomena not attested by the older handbooks of classical civilization.^ At
this point, their research increasingly encounters the splendid results of their
Byzantinist colleagues and concludes, either that both Germanic and late
Roman roots are possible, or indeed, that supposedly Germanic phenomena
^M. McCormick, Eternal Victory. Triumphal Rulership in Late Antiquity, Byzantium, and
the Early Medieval West (Cambridge 1986), p. 395.
^ Though the debate is not yet ccmcluded: cf. G. Weiss, "Antike und Byzanz. Die Kontinuitat
der Gesellschaftsstruktur," Historische Zeitschrift 224 (1977), 529-60 with A. P. Kazhdan and
A. Cutler, "Continuity and Discontinuity in Byzantine History," Byzantion 52 (1982), 429-78.
^ See the excellent essay by H. I. Marrou, Decadence romaine ou antiquite tardive? III'-V
siecle (Paris 1977), pp. 9-14.
'Anton Baumstark (1872-1948), the distinguished historian of early Christian liturgy,
illustrates how tacit assumptions about primeval "Germanness" affected historical analysis. In
his fundamental study Vom geschichtlichen Werden der Liturgie (Freiburg 1923), p. 85,
Baumstark presumed that a military liturgical service attested in seventh-century Spain was a
creation of the "gemianische Blutart." In fact, the Visigothic ritual fits smoothly into the
emerging picture of how the Byzantine antny's liturgy of war developed from the sixth century
on: McConmick. Eternal Victory, pp. 308-12; cf. pp. 245^9 and 394-95.
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are actually protobyzantine in character.^° In other words, the medievalist
discovers continuity between his subject and late antiquity thanks to the
Byzantinist's success at uncovering the change from classical to early
Byzantine civilization!
However great Byzantium's impact on the West, it could scarcely have
remained constant over some five centuries. The first task then is to gauge
the relative importance of that phenomenon over time. Yet such efforts are
exceedingly rare.^^ A tentative effort is therefore useful if only to indicate
the complexity of the task and the reality it addresses. While a definitive
appraisal must await extensive research on topics ranging from technology
to cuisine, a practical alternative is to draw a provisional picture from one
sector of the evidence and then distinguish the limitations of that picture.
A recent study has demonstrated how the early medieval West adopted
and adapted one of late antiquity's most potent clusters of political belief and
ritual, the myth of the eternal victory of the Romano-Byzantine state.'^ The
result suggests a triple articulation over time. The first phase runs from the
fifth century until sometime in the seventh; the second encompasses the
later seventh and eighth centuries, while the third continues past the
Carolingians. In the first, the impact of contemporary Byzantine civili-
zation is massive, if not to say dominant. In the second, it seems very
limited; in the third, Byzantium begins anew to make its influence felt.
The overwhelming impact of early Byzantium on western rulership is
readily understandable: indeed, it is scarcely justifiable to speak of cross-
cultural contacts in the fifth or sixth centuries when East and West, North
and South bathed in a kind of koine Mediterranean culture. ^^ The first fitful
steps toward a distinctive western style of rulership were naturally guided by
the prestigious models of late Roman governance that lay ready to hand, and
Germanic rulers sought to anchor their new power in traditions both familiar
to the vast majority of their new subjects and impressive to their non-
^° Thus P. D. King's excellent study of Law and Society in the Visigothic Kingdom
(Cambridge 1972) repeatedly notes the possibility or conviction of both Germanic and late
Roman roots for a number of Visigothic institutions: e.g. the beliefs behind oaths of allegiance
(pp. 41-42) or dowries (p. 225). Another good example is the ongoing debate about the
Germanic or protobyzantine origins of late antiquity's private military retainers, the bucellarii.
Even W. Kienast, "Gefolgswesen and Patrocinium im spanischen Westgotenreich," Historische
Zeitschrifl 239 (1984), 23-75, esp. 26 ff. and 48 ff., the most recent defender of distant
Germanic roots, acknowledges the evidence's slendemess, while O. Behrends, "Buccelarius [sic],"
Reallexikon der germanischen Altertwnskunde 4 (Berlin 1981), 28-31, denies them outright.
Neither knows J. Gascon's important contribution "L'institution des Bucellaires," Bulletin de
I'Institutfrangais d'archeologie orientate 76 (1976), 143-56, in which the testimony of the early
Byzantine papyri tends to strengthen Behrends' point of view.
'^ The most remarkable exception lies in the pioneering effort of H. and R. Kahane,
"Abendland" (above, note 4), pp. 440-51.
'^ McCormick, Eternal Victory, pp. 392-94.
'^ P. Brown, "Eastern and Western Christendom in Late Antiquity: A Parting of the Ways,"
Society and the Holy in Late Antiquity (Berkeley 1982), pp. 166-95, here 173.
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Roman followers.^'* By the second half of the seventh century, however, the
situation had changed both inside and outside the so-called Germanic
kingdoms. Within because, by this time, the new monarchies of Visigoths,
Franks and even Lombards had grown old in their turn. They had developed
the heterogeneous legacies of their founders along novel lines dictated by the
unique circumstances and experience of each. Outside because, as Pirenne
emphasized, the advent of Islam—and the Slavs—helped disrupt diminishing
contacts between eastern and western Mediterranean centers. Intercourse on
the crucial level of provincial civilization slackened too, as Constantinople's
outlying Latin provinces of Spain, North Africa, Italy and the western
Balkans were swept or nibbled away. From mid-eighth century on, much of
western Europe came under Frankish dominion and entered an era of
political, social, cultural and, it would appear, economic consolidation that
fostered renewed contacts with Byzantium and the importation of elements
of eastern civilization, not to mention traffic in the opposite direction.^
^
The pattern in contacts attested by state symbolism appears to find
comfort in the best documented area of exchange: diplomatic missions
between sovereigns. Thus a recent history of Byzantine diplomacy in the
early medieval west shows that Constantinople dispatched 39 missions to
rulers of Western states over the nearly 16 decades separating the collapse of
the imperial government in Ravenna in 476 and 634 A.D., an average
approaching two and one half per decade. The fifteen decades from the
middle of the eighth century to 900 A.D. record 34 such embassies, slightly
over two per decade. The eleven and one half decades between 634 and 750
stand in stark contrast: they show no embassies from Constantinople to the
WesLi6
There is, moreover, a rough correlation between phases of western
receptivity and the fortunes of Byzantine political and cultural power. The
resurgence that began in the fifth century and endured into the seventh
entailed extensive politico-military presence and intervention in the West,
symbolized by Justinian's reconquest. The loss of the empire's wealthiest
^^ McConnick, "Clovis at Tours" (above, note 4).
^^ H. Pirenne, Mohammed and Charlemagne, tr. B. Miall (New York 1939). For a good
selection of articles devoted to the "Pirenne Thesis," see P. E. Hiibinger, Bedeutung und Rolle
des Islam beim Ubergang vom Altertum zum Mittelalter, Wege der Forschung 202 (Darmstadt
1968); R. Hodges and D. Whitehouse, Mohammed, Charlemagne and the Origins ofEurope:
Archaeology and the Pirenne Thesis (Ithaca 1983), offer a stimulating revision founded on
recent archaeological work which should be read in conjunction with D. Claude's thorough
reexamination of the written evidence: Der Handel im westlichen Mittelmeer wdhrend des
Friihmittelalters, Abhandlungen der Akademie der Wissenschaften in Gottingen, Philolog.-hist.
Kl. 3. 144 (Gottingen 1985).
*^ Based on T. C. Lounghis, Les ambassades byzantines en Occident depuis lafondation des
Etats barbares jusqu'awc croisades (407-1096) (Athens 1980), pjp. 462-77. In no case have I
counted emissaries to p<^s, nor, in the third period, to the Venetian doges, since Venice must
stUl be reckoned as belonging to the Byzantine empire into the ninth century: F. C. Lane,
Venice, a Maritime Republic (Baltimore 1973), p. 5.
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provinces toward the middle of the seventh century forced on Constantinople
a financial crisis of unparalleled proportions and inevitably undermined
Byzantium's positions in the West. Finally, the eighth century brought
renewed stability and rekindled the political and cultural ambitions of a
significant but diminished imperial power, ambitions which peaked in the
ninth and tenth centuries, precisely the time when Byzantine influence again
becomes very apparent.^'^
Useful though this broad chronological pattern may appear as a
provisional framework, it cannot stand without qualification for all facets
and regions of medieval culture. Its concern with the symbolism of state
slants its focus toward the monarchy, an institution whose development and
prestige may not reflect developments at less exalted levels of society. The
analysis of early medieval cross-cultural exchange must be socially
differentiated, especially since archaeology hints that court milieux at
opposite ends of the Mediterranean may have shared more material culture
with each other than with the less privileged groups on their respective
doorsteps.^^ That the broad chronology closely parallels the distribution of
the surviving written sources raises the question of the value of the
argument from silence. And the pattern suffers one important geographical
exception: throughout this period and beyond, Italy's integration into the
Byzantine world was so extensive that Peter Classen has reckoned Italy's
forcible removal from the Byzantine to the northern sphere as the ninth
century's most significant contribution to the birth of Europe. ^^ What is
more, the correlation between Byzantium's political power and the diffusion
of its influence varies according to the aspect of civilization one examines.
Thus the collapse of Byzantine rule in the near East was precisely the factor
which triggered an important immigration of that region's Greek-speaking
elite to Italy, especially Rome, and explains why the pope should send a
Greek from Tarsus to revitalize Christianity among the Anglo-Saxons.^°
Nor does the reader need to be reminded of the connection between the fall of
Constantinople in 1453 and the arrival of Greek scholars in the West
associated with the Renaissance. Nonetheless, the fact remains that these
considerations affect only the middle period; the unclarity of the situation
between the fourth decade of the seventh century and the middle of the eighth
cannot obscure the great difference between the fifth and ninth centuries.
Byzantine influence in the field of political symbolism therefore
fluctuated over time. The preceding considerations also suggest that its
^' On the fiscal crisis of the seventh century, see the remarkable synthesis of M. Hendy,
Studies in the Byzantine Monetary Economy c. 300-1450 (Cambridge 1985), pp. 613 ff.
^* Cf. H. Vierck, "Imitatio imperii und interpretatio Germanica vor der Wikingerzeit," Les
pays du Nord et Byzance, ed. R. Zeider (Uppsala 1981), pp. 64-1 13, here pp. 81 ff.
^' P. Qassen, "Italian zwischen Byzanz und dem Frankenreich," Ausgewdhlte Aufsdize,
Vortrage und Forschungen 28 (Sigmaringen 1983), pp. 85-1 15.
^ J. M. Sansterre, Les moines grecs et orientaux d Rome aux ipoques byzantine et
carolingienne (mUieuduVf^mdurX' s.) 1 (Brussels 1982), pp. 123-24 and 190-91.
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intensity varied geographically—frontier provinces enjoyed a privileged
position—and according to social status.^^
An accurate assessment of the changing patterns of Byzantium's role in
the formation of early medieval civilization must pay close heed to what
really constitutes evidence of cross-cultural exchange. Too frequently, the
mere observation of parallels between East and West is reckoned sufficient
proof that contemporaneous influence was at work. But the particular
historical circumstances of Byzantium and the West can foster the mirage of
cross-cultural exchange, particularly in the second and third periods. The
mirage may only distort the moment and direction of exchange, or it may
affect its reality.
First, the surviving evidence's distribution over time and space is very
uneven. In sheer volume, the evidence of almost all kinds—narrative and
documentary sources, images, buildings, manuscripts—which survives from
the western kingdoms between 600 and 750 far surpasses what has come
down to us from contemporary Byzantium. It therefore stands to reason that
if there were indeed contacts between these two cultures, institutions or
customs which originated in Byzantium might crop up first in the better
documented medieval West. And in fact, penal practice, the liturgy and
royal insignia have all revealed cases which confirm this pattem.^^
Further precision in defining the moment of exchange may well result
from Byzantinists' increasing success at stripping from their subject the veil
of continuity Byzantium has thrown over its evolution. There are in any
case numerous parallels between the two civilizations which reflect residual,
rather than recent exchange.Two examples chosen from different layers of
reality illustrate and clarify this point.
Specialists in Byzantine manuscripts know well a conventional jingle
with which Greek scribes often concluded the arduous labor of copying a
text:
ox; Ti5\) Toiq TcXiovciv £{)6io<; Xi^iriv,
o\>z(ac, Ktti Toiq Ypd<po\)oiv 6 iSoTaxoq axixoq.
A calm port is no sweeter for sailors.
Than the last line for scribes.
The most recent study of the poem's history observed that a nearly identical
Latin colophon occurs in a manuscript copied in Merovingian France, some
^' On the first point, cf. D. Obolensky, "Byzantine Frontier Zones and Cultural Exchanges,"
Actes du XIV* Congris international des etudes byzantines 1 (Bucharest 1974), 302-14;
concerning the second, I Sevcenko has noted a similar social stratification of Byzantine influence
among the Slavs: "Byzanz und die Slaven," Anzeiger der phil.-hist. Klasse der Osterreischischen
Akademie der Wissenschaften 122 (1985), 97-1 15, here 1 10-1 1.
^ Penal practice: R. S. Lopez, "Byzantine Law and lu Reception by the Gemians and the
Arabs," Byzantion 16 (1942^3). 445-61; liturgy: McComiick, Eternal Victory, pp. 394-95;
insignia: Vierck, "Imitatio" (above, note 18), pp. 83 ff.
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two centuries before the earliest attested Greek version. Does this imply
that Merovingian copyists influenced their Byzantine counterparts? The
uneven geographical distribution of surviving MSS combines with scant
seventh-century evidence of cross-cultural exchange to caution against a
hasty conclusion. That seventh-century book production saw little
innovation points to an earUer origin. In fact, a closely related topos occurs
in Cassiodorus, one of the sixth century's most outstanding intermediaries
between East and West, and indicates that the medieval Greek and Latin texts
both derived from a common ancestor in the bilingual book culture of late
antiquity.^
A second case comes from the realm of costume which, in the early
Middle Ages, emblematized ethnic identity. Einhard's famous sketch of
Charlemagne's life-style emphasizes that he steadfastly avoided "foreign"
clothes (peregrina . . . indumenta), preferring "native" Prankish dress. He
says that in summertime Charlemagne wore a short cloak called a sagum.
Now Byzantine officials of the ninth century also wore similar garments
called sagia, but this parallel demonstrates neither Prankish influence on
Byzantium nor vice versa. In fact, it is easy to establish that the word and
the garment appeared in the classical world long before the Pranks. The
Franks adopted this kind of cloak along with many other elements of the
pan-Mediterranean material culture into which they settled, even as the
Byzantines remained faithful to the same traditions.^
In both instances, eastern and western societies show close parallels
which do not correspond to recent cross-cultural exchange. The historical
link is indirect, in that both derive from the late antique matrix which
spawned the two cultures. The cloak and the jingle tell us nothing,
however, about Byzantium's relations with the Pranks in the ninth century.
Here at least the common ancient origin explains the parallels, and rules out
recent influence. A final, enigmatic set of phenomena admits no such
explanation and underscores the limits of current historical understanding.
They might be called structural parallels.
It is a remarkable yet little commented fact that, in their individual
developments, both eastern and western halves of Christendom display some
striking parallels for which satisfying residual or recent cross-cultural causes
^ K. Treu, "Der Schreiber am Ziel. Zu den Versen "Qonep ^evoi xaipovoiv . . . und
ahnlichen," StiuUa codicologica, Texte und Untersuchungen 124 (Berlin 1977). pp. 473-92; cf.
M. McCormick, Scriptorium 34 (1980), 191*. no. 960 and, for a new example, M. Manfredini,
"Ancora un codice con la formula "iioTiep ^evoi . . . ," Codices manuscripti 10 (1984), 72.
Cassiodorus plays with this metaphor when he introduces his treatise on the soul as an
additional thirteenth book added to the twelve of Variae: De Anima, 1 , ed. J. W. Halpom, Corpus
Chrislianorum, series latina 96 (1972), 534. 1-2.
^ Charlemagne's dress: Einhard, VUa Karoli magni, 23, ed. O. Holder-Egger, Monumenta
Germaniae historica, Scriptores rerum germanicarum (Hanover and Leipzig 1911), pp. 27. 22-
28. 12; Byzantine digniuries: N. Oikonomides, Les listes de prisiance byzantines des IX* el X*
Slides (Paris 1972), p. 170, n. 154.
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have not yet emerged. Their detailed analysis and explanation must await
the birth of a comparative approach to early medieval history, but the
existence of such parallels can no longer be denied. It is, for instance, quite
clear that between 750 and 850 both the Greek and Latin-speaking worlds
perfected new, smaller, more economical book calligraphies called
minuscule scripts. The new scripts marked a cultural epoch in more than
one respect. They broke decisively with the old majuscule book-hands
which had dominated classical Graeco-Roman literary culture and ensured its
transmission. For this reason the emergence of minuscule necessitated the
transliteration of each culture's classical heritage into the new script if it was
to remain easily intelligible to later readers. And it is well known that what
was not transliterated by western or Byzantine scribes has mostly
disappeared.^ The new minuscules also happen to be the archetypes of our
modem Greek and "Roman" scripts.
The history of political ceremonial furnishes another example. Both
eastern and western monarchies of the ninth century share a common shift in
the main audience of the sovereign's ceremonial away from the emphasis on
a mass audience obvious in their common early Byzantine matrix. While
neither Byzantine emperors nor Prankish kings completely neglected the
general public in their ceremonial display, it is safe to say that they paid
more attention to an elite audience recruited from each society's aristocracy.
I at least have uncovered no evidence to suggest that this parallel
development was due to cross-cultural cause and effect or some form of
imitation. It seems to reflect independent responses to similar but
independent developments in each polity's social and political structure.^^
^ On the emergence of the Latin (Carolingian) minuscule, see B. Bischoff, Paldographie des
romischen Altertums und des abendldndischen Mittelalters (Berlin 1979), pp. 137-39 and 143-
47. C. Mango ("La culture grecque et I'Occident au Vlll" sifecle," I problemi dell'Occidente nel
secolo VIII, Settimane di studio del centro italiano di studi sull'alto medioevo 20 [Spoleto 1973],
pp. 683-721, here pp. 716-21) boldly suggested that the use of Latin minuscule at Rome may
have inspired the Greek phenomenon. Although this view has failed to gain acceptance (cf. G.
Cavallo and O. Kresten, ibid., pp. 845-57; Sansterre, Moines grecs, 2, p. 219. n. 315), and
Professor Mango has himself acknowledged the difficulty of identifying a precise link, it has
clarified the issues. Cf. C. Mango, "L'origine de la minuscule," La paliographie grecque et
byzanline (Paris 1977), pp. 175-79, esp. 177-78. A further element which merits exploration
is the roughly contemporaneous adoption of a minuscule in Georgian, the oldest dated example
of which seems to be a book copied at St. Sabas near Jerusalem in 864 A.D.: Sinai, St.
Catherine's, Georg. 32, 57 and 33 (three volumes of the same book); cf. G. Garitte, Catalogue
des manuscrits giorgiens Uttiraires du Mont Sinai, Corpus scriptorum christianorum
orienlalium, Subsidia 9 (Louvain 1956), pp. 72-97, esp. 93-95; illustrated in I. Abuladze.
K'art'uli Ceris Nimusebi (Tbilisi 1973), p. 83. I owe this last information to the kindness of
my colleague Robert W. Thomson, Director of Dumbarton Oaks.
^ See McCormick, Eternal Victory, p. 395. Another possible example has been noted by P.
Speck, "Ikonoklasmus und die Anfange der Makedonischen Renaissance," Varia 1, Poikila
byzantina 4 (Bonn 1984), pp. 175-210, esp. 195-97, who emphasizes the near contemporaneous
development of Renaissance-like movements in Byzantium, the Prankish West and the Abbasid
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A third illustration comes from just beyond the period under discussion
here and testifies to yet another field of human activity: at roughly the same
time, family names became a familiar feature of both Byzantine and western
aristocratic kinships. So far not a shred of evidence has come forth to
suggest a causal Unk between the two cultures .^'^
Transformations in script, political ceremonial and personal names stem
from three very different layers of reality. Neither the shared experience of
Byzantium and the West in late antiquity nor cross-cultural influence seems
to offer sufficient explanation for any of these striking parallels. In other
words, one must begin to explore the possibility that in two sibling
cultures which issued from a common matrix, similar processes developed
independently around the same time for reasons that so far escape us.
Again, mere paralleUsm of the evidence does not suffice to show influence.
If we turn from the mirage of Byzantine influence back to the reality, to
organs, manuscripts, theological treatises and political symbolism, we are
forced to observe that historians' success at uncovering examples of
Byzantine influence has not been matched by advances in understanding how
and why it occurred. One pressing task must be to clarify the nature of
Byzantine influence in the West. The first obstacle is the word influence
itself. It implies that the society which "receives" the foreign "influence"
plays a passive role, inertly absorbing the output of another society. In
reality, the process is usually quite the opposite: the borrower takes the
initiative in appropriating from the "donor" society an element which it
deems useful.^* A few established cases of Byzantium's contribution to
western society develop and clarify some key issues behind the process.
It has been observed that Charlemagne's writing office adopted from
Constantinople the custom of authenticating certain documents by hanging
lead seals from them. Hitherto, Prankish kings had used only seals made of
wax. However, Charlemagne's clerks adapted the borrowed custom to the
new, "archaeological" taste prevalent at his court by rejecting contemporary
Byzantine standards of facing portraiture, and resurrecting profile views
associated with early Byzantium .^^ The borrowing milieu reflected its own
internal requirements and fashioned the borrowed element to its own
West and the Abbasid Caliphate. He suspects that the Byzantine revival may have been spurred
by rivalry with the Arabs.
^'' Although Byzantium seems to have had something of a head start over the West,
aristocratic family names spread through both societies in the eleventh and twelfth centuries: A.
P. Kazhdan, CouHa;ii>HiJft cocraB rocnoflCByioiuero Knacca BHsaHTHH XI-XII BB.(=The
Social Structure ofByzantium's Ruling Class in the Eleventh and Twelfth Centuries) (Moscow
1974), pp. 223-26 and K. Schmid, Gebetsgedenken undadliges Selbstverstdndnis imMittelalter.
Ausgewdhlte Beitrdge (Sigmaringen 1983), pp. 212-18.
^P. E. Schramm. Herrschaftszeichen und StaatssymboUk, Schriften der Monumenta
Germaniae historica, 13. 3 (Stuttgart 1956), pp. 1068-1072; cf. P. Brown, "Eastern and Western
Christendom" (above, note 13), pp. 171-72.
^ P. E. Schranun. Die deutschen Kaiser und Konige in Bildern ihrer Zeit, 751-1190, ed. F.
Mutherich (Munich^ 1983). pp. 35-36.
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distinctive cultural context. In other words, this appropriation of a
Byzantine custom tells us as much about the differences between the two
civilizations as their similarities.
Yet even so clear an example of cross-cultural borrowing merely
demonstrates the facts of contact and appropriation: it does not explain
them. In part, the need to explain has fallen victim to the misleading
connotations of the notion of influence. Once we recognize that the
impulse to borrow from a foreign culture arises in the borrower, we perceive
the necessity of determining what factors beyond mere availability induced
the borrowing culture to do so. In part, Byzantium's ideology of continuity
combined with historians' love of their subject to foster the assumption of
Byzantine civilization's unchanging superiority over the contemporary West
at all times and in all respects, with Uie further implication that medieval
westerners shared that appreciation.^° But the new Byzantinism has
cancelled this approach, as eminent specialists have underscored that the
seventh century's drastic upheavals produced a Byzantium which, however
fascinating, cut a relatively impoverished and perhaps even backward
character in the eighth century.^^ This compels renewed efforts to explain
why and how contemporary western societies were moved to borrow from
Constantinople.
In the early Middle Ages, the inquiry can rarely proceed beyond factors
of a rather general nature, but even these illuminate why borrowing occurred
and clarify what Byzantium represented for the borrowing society. For
example, Visigothic Spain's elite seems to have followed closely
developments in the Byzantine capital and provinces. This explains that
they knew and were able to appropriate significant elements of imperial
ritual. But only a careful study of the conditions of Visigothic rulership and
comparison with other innovations in the Spanish symbolism of power
reveals that the struggle between ambitious kings and a powerful aristocracy
coalesced with their shared admiration for Constantinopolitan culture to spur
the court to borrow and adapt the Byzantine ceremonies marking the defeat
of usurpers. The unique conditions of Visigothic society explain the power
of one kind of Byzantine "influence" there.^^
A hundred years later and a little to the North, the volume of preserved
source materials swells dramatically and it at last becomes possible to go
beyond the general factors which fostered Byzantine "influence" and examine
the details of this process. Yet even under these more favorable
circumstances, the historian soon finds more questions than answers.
^ E.g. ibid., p. 35, where the eighth-century Byzantine court and its international prestige is
compared to that of Versailles under Louis XIV.
^' Mango, "La culture grecque" (above, note 25), pp. 720-21; cf. Kazhdan and Cutler,
"Continuity" (above, note 7), pp. 437 ff.
^^ McConnick, Eternal Victory, pp. 315-23.
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Western assimilation of the Pseudo-Dionysian corpus was a decisive
step in medieval intellectual development. This Byzantine neoplatonist
theologian's Latin after-life has been linked with the genesis of Gothic
architecture and influenced thinkers as diverse as Abelard, Thomas Aquinas
and Wyclif.^^ An extraordinarily favorable source situation allows scholars
to map in some detail the earUest stage of Pseudo-Dionysius' entry into the
mainstream of western thought. The favorable situation affords insight into
the dynamics of early medieval cultural exchange.
In September 827, the Greek text of the Pseudo-Dionysian corpus
arrived at the court of Charlemagne's son and successor, Louis the Pious, in
the baggage of an embassy from Byzantium. The legation was headed by a
high dignitary of the church of Constantinople and had been sent to
Compidgne by Emperors Michael II and Theophilus in connection with a
treaty between the two empires. The book, which scholars believe has
survived to this day in Paris (Bibliotheque Nationale, grec 437), may well
have been calculated to win favor with Hilduin—one of Louis' chief
advisers. Hilduin just happened to head the royal abbey of St. Denis (that
is, Dionysius) in Paris and maintained against all opponents that his house's
patron saint was none other than the Dionysius whom St. Paul converted in
Athens, and the presumed author of the Areopagite corpus. Within weeks of
the presentation, the Prankish emperor turned the book over to Hilduin,
immediately triggering a series of miraculous healings at the Parisian abbey,
which miracles, of course, demonstrated the identity of the two Dionysii.^
As part of the campaign to glorify his abbey's patron saint, Hilduin
sponsored the first—^mediocre—Latin translation of the works. A few years
later, the mysterious Irishman John Scot Eriugena, the greatest intellect of
the Latin ninth century, would try to improve the translation and grapple
with its content, launching the Areopagite's western diffusion.
Even this brief account illuminates the complexity of the historical
processes by which Byzantium worked its way into the fabric of early
medieval civilization. The concept of "influence" is sadly inadequate to
explain the unique constellation of factors which converged to cause one of
the most pregnant instances of cross-cultural transfer in the Middle Ages.
What does the case of Pseudo-Dionysius tell us about these factors?
^^ Pseudo-Dionysius and Gothic architecture: O. von Simson, The Gothic Cathedral:
Origins of the Gothic Architecture and the Medieval Concept of Order (New Yoric 1956), pp.
106-07; for a succinct systematic survey of the Are<^agite's enduring impact in the West, see
R. Roques et al.,Dictionnaire de spirituality 3 (Paris 1954), 244-429, esp. 318-429; cf. the
update in G. O'Daly, "Dionysius Arcopagiu," Theologische Realenzyklopddie 7 (Berlin 1981),
772-80, here 777-78.
^ G. Th6ry, Etudes dionysiennes 1 (Paris 1932), pp. 1-100; R. Loenerlz, "Le pan^gyrique de
S. Denys TArfeopagite par S. Michel le syncelle," Analecta bollandiana 68 (1950), 94-107 and
"La 16gende parisieruie de S. Denys I'Ardopagite. Sa genese et son premier temoin," ibid., 69
(1951), 217-37.
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The first element is availability, no small consideration in a world of
significant but limited cross-cultural contacts. In this case, someone in the
Byzantine government actually took the initiative of making Pseudo-
Dionysius available to a foreign elite, quite possibly in order to further
precise diplomatic goals.^^ The ambassador was in any case one vector in
this transfer; his intention had of course little to do with the distant results.
Another essential factor was the existence of someone on the receiving
end who was interested in and capable of using Pseudo-Dionysius. Let us
not forget that a century earlier, the pope himself seems to have sent another
copy of Pseudo-Dionysius to Louis the Pious' grandfather: that copy
vanished without a trace.^ The powerful abbot of St. Denis was therefore a
second indispensable vector in the process of the Byzantine thinker's entry
into western theology.
Yet Hilduin's first use of the book had nothing to do with Pseudo-
Dionysius' theology: he exploited it as a relic, whose presence at his abbey
proved his point and cured the sick. It was only later, when the emperor
urged him to compile a devotional work, that the abbot got around to
dealing with the content. While Byzantium's place in the early medieval
world may explain why an embassy came to Compi6gne seeking to
influence a Prankish ruler and therefore made the book available to Prankish
society, it cannot explain what the book meant to Hilduin. For whatever
Hilduin's attitudes toward Byzantine civilization may have been, they do not
suffice to explain his energetic appropriation of the works of Pseudo-
Dionysius. As his own testimony makes abundantly clear, the book from
Byzantium was first and foremost a weapon in the struggle to enhance the
prestige and power of his own house via an apostolic connection.^^ And of
course, so far as Hilduin knew, there was nothing Byzantine about the
Dionysian corpus itself, since the demonstration of its sixth-century origin
lay more than a thousand years in the future.
Hilduin's promotion of Pseudo-Dionysius' writings also illustrates the
present limits of our knowledge. For all that is known of this case,
scholars are reduced to hypotheses when it comes to the crucial question of
the linguistic intermediary. Who actually did the translating for Hilduin?
The leading theory is that Hilduin used unknown Greeks.^* But what
Byzantines did Hilduin know? Aside from ambassadors, were any Greeks
associated with the Carolingian elite? How many and where were they?
And with whom were they associated? Or was most knowledge of
Byzantium mediated not by the Byzantines themselves, but by northern
^ On thisj)oint, ibid., 232.
^ Th6iy, Etudes, 1, pp. 1-3; cf. Sansterre, Moines, 1, pp.182-83.
'' Hilduin of St. Denis, Epistolae variorum, 20, c. 4, ed. E. Diimmler, Monumenta
Germaniae historica, Epistolae 5 (1899), 330. 3-11; cf. c. 8, 331. 10-14 etc.
'^Th^ry, hudes, 1, p. 134 and 142; cf. B. Bischoff, Mittelalterliche Studien 2 (Stuttgart
1967), pp. 256 ff.
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scholars like Eriugena, Sedulius Scotus, and Martin of Laon who struggled
to acquire some elements of Greek with the miserable research instruments
available to them?^' Or by Italians like the remarkable Anastasius
Bibliothecarius who, like some Franks, actually sailed to Byzantium? In
other words, the analysis of the dynamics of Byzantine-Western cultural
exchange in the early Middle Ages must begin to take into account the
essential characteristic of early medieval society. In a world in which
personal and family relations were everything, in which kings ruled peoples,
not countries, personal—^rather than institutional—networks stand a good
chance of having channeled and conditioned the diffusion and appropriation
of Byzantine civilization and it is to them that future research must turn.
The sampling of borrowings adduced at the outset indicated Byzantium's
extensive role in the formation of early medieval civilization. But the study
of this historical process must learn to differentiate the Byzantine
contribution in time, space, social strata and content, to shun everywhere
the misleading notion of influence and in some places the mirage of cross-
cultural causality. It must explore the dynamics of this process and then
identify the vectors of cross-cultural transfers. As ongoing research uncovers
new instances of Byzantium's impact on the West—and vice versa—, the
very success of that inquiry urges the historian to begin to contemplate the
how and why of that phenomenon. The historical understanding of both
societies stands only to gain.
Dumbarton Oaks and The Johns Hopkins University
^ The best account of the resources of western would-be intennediaries is E. Jeauneau, "Jean
Scot firigene et le grec," Archivum latinitatis medii aevi 41 (1977-1978; printed 1979), 5-50.
The Mantle of Earth
HENRY MAGUIRE
The purpose of this paper is to identify a theme which occurs with some
frequency as a decoration on early Byzantine tapestry weaves from Egypt,
but which has not hitherto been recognized in the literature on these textiles.
This theme is nothing less than the portrayal of the terrestrial world, the
representation of the entire earth and ocean together with their bounty. It is
a subject which was displayed on Near Eastern textiles as early as the first
century A.D. and which continued to be shown after the fall of Egypt to the
Arabs in the seventh century. In many of the textiles, the weavers reduced
the vastness of terrestrial creation to a design not more than a few inches
across, compressing the fruitfulness of all nature to the confines of a motif
which could be repeated several times on a hanging or a garment, like the
reiteration of a charm.
In A.D. 39 Queen Kypros, the wife of Herodes Agrippa the King of
Judaea, sent a textile to the Emperor Gains, together with these lines by the
poet Philip:
yaiav T-qv <p£peKap7iov ooriv e^coKE jiepixSwv
a)Keav6(; }i£YdX,(oi Kaioapi jieiBo^evriv
Kttl y'ka\)Kf\v ^e QaXaaaav ctJiTiKpiPwoaTO Kvnpoc,
KCpKioiv loTOTtovoK; Tidvx' a.no\Lafyniivr\-
Kaiaapi 5' ev^eivcoi x«P^ TiXSo^iev, tjv ydp avdaoriq
Scc>pa (pepeiv xct Qtoic, Kal npiv 6<peiX6neva.*
This gift, "a perfect copy of the harvest-bearing earth, all that the land-
encircling ocean girdles . . . and the grey sea too," must have rendered
pictorially a common concept of Roman cosmography, the notion that the
^ Antholog'ia Palatine, IX. 778; edition and translation by A. S. F. Gow and D. L. Page, The
Greek Anthology: The Garland ofPhilip (Cambridge 1968). I. p. 300 and H. pp. 333 ff.
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inhabited earth was surrounded, like an island, by a continuous sea.^ The
idea was expressed in Greek literature as early as Homer's description of the
shield of Achilles,^ and was set out by Strabo in his Geography shortly
before the weaving of the textile.'* Eventually it was taken over by Early
Christian and early Byzantine writers, such as Eusebius and Cosmas
Indicopleustes.5 The notion of the sea-encircled earth was also depicted in
early Byzantine works of art, of which the most well-known is the mosaic
in the north transept of the basilica of Dumetios in Nikopolis, which was
laid in the second quarter of the sixth century (Fig. 1).^ Here a border
depicting varied creatures and plants of the waters surrounds a square central
panel portraying birds, trees, and flowers which signify the life of the earth;
the mosaic is accompanied by the following inscription:
'i^KEavov 7iepi<pavTov djcipixov evGa 5e6opKa(;
yaiav ^ecJOOv e'xovta oo<poi(; iv5d^|a.aai TEXvn(;
Tidvxa Tcepi^ (popeovoav oaa Tcviei xe Kai epTcei,
AconETiov KTEttvov nEyaGv jAOV dpxi.Epfio(;.''
While this inscription speaks of the "famous and boundless ocean
containing in its midst the earth," it may be noted that the border
surrounding the central panel of the mosaic contains fresh water life as well
as sea creatures: in this ocean we find not only fish, octopuses and
shellfish, but also lotus plants and ducks.^
The textile sent by Queen Kypros no longer survives; indeed, no
textiles illustrating the earth and the ocean have come down to us from the
time of the early Empire. There are, however, a number of textiles with
this subject extant from the early Byzantine period; one of these textiles is
well known, but the others are hitherto either unpublished or unidentified.
^See E. Kitzinger, "Studies on Late Antique and Early Byzantine Floor Mosaics I. Mosaics
at Nikopolis," Dumbarton Oaks Papers, VI (1951). 83-122, esp. 103.
^iiiad,xvm.6cn.
* Geographica, I. 1. 8.
^ Eusebius, De laudibus Constantini, 6. 6; Cosmas Indicopleustes, Topographia Christiana,
3. 25 and 4. 7.
^ Kitzinger, "Studies on Late Antique and Early Byzantine Floor Mosaics"; idem, "Mosaic
Pavements in the Greek East and the Question of a «Renaissance» under Justinian," Actes du VI'
Congres International d'^tudes Byzantines, 11, 209-23, esp. 214 ff. (reprinted in idem. The Art of
Byzantium and the Medieval West: Selected Studies, ed. W. E. Kleinbauer [Bloomington 1976],
pp. 4^-63).
' Kitzinger, "Studies on Late Antique and Early Byzantine Floor Mosaics," 100.
* The same phenomenon may be noted in other early Byzantine floor mosaics which depict
the earth surrounded by the waters. See, for example, the cosmographic floor of the narthex of
the Large Basilica at Heraklea Lynkestis, where the encircling border of aquatic motifs includes
ducks, geese, swans and lotus plants: G. Cvetkovic-Tomasevic, Heraclea, EI, Mosaic Pavement
in the Narthex of the Large Basilica at Heraclea Lyncestis (Bitola 1967); idem, "Mosaiques
pal6ochr6tiennes r6cemment decouvertes a H6racl6a Lynkestis," La mosaique greco-romaine
(Paris 1975), H, pp. 385-99, figs. 183-92.
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The known piece is a silk of the sixth or seventh century which was
found in the coffin of St. Cuthbert at the Cathedral of Durham.' Although
the silk is in a fragmentary condition, its decoration can be reconstructed
(Fig. 2). It was woven with repeated medallions, each enclosing the frontal
figure of a woman shown half length, richly dressed with a heavily jeweled
necklace or collar, and holding between her hands a scarf which makes a
crescent shaped fold filled with fruits. This figure may be identified as a
personification of Earth, by analogy with other works of art in which this
personification is identified by an inscription. In the center of the sixth-
century mosaic floor of the church of the Priest John at Khirbat al-
Makhayyat in Jordan, for example, there is a portrayal of a woman labelled
as 'TH"; she wears a richly adorned headdress and holds before her a crescent
shaped fold of cloth brimming with fruits (Fig. 3).^^ In the Byzantine silk,
the personification of Earth rises from a series of parallel lines in the lower
third of the roundel which represent water. In these waves six fish and four
ducks can be seen swimming; they are arranged symmetrically on either side
of the central axis of the medallion, either facing toward the personification
or away from her. The circular frame of the medallion is filled with various
fruits, such as grapes, figs, and pomegranates. The textile, then, was
adorned with repeated portrayals of Earth with her fruits, rising up from the
midst of the ocean with its creatures. As in the mosaic at Nikopolis, the
ocean is here signified by ducks as well as fish.
In addition to the silk at Durham, there are other, previously
unrecognized, textiles which portray Earth in the midst of Ocean. Of these,
the most explicit with respect to iconography is a fragment from Egypt in
the Field Museum of Chicago (Fig. 4).^^ In its present state it comprises a
square ornament in wool tapestry weave on a plain linen ground. The
ornamental panel measures about eleven inches in height and ten in width;
not enough of the piece is preserved to show whether the ornament was
repeated, or what the function of the original textile was. It is possible that
the panel decorated a garment such as a tunic, but it could also have been
part of a cover or hanging.
The decoration of the panel consists of two squares enclosing two
circles. In the innermost circle there is the bust of a woman, portrayed
frontally. She is richly dressed, with a crown, pendant earrings, a necklace
or band around her neck, and a jeweled collar. Behind her head is a yellow
halo. The outer circle, which surrounds this figure, is filled with water
creatures and plants: fish, dolphins, ducks and lotus plants. The four
' J. F. Flanagan, "The Figured Silks." in The Relics of Saint Cuthbert, ed. C. F.
Batliscombe (Oxford 1956). pp. 484-525. esp. pp. 505 ff.. fig. 1.
1° S. J. Sailer and B. Bagatu. The town ofNebo (Khirbet El-Mekhayyat) (Jerusalem 1949).
pp. 38-39, 49-55. fig. 4. pis. 8-13; M. Piccirillo. / mosaici di Giordania dcd I al VIII secolo
DC. (Rome 1982). p. 17.
^^ Museum accession number 173888. The textile is unpublished.
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spandrels between the outer circle and the inner square are filled by
irregularly shaped motifs which can no longer be read. In the outer square
there are stylized rinceaux of leaves.
There can be little doubt that the subject of this panel is the
personification of Earth surrounded by the ocean. Her rich attire matches the
portrayal of Tfi on the Durham silk (Fig. 2). The surrounding border of sea
creatures corresponds to the border of the Nikopolis mosaic, with its fish,
ducks and lotus plants (Fig. 1).
Another textile depicting a personification of Earth surrounded by sea
creatures is preserved in the Boston Museum of Fine Arts (Fig. 5).^^ The
composition, in wool tapestry weave on linen, is circular; in a central
medallion it displays the frontal bust of a woman wearing earrings and
holding before her a scarf filled with fruits. This central motif is enclosed
by a larger circle containing four stylized plants growing from vases. The
whole is framed by an outer circle which creates a border filled with fish. In
their forms the four plants are similar to those depicted in the mosaics of the
Dome of the Rock in Jerusalem; they may suggest a late seventh or early
eighth-century date for this piece. ^^
To the panels in Chicago and Boston we can add a third Egyptian textile
portraying Earth arising out of the ocean, which is now preserved at the
Cleveland Museum of Art (Fig. 6).^'* In this case we can see that the motif
was repeated several times on the same piece of cloth. The textile, which is
about ten inches square, comprises a square ornament (segmentum) which is
framed on two sides by an L-shaped strip (gammadion), both being in
tapestry weave in wool and linen. The motif in the central square is the
bust of a woman who is richly dressed in a jeweled crown, pendant earrings,
and a jeweled necklace or collar around her neck. Her head is framed by a
large yellow halo, and the whole figure is set against a dark blue
background. The bust is supported below by a pair of ducks with red and
white bodies and green necks. The birds face each other in symmetrical
poses, with their heads turning away over their backs.
The same motif, of the richly dressed female bust supported on a pair of
ducks, is repeated on a smaller scale five times in the gammadion. The
woman may be identified as Earth on account of her rich costume, and
because she rises above a pair of symmetrically confronted ducks, like the
personification of Tr\ on the silk at Durham (^'\g. 2). As in the silk, the
birds in the Cleveland textile serve as signs of the waters that surround the
earth.
^^ Museum accession number 07.266. The textile is unpublished; entire dimensions are seven
by seven inches.
^^ Compare, especially, the plants illustrated in plates 13-22 of K. A. C. Creswell, Early
Muslim Architecture (2nd ed., Oxford 1969). I. 1.
'^Museum accession number 73.21; "The Year in Review for 1973," The Bulletin of the
Cleveland Museum ofArt 61 (1974). 78. no. 166.
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The manner in which the gammadion frames the segmentum on the
Cleveland textile makes it possible that this fragment came from a piece of
clothing, such as the lower border of a tunic. ^^ The adoption of Earth as a
motif for the decoration of clothing would echo a common comparison
found in both classical and Early Christian writers: either the earth itself
was viewed as a cloak, on account of its shape, or it was seen to be
"clothed" with the mantle of its vegetation, Strabo, for example, compared
the inhabited world to the form of a chlamys, since he believed that its
upper or northern portions were more contracted, whereas its southern
regions were more spread out.^^ Eusebius wrote of the Creator who "clothes
the previously shapeless eternity with beautiful colors and fresh flowers."^^
Basil the Great described the earth at the Creation "moved to produce fruits,
as if she had cast away from her some somber garment of mourning, to put
on another more brilliant [robe], adorned with the ornaments which are
proper to her, and presenting the countless species of her plants."^^ The
textile in Cleveland, therefore, could be seen as the realization of a
metaphor.
In each of the textiles discussed above, the personification of earth was
accompanied by creatures signifying the waters or the sea. On the textiles
that will now be examined, however, Earth appeared on her own. We may
take as our first example another piece from the collection in the Boston
Museum of Fine Arts, on which Earth appears as a nimbed bust in a
medallion,' holding a very stylized scarf filled with fruits (Fig. 7; compare
Fig. 5). The medallion containing the bust is enclosed in a narrow strip of
tapestry weave decorated with heart-shaped plants, the forms of which
suggest a date after the Islamic conquest.^'
A fifth Egyptian textile which probably depicts a personification of
Earth is found in the collection of the Louvre (Fig. 8).^ It is a rectangle in
tapestry weave, measuring about ten by nine inches, and displaying at its
Compare, for example, a completely preserved tunic such as number 71.48 in the Textile
Museum of Washington, D.C.; J. Trilling, The Roman Heritage, Textiles from Egypt and the
Eastern Mediterranean 300 to 600 AJ). (The Textile Museum Journal, 21 [Washington, D.C.
1982], 92, no. 103).
^^Geographica,U.5.6.
^' 6 8' avToc, xP«>fiaaiv dapaiOK; Kal veapoiq avGeoi xov Tcplv aaxmidxiaxov
ajKpievvwq aimva, .... De laudibus Constantini, 6. 6.
** Jtp6<; KapTtoyovCav ovYKivounevtiv, aionep tivct oicuQpconfiv Kal nevGfipri
anopp{v|/aoav nepiPoXfiv, neTajKpievvvjievtiv tfiv q)ai6poTepav Kal Toiq oiKeioiq
Koajioiq ayaXXonevTiv, Kal xa |i\)p{a yivr\ xS>v (foofiivuiv npoPdXXcuoav.
Hexaemeron, 5. 2.
^' Museum Accession Number 01.5896. The textile is unpublished. The woman's halo is
flanked by two letters: *'C." or perhaps a Coptic gamma, on the left and "e" on the right. It is
possible that the inscription was originally intended to read 'TH." The dimensions of this piece
are four and a quaiter by eleven inches.
^ Inventory number X4736; P. du Bourguet, Catalogue des etqffes coptes du Musee du
Louvre (Paris 1964), I, p. 197, no. E31.
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center the frontal bust of a woman wearing a jeweled diadem, earrings, and
collar. She is enclosed by a circle strewn with flower buds. The circle is in
turn inscribed within a square, leaving four spandrels between the circle and
the square which are filled by green birds. In the frame around the square
there are eight medallions containing either birds or flowers; the medallions
alternate with eight boys who hold out birds or vases of fruit as offerings.
The theme of a richly dressed Earth receiving offerings can be paralleled on
floor mosaics such as the floor of the church of the Priest John at Khirbat
al-Makhayyat, where boys with extended arms offer baskets filled with fruits
to the central bust of Ffj (Fig. 3).^^
Finally, I would like to adduce five other textiles from Egypt, each of
which depicts the bust of a richly bejeweled woman who may have been
intended to personify Earth, but who could also have been given other
identifications. The first example, also from the Louvre collection, is a
panel of tapestry weave in wool and linen measuring around fourteen and a
half by eleven and a half inches, the design of which is related to the textile
just described.22 It shows in the center the frontal bust of a woman wearing
a jeweled diadem, necklace, earrings and collar. She is inscribed in a circle
containing flower buds, which is contained by a square. In each of the four
spandrels there is a blue peacock, while the outer frame contains a series of
sixteen medallions enclosing stylized flowers or birds. The similarity of the
central figure to the j)ersonifications on the previously discussed textiles in
Durham, Chicago, Cleveland and Paris (Figs. 2, 4, 6 and 8) suggests that
this also may be a representation of Earth. It can be noted, in addition, that
the peacock was considered by Early Christian writers one of the most
beautiful adornments of terrestrial creation,^^ and as such would be a fitting
sign of the Earth costumed in her finery. However, in the absence of any
offerers of fruit and game, or of any motifs indicating the surrounding sea,
the identification of the subject cannot be as certain as in the case of the
preceding examples.
The same observation may be made of two other panels of wool and
linen tapestry weave in the Louvre, each of which also shows the frontal
bust of a richly costumed female in a surround containing birds and plants.
In these two panels, which are closely related to each other, the woman
^* See also the boys offering produce to the personification of Fii depicted in the floor mosaic
of the church of St George at Khirbat al-Makhiyyat; Sailer and Bagatti, Town ofNebo, pp. 67-
74. fig. 8, pis. 22-28. A related upestry is no. 42.438.4 in the Brooklyn Museum on which
the bust of a woman wearing earrings and a jeweled collar or necklace, but no diadem, receives
offerings in the form of vases or birds; D. Thompson, Coptic Textiles in the Brooklyn Museum
(New York 1971), p. 72, no. 31.
^ Inventory number X4665; du Bourguet, Catalogue des etoffes coptes, p. 197, no. E30.
^ See, for example, Gregory of Nazianzus, Homilia XXVIII, 24; George of Pisidia,
Hexae-meron, 1245-1292 (Migne. Patrologia Graeca XCH. cols. 1529-1532). For the
association of the peacock with Juno and with empresses, see J. M. C. Toynbee, Animals in
Roman Life and Art (London 1972), pp. 251 ff.
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wears a diadem in her hair, earrings, a jeweled necklace and a jeweled
collar.2^ Her bust is enclosed by a circle strewn with green leaves which is
set in a square; here, too, each of the four spandrels contains a blue peacock.
The whole composition is surrounded by a squared frame containing
schematic petals.
A fourth panel from the Louvre also displays the frontal bust of a
woman wearing long pendant earrings, a pearled necklace, and a jeweled
collar.25 Her head is surrounded by a nimbus and her portrait is framed by a
squared border containing a series of medalUons enclosing stylized plants. A
similar panel of tapestry weave is preserved in the Textile Museum of
Washington, D.C. (Fig. 9).^ It is about twelve and a half inches in height
and ten inches wide, and it shows in the center a circle containing the bust
of a woman wearing a jeweled diadem in her hair, long pendant earrings, and
a jeweled collar. Behind her head there is a yellow nimbus. The circle
containing the bust is enclosed in a rectangular frame filled along its sides
with stylized rinceaux and at its four comers with schematized flowers.
Each of these last five examples may well represent the personification
of Earth surrounded by her plants and creatures. However, as so often
happens in Egyptian textiles, the iconography has become simplified to the
point that a specific identification of the subject is no longer possible;
indeed, the images are ambiguous. Besides Earth, the woman in this last
group of textiles could also have represented other personifications who were
commonly shown during Late Antiquity as frontal figures in rich attire.
Such personifications would include 'Eatia7ioXt)o^Po<; ("the Hearth, rich in
blessings"), as seen on the famous tapestry in Dumbarton Oaks,^'^ and Tpx^l
KaXri ("Good Fortune"), as seen on certain clay lamps from Egypt (Fig.
10). In each of these cases, of course, the meanings overlap with the
concept of the fruitful Earth, beautiful and rich in her blessings. The lack of
specificity of the iconography on the textiles could have had multiple
causes. On the one hand, the abstraction of the motif can be attributed to
the repeated copying of a more detailed model by weavers who no longer
understood its original context. But, on the other hand, the generalization of
the image of the richly dressed woman can also be seen as an intensification
of its significance, for the beneficent associations of all the wealth-bringing
female personifications it resembled could now be read into it.
In conclusion, a few observations can be made concerning the relevance
of these domestic textiles to the wider study of early Byzantine art. We have
seen how floor mosaics can help us to interpret the subjects on weavings.
^ Inventory numbers X4156 and X4157; L'Art Copte, exhibition caulogue. Petit Palais
(Paris 1964). p. 21 1. no. 252; du Bourguet. Catalogue des itoffes, p. 332, nos. F228 and F229.
The dimensions are ten and a half by nine inches and ten and a quarter by ten and a half bches.
^Inventory number X4727; L'Art Copte, p. 209^, no. 251; du Bourguet. p. 331. no. F227.
The dimensions are ten and a half by eleven and a half inches.
^ Museum accession number 72. 121 . Trilling, The Roman Heritage, p. 33. no. 7. plate 4.
^ P. Friedlander. Documents ofDying Paganism (Berkeley 1945), pp. 1-26.
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But just as ecclesiastical mosaics can throw light upon the meanings of
motifs on household cloths, so also the textiles can help us to understand
how contemporary viewers may have reacted to the decorations of churches.
Many of the floor mosaics which portrayed the earth together with her
creatures and products were capable of several levels of interpretation. From
the perspective of the clergy, who were often the patrons and who may
sometimes have participated in the designing of the floors, the mosaics
conveyed ideas about the nature of God's terrestrial creation and about the
place of humanity within it, ideas which were expressed also in Early
Christian sermons and commentaries on the 'E^armepov.^* But from the
perspective of the lay churchgoers the mosaics may have contained a simpler
message; they gave the promise of fruitfulness in dry climates, as did the
textiles people used in their houses. Whether she was repeated as a charm
on a garment or laid out on the floor of a sacred building, the personification
of Earth, richly adorned and framed by water, held out the hope of plenty in
arid lands.
University ofIllinois at Urbana-Champaign
^ Henry Maguire, Earth and Ocean: the Terrestrial World in Early Byzantine Art,
Monographs on the Fine Arts sponsored by the College Art Association of America 43






Figure 2. Silk from St. Cuthbert's coffin, Durham Cathedral, reconstructed detail.
Earth and Ocean. (Photo from J. F. Flanagan, "The figured SiUcs," in The Relics of
St. Cuthbert, ed. C. F. Battiscombe [Oxford 1956], fig. 1)

Figure 4. Tapestry weave, Field Museum, Chicago. Earth and Ocean.
(Photo: Courtesy, Field Museum of Natural History)
Figure 5. Tapestry weave, Boston Museum of Fine Arts. Earth and Ocean.
(Photo: Museum of Fine Arts, Boston)
Figure 6. Tapestry weave, Cleveland Museum of Art. Earth and Ocean. (Photo:
Cleveland Museum of Art; purchase A. W. EUenburger Sr. Endowment Fund)

Figure 8. Tapestry weave. Louvre. Paris. Earth and offerings.
(Photo: Musees Nationaux, Paris)
Figure 9. Tapestry weave. Textile Museum, Washington, D. C. Earth?
(Photo: The Textile Museum)
Figure 10. Clay Lamp from Egypt, Bode Museum, Berlin, Friihchristlich-
Byzantinische Sammlung. T'ox'H KaXTJ. (Photo: author)
An Introduction to Byzantine Monasticism"
ALICE-MARY TALBOT
The institution of monasticism was one of the most important charac-
teristics of Byzantine society, and touched the life of virtually every imperial
subject in many ways. First of all, a substantial number of Byzantine men
and women took monastic vows: some in their youth, who pledged
themselves to a lifetime of dedication to Christ; some in middle age, when
their children were grown; many more at the end of their lives. Countless
Byzantines, when they realized they were on their deathbed, took the
monastic habit for their final hours or days, in the belief that, by dying in
the holier monastic state, they were more likely to achieve salvation in the
world to come.
* There is as yet no definitive work on Byzantine monasticism. The following are
recommended as an introduction; they will guide the interested reader to further bibliography. C.
Mango, Byzantium: the Empire ofNew Rome (New York 1980), ch. 5 on Monasticism; R.
Janin, "Le monachisme byzantin au moyen age. Commende et typica (X'-XTV* siecle)," Revue
des Etudes Byzantines 22 (1964), 15-44; P. Charanis, "The Mcnk as an Element of Byzantine
Society," Dumbarton Oaks Papers 25 (1971), 61-84; N. M. Vaporis, ed., Byzantine Saints and
Monasteries (Brookline, Mass. 1985), a series of articles reprinted from Greek Orthodox
Theological Review 30 (1985); a group of essays on female monasticism in Byzantinische
Forschungen 9 il9i5).
Among the most important primary sources for monasticism are the documents preserved in
the archives of Mt. Athos (currently being published in the series. Archives de I'Athos, ed., P.
Lemerle), and the typika or foundation charters of monasteries. New critical editions of five
eleventh and twelfth-centun' typika were recently published with French translation by the late
Paul Gautier in Revue des Etudes Byzantines 32 (1974), 39 (1981). 40 (1982), 42 (1984) and 43
(1985). A project currently in progress, the Dumbarton Oaks/N.E.H. Byzantine Monastic
Foundation Documents Project, is preparing annotated translations of all 52 surviving Byzantine
monastic typika. Lives of Byzantine saints, who were usually monks or nuns, also throw much
light on Byzantine monasticism; available in English are Helen Waddell, The Desert Fathers
(Ann Arbor, Mich. 1957) and Elizabeth Dawes and Norman Baynes, Three Byzantine Saints
(Oxford 1948).
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The monastery was often the spiritual center of a rural village or urban
quarter; local inhabitants might attend services at the monastic church, seek
out monks for spiritual advice, or ask for help in time of need. If a
Byzantine fell ill, he or she might find medical care in a hospital attached to
the monastic complex, or alternatively seek healing at the tomb of a saint
whose relics were preserved in the church. A traveler who hesitated to stop
for the night at an inn (which was usually a euphemism for a brothel) might
find accommodation at a hostel run by monks. An elderly widow without
children to look after her could find spiritual companionship and nursing
care in a convent; the nuns would also see to her proper burial and arrange
commemorative services after her death, all in exchange for a handsome
donation to the nunnery. The poor could come to the monastery gate and
receive loaves of bread, wine, and the leftovers from the refectory. A
wealthy noble, who wanted to present a deluxe illuminated Gospelbook to a
church, could commission the copying and illustration of such a manuscript
in a monastic scriptorium, or workshop for the production of manuscripts.
A peasant who owned a small plot of land might be pressured into selling
his vineyard or olive grove to the local monastery, which wished to increase
its holdings; he might on the other hand give the land to the monastery as a
pious act, in exchange for commemorative requiem masses in perpetuity.
Emperors as well as peasants took personal interest in monasteries; they
might found new ones, or present existing ones with landed estates, or
declare their immunity from taxation. Emperors sought out monks as
advisers on matters of state as well as religious policy. And not a few
Byzantine emperors ended their lives in monasteries, either unwillingly
when they were deposed from the throne by a usurper and forced into the
tonsure, or of their own accord as an act of personal faith when their end
drew near. Finally, monasteries served as the bulwark of Byzantine
Orthodox Christianity: in the eighth and ninth centuries monks were among
the most ardent supporters of image veneration and adversaries of
iconoclasm: in the thirteenth century monks were persecuted for opposing
Michael VIII's policy of Union with the Roman Church at the Council of
Lyons (1274). In the following century the monasteries and hermitages of
Mt. Athos nurtured the burgeoning mystical movement called hesychasm,
which was to give new vitality to the Orthodox religious tradition.
I. The Origins of Monasticism
Let us turn to the early centuries of the empire to seek out the origins of
this institution which affected every level of Byzantine society throughout
its long history. The beginnings of monasticism are closely connected with
the spread of Christianity in the Roman Empire; the first monks appeared
during the final period of persecution of Christians in the late third century,
just before the conversion of the emperor Constantine in the following
century.
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The word "monasticism" is derived from the Greek verb iiovd^co ("to
live alone"), and indeed the first monks were hermits. In order to escape
persecution pious Christians would retire into the desert, alone, where they
could lead lives of asceticism and prayer without harassment. Tradition
holds that a certain Paul (called the "First Hermit," to distinguish him from
the apostle) was the first Christian to adopt this rigorous life style. Fleeing
persecution, perhaps that of the Emperor Decius (249-51), he withdrew to
some mountains in the Egyptian desert to live in a cave. Nearby grew a
palm tree, and a stream of water flowed by. He wove himself a garment of
palm leaves, and every day a crow brought him half a loaf of bread. Thus he
had all the necessities of life, and lived there peacefully for 60 years until his
death.
His younger contemporary, St. Antony, is much better known,
primarily because of the vivid Life which the Church Father Athanasius of
Alexandria wrote about him in the fourth century. This became the pattern
for all future biographies of saints, and was widely read in the medieval
world, both east and west. Paul had lived completely alone, but disciples
flocked to St. Antony, and so communities of monks developed. The
monks remained in their separate cells during the week, praying and weaving
rush mats, but met on weekends for church services. This kind of monastic
community was called a lavra. St. Antony is significant in that he
demonstrated a new way of achieving sanctity, without martyrdom, but
through extreme mortification of the body.
He kept vigil to such an extent that he often continued the whole night
without sleep, and this not once but often, to the marvel of others. He at*
once a day, after sunset; sometimes once in two days, and often even in
four. His food was bread and salt; his drink, water only; of flesh and wine
it is superfluous even to speak, since no such thing was found with the
other earnest men. A rush mat served him to sleep upon, but for the most
part he lay upon the bare ground.^
In the early fourth century people flocked to the desert to follow
Antony's example. One might think that the establishment of Christianity
would have contributed to the decline of monasticism, since in the
beginning so many monks had fled to the desert to avoid persecution. But
curiously enough, once Christianity was tolerated, the number of monks
increased even more. Many Christians felt that now their faith was not
being sufficiently tested, so they retired to the desert to create their own
rigorous discipline. And not just men, but women, too, became hermits; a
number of these hermitesses, however, disguised themselves as men, to
^ Athanasius, Life ofAntony, tr. H. Ellershaw and A. Robertson, in St. Athanasius: Select
Works and Letters [= A Select Library ofNicene and Post-Nicene Fathers of the Christian
Church, 4] (New Yoik 1892). pp. 197-98.
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protect themselves against rape, or as a denial of their own sexuality .^ In
the biography of St. Antony, Satan is heard to complain: "I am become
weak. ... I no longer have a place, a weapon, a city. The Christians are
spread everywhere, and at length even the desert is filled with monks."^
Problems began to arise, however, when Christians became monks for
non-spiritual reasons, for example to escape taxes and military service. And
I quote again from the Life of St. Antony:
So their cells were in the mountains like tabernacles, filled with holy bands
of men who sang psalms, loved reading, fasted, prayed, rejoiced in the hope
of things to come. . . . And truly it was possible, as it were, to behold a
land set by itself, filled with piety and justice. For then there was neither
the evil-doer nor the injured, nor the reproaches of the tax-gatherer: but
instead a multitude of ascetics, and the one purpose of them all was to aim
at virtue . . . many soldiers and men who had great possessions laid aside
the burdens of life, and became monks for the rest of their days.*
In fact so many young men retired to the desert that later in the fourth
century an emperor ordered the removal of those monks who fled to
monasteries in order to evade public duties.
In addition to the hermits and monks who lived in lavras, another form
of monasticism developed in Egypt around 300. This was the cenobitic
monastery, derived from the Greek words Koivoq pioq, or "common life."
Pachomius was the founder of this highly organized form of monasticism in
Upper Egypt, just north of Thebes and Luxor. In cenobitic monasteries, a
third virtue, that of obedience, was added to the virtues of poverty and
chastity practised by hermits. For the monastery was headed by an abbot to
whom the monks owed obedience. Hermit monks decided on their own life
style, and, as it were, their personal spiritual program for attaining
salvation. At cenobitic monasteries regular religious services were held, and
all monks were required to attend. Each monk was also expected to perform
some manual labor, working in the fields or weaving, for example. The
Pachomian monasteries were enormous, often numbering hundreds of
monks or even thousands.
If one reads stories of these early "desert fathers," certain themes keep
cropping up in one edifying tale after another. One is the monks'
abhorrence of the female sex; they went to great lengths to avoid any contact
with women. One monk, for example, found himself in a situation where
he was forced to carry his mother across a river. He covered his hands with
his garment when carrying her, so as not to touch her. When his mother
asked him why he covered his hands, he replied: "Because the body of a
^E. Patlagean, "L'hisioire de la femme d6gui$6e en moine et revolution de la saintete
f6minine a Byzance." Studi Medievali, ser. 3. 17 (1976), 597-623.
^Life of Antony, p. 207.
* Ibid., pp. 20S, 219.
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woman is fire. And even from my touching thee came the memory of other
women into my soul."^
Connected with this sexual obsession was abhorrence of one's own
body. The Egyptian monks never washed or changed their clothes; the
Pachomian rule provided for a bath only if a monk was sick. We read of St.
Antony that
he had a garment of hair on the inside, while the outside was skin, which
he kept until his end. And he never bathed his body with water to free
himself from filth, nor did he ever wash his feet, nor even endure so much
as to put them into water, unless compelled by necessity. Nor did anyone
ever see him unclothed, nor his body naked at all, except after his death,
when he was buried.^
The monks' obsession with abstinence from sex was ahnost equalled by
their obsessive abstinence from food; the monks competed with each other
to see who could eat the least. Makarios the Great, for example, once
observed the Lenten fast by eating only once a week, a few cabbage leaves
on Sunday!
II. St. Basil of Caesarea
The Pachomian type of monastery was the basis of all later monasteries that
evolved in both the western and eastern Mediterranean; specifically it gave
rise to the Basilian monastery of eastern orthodoxy, and to the Benedictine
monastery in the west. "Basilian" monasticism takes its name from one of
the Fathers of the Eastern Church, St. Basil of Caesarea, who played an
important role in synthesizing the classical tradition with Christian faith.
This fusion was the basis of most later Byzantine theology.
In the mid-fourth century Basil set out to formulate a rule for his
monastery in Cappadocia (in central Anatolia). He was dissatisfied with the
forms of monasticism that had developed in Egypt, Syria and Palestine, and
sought to introduce a modified form of Pachomian monasticism into Asia
Minor. He strongly endorsed the cenobitic monastery, and did not approve
at all of the solitary life. He thought it was difficult and even dangerous for
a monk to live alone, unless he had tremendous self-control. Also it was
hard for a hermit to be self-sufficient; he had to depend on the charity of
visitors for his daily needs. Basil argued that the majority of monks cannot
muster sufficient discipline to become hermits, and need a communal form
of monasticism. Each member of the community would be expected to
contribute to providing for the physical necessities of the monastery, and the
monks would encourage and criticize each other in their spiritual
development
^ Waddedl. Desert Fathers, p. 74.
^Life ofAntony, p. 209.
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Basil's system was based on the Pachomian rule, but differed from it in
several ways.
1. He reduced the size of monasteries, since he felt the huge aggregates of
monks in Egypt were too large.
2. Obedience to the abbot was considered the primary virtue.
3. He forbade extraordinary feats of asceticism and mortification; if a
monk wanted to make a special fast, he had to ask the abbot's permission.
4. Another important difference from the rule of Pachomius was that Basil
established monasteries in towns instead of in deserts, so that monks would
not be isolated from their fellow men, but could practise charity towards
them. Also by their conduct, monks were to provide their secular brethren
with a model of the true Christian life.''
Here we see the beginnings of a characteristic of medieval monasteries,
which provided service to the lay community, as well as supporting the
monk's individual search for personal salvation. What impresses one most,
however, in reading the Long Rules of Basil is the tone of moderation and
practicality, compared with the fanaticism of the monks of Egypt, or the
stylite saints of Syria who lived on top of columns. One can clearly detect
here the influence of Greek rationalism, and the ancient Greek adage,
"nothing in excess."
III. Byzantine Monasticism in its Fully Developed Form
One of the most important differences that emerged between eastern and
western monasticism in the Middle Ages was that Byzantine monks were
not organized into separate orders like their Benedictine, Franciscan or
Dominican counterparts in the west. In a sense all Byzantine monasteries
belonged to one order, and followed the Rule of St. Basil; at the same time
each monastery was organized on an individual basis, and provided with
rules by its founder. About fifty of these foundation documents, called
typika, survive, an invaluable source of information about ideals of
monasticism and the realities of daily life in Byzantine monasteries from the
ninth to the fifteenth century.
Normally these documents include a preamble which explains the
founder's motivation for establishing a new monastery, followed by detailed
guidelines for the monks or nuns. Topics covered include the election of the
superior, the length of the novitiate, rules of enclosure, behavior in the
refectory, dietary rules for feastdays and fastdays, the monastic habit, and
discipline of disobedient monks or nuns. All the typika place strong
' An English translation of the Long Rules can be found in Saint Basil. Ascetical Works, tr.
by Monica Wagner (New Yoric 1950), pp. 223-331.
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emphasis on strict adherence to the cenobitic form of monasticism,
especially with regard to eating. Monks and nuns were to take their meals
together in the refectory, eat the same food, and not keep snacks in their
cells. The typika follow the basic precepts of Basil, particularly with
respect to the spirit of moderation, but there are countless variations
between monasteries as far as specific rules are concerned.
Still I shall hazard a description of a fairly typical Byzantine
monastery.^ It was founded in Constantinople in the fourteenth century by
an aristocratic lady, and provided a home for several members of her family,
including a daughter. Fifty nuns lived at the monastery, thirty of them
choir sisters, responsible for singing the daily offices: twenty of the nuns
performed basic housekeeping duties. Each nun had her own cell, but ate in
common with her sisters in the refectory. The diet included bread,
vegetables, fruit, fish, eggs and cheese, but never meat. Wine was
considered a staple, and was served in generous portions; in cold weather a
hot drink of cumin-flavored water was also available. Each nun had specific
duties, whether singing in the choir, working in the kitchen, overseeing the
refectory, serving as infirmarian or gatekeeper. The nuns also did handwork
such as spinning and weaving, reciting psalms as they worked; if literate,
they would devote many hours to study of the Scriptures or saints' lives.
They received a new habit once a year, and a monthly supply of soap, and
oil for their lamps. The nuns were expected to remain within the convent,
except on special occasions, such as a visit to a sick relative. When a nun
did go outside the convent, she was always to be accompanied by two
elderly nuns. Nuns might also leave the cloister to visit a local shrine, to
attend a funeral of a relative, or on convent business, such as to give
testimony in a lawsuit involving monastic property.
The convent was headed by a superior, elected by members of the
monastic community. She had responsibility for the spiritual and material
well-being of the nuns in her charge, and had to combine the talents of
businesswoman, psychologist and spiritual leader. The abbess held this
position for life, and could be deposed only for grave cause.
Why did Byzantine men and women enter monasteries?' For many it
was a true vocation; from childhood some Byzantine boys and girls dreamed
of renouncing the world, and dedicating themselves to Christ. Usually this
decision met with parental approval, since the monastic vocation was so
common and so admired in the Byzantine world. Some parents in fact
dedicated their children to God at infancy, often in thanksgiving at the birth
of a child after a long period of infertility. Sometimes whole families took
* The following paragraph is a summary of the typikon of the nunneiy of the Virgin of Sure
Hope (QeoTOKoq tfiq ^d^aiac, 'EXni5o<;), published by H. Delehaye in Deux typica byzantins
de I'epoque des Paliologues (Bnissels 1921), pp. 18-105.
'On this topic, see A. M. Talbot, "Late Byzantine Nuns: By Choice or Necessity?"
ByzantinLsche Forschungen 9 (1985), 103-17.
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the monastic habit together, especially at a time of crisis, such as the death
of one of the parents. The mother of Gregory Palamas, one of the most
famous of Orthodox theologians, wanted to enter a convent right after her
husband died, even though it would have meant abandoning her five
children, who ranged in age from a few months to seven years. It was only
with difficulty that she was persuaded to remain at home until her children
were grown; when they were teenagers, they all ended up taking monastic
vows.
Even if they did not take the habit themselves, many Byzantines
became benefactors of monasteries, making donations of cash, sacred vessels
or liturgical books for the church, land or income-producing properties such
as a factory or mill. The reward for such donations was commemoration
after one's death; the perusal of typika makes it clear that prayers for one's
salvation in perpetuity were of immense importance to the pious Byzantine.
Notices in the typika might read as follows:
Since the bishop of Ephesus . . . gave our convent 400 gold pieces a
requiem should be celebrated for him . . . and also celebrate the requiem of
the bishop of Mytilene on the anniversary of his death, as best you can.
For he donated to the convent a solid gold icon of the Mother of God,
decorated with precious stones and pearls, and stoles and armlets, also with
pearls.i°
IV. Cultural Activities
My description of a typical nunnery deliberately omitted any mention of
intellectual or artistic activities, because nuns rarely engaged in the copying
or illumination of manuscripts, or the composition of hymns, saints' lives,
theological treatises or historical chronicles.^ ^ In a number of male
monasteries, however, there were scriptoria for the production of
manuscripts, and many of the most important literary figures of Byzantium
were monks who worked in the confines of a cloister. Monastic libraries
were usually limited to the basic liturgical books, with perhaps a few
volumes of patristic commentaries or saints' lives; they almost never
contained works of ancient Greek authors. A few libraries, however,
benefited from the personal collection of their founders, and held a wider
range of books. Such was the library of Chora in fourteenth-century
Constantinople, the best library in the capital, where a number of the
leading classical philologists of the day prepared editions and commentaries
on classical authors. Monasteries tended to specialize in certain areas. One
might have a scriptorium that produced only liturgical manuscripts in a
^° Typikon of Convent of Sure Hope, ed. Delehaye, Deux typica, p. 102.
^' On the limited cultural activities of Byzantine convents, see A. M. Talbot, "Bluestocking
Nuns: Intellectual Life in the Convents of Late Byzantium," Harvard Ukrainian Studies 7
(1983). 604-18.
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distinctive script; another monastery might be an important center for the
composition of hymns and religious poetry.
Formal schooling was not a function of Byzantine monasteries; in fact,
a number of typika specifically forbade the admission of children for
educational purposes, but monasteries played a significant role in
maintaining the culture of Byzantium. Literate nuns were encouraged to
teach their illiterate sisters their letters, since a certain degree of literacy was
required in order to chant the office, maintain the monastery accounts or
serve as librarian or archivist. A high percentage of Byzantine manuscripts
were produced in monastic scriptoria, and the monastic environment
provided the tranquillity and spiritual stimulation necessary for the
composition of religious poetry or a theological tract
V. Charitable Functions
Monks and nuns provided a variety of community services.^^ j ^^ve already
mentioned that free food was generally made available for the poor;
distributions were made at the monastery gate on a regular schedule. On
special feastdays, there might even be distributions of small coins.
Several monasteries had hospitals attached, where the best medical care
available was provided. The typikon for a twelfth-century monastery in
Constantinople, the Pantokrator, supplies a detailed description of the
organization and management of such a hospital.^^ It had five wards, with
61 beds in all. One ward was for patients with wounds and injuries, andUier
for patients with diseases of the eyes or internal organs; there was also a 12-
bed ward for women. The patients wore special hospital gowns; their own
clothes were washed and made ready for them to wear when cured!
Hospital personnel were numerous: about one staff member per patient.
The female ward was served by a woman doctor, whose salary was half that
of her male colleagues. The staff also included pharmacists to prepare herbal
medicines, laundresses, cooks, and four gravediggers (which seems a rather
high figure for a 61 -bed hospital!). The patients were limited to a strictiy
vegetarian diet, consisting mosUy of bread and vegetables. There was a
large bathroom, where the patients were entitied to two baths a week. This
hospital was reserved for the use of laymen; the monks had their own six-
bed infirmary.
The monastic complex of the Pantokrator also included a hospice or old
people's home, designated for the care of 24 men who were crippled or
^^ Much material on monastic philanthropy is found in two books by Demetrios
Constantelos, Byzantine Philanthropy and Social Welfare (New Brunswick, New Jersey 1968),
and Poverty, Society and Philanthropy in the Late Medieval Greek World (forthcoming).
P. Gautier, ed., "Le typikon du Christ Sauveur Pantocrator," Revue des Etudes Byzantines
32 (1974), 82-113; T. S. Miller, The Birth of the Hospital in the Byzantine Empire (Baltin
1985), pp. 12-19.
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invalid. No one was eligible who was in good health and could provide for
his own living by his own work. Each resident received an annual ration of
bread, wine, dried vegetables, cheese and oil, plus wood for heating. If the
pensioner became gravely ill, he could be admitted to the hospital.
Separately from the monastic complex, the monastery also ran a
leprosarium.
In addition to running old-age homes, where the elderly pensioners
retained their lay status, monasteries also served the needs of the elderly
Byzantine who decided to take monastic vows at an advanced age.
Retirement to a monastery was a frequent solution to the problem of an
older man or woman who either could not or did not wish to live with his
children, and needed to find support and lodging outside the family circle.
Sometimes it was even necessary for a married couple to separate and live in
different monasteries. This was the case for the Byzantine historian George
Sphrantzes and his wife Helen who found adoption of the monastic habit a
welcome refuge, after their lives took a tragic turn in the wake of the
Ottoman conquest of Constantinople in 1453. Their two surviving children
had died during captivity in the sultan's entourage, and by 1467 the formerly
prosperous couple were without means of support. As Sphrantzes
comments in his History, because he was "old, sick and penniless since the
days of his enslavement [by the Turks]," he went first to the island of
Leukas to seek a pension, "some yearly compensation," from its ruler. He
was unsuccessful in his mission, however, and the next year, plagued by
chronic rheumatism, he renounced his "secular clothes and assumed the
habit," together with his wife.^"*
Even more frequently it was a widow or widower who would seek the
solace of a monastery, which could provide food and lodging, companion-
ship, nursing care, spiritual comfort, burial and commemoration in requiem
masses, for those able to make the appropriate donation. Thus we read
about a woman who was a refugee from the fourteenth-century Turkish
occupation of Asia Minor and turned to monastic life, because she
was deprived of everything, and had no relative or any other consolation . .
.
she had no one to help her . . . she was in a strange and alien land and had
no parents or husband.*'
Many of the older inhabitants of monasteries, who retired there late in
life, and might be considered a burden on monastic resources, were supported
by a kind of pension, which they received in exchange for a contribution of
land or money, usually 100 gold pieces. The case of a thirteenth-century
widow called Zoe exemplifies the type of financial transaction which might
^* M. Philippides, tr.. The Fall ofthe Byzantine Empire: A Chronicle by George Sphrantzes,
1401-1477 (Amherst, Mass. 1980). p. 90.
*' B. Papoulia, "Die Viu des hi. Philotheos vom Athos," Siidostforschungen 22 (1963), 274-
76.
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take place between a monastic community and an individual seeking security
in her declining years. Toward the end of her life Zoe found herself without
any familial support, and turned to the nunnery of Nea Petra in Thessaly to
provide for her old age. In return for a donation of her ancestral property,
including three vineyards, four fields, a fig tree and two houses, the convent
agreed to admit her as a nun and support her for the rest of her life. Equally
important, from Zoe's point of view, at the time of her death she was
assured of proper burial and commemoration at the convent in requiem
masses.
Younger monks and nuns considered it a pious duty to care for their
aged colleagues. A tenth-century saint's life has preserved a graphic
description of the final illness of Anna, the retired abbess of a convent in
Thessalonike. Because of her failing vision, the centenarian had slipped and
fallen in the courtyard, dislocated her hip, and consequently was bedridden for
the seven years until her death. During the entire period she was tended by a
younger nun, Theodora, who looked after her every need and even fed her.
Theodora's patience was sorely tried during the final three years when Anna
had become senile, and struck and cursed her dutiful attendant. She per-
severed, however, mindful of the Biblical injunction, "Child, care for your
father in his old age, and do not cause him grief in his lifetime. And if he
should lose his senses, have mercy on him and do not dishonor him. . . ."^^
VI. Economic Aspects of Monasticism
Monastic complexes were able to function, and to support cultural and
philanthropic activities, only if they had a strong financial base. Many
Byzantine monasteries were well endowed and survived for centuries, some
to this day. Others could not afford to repair the roof and fell into ruins. As
previously noted, Byzantines considered it a pious duty to make donations to
monasteries, and many monastic institutions were able to accumulate
substantial wealth and real estate, both in the form of farmland and urban
workshops and houses at lease. Both urban and rural monasteries ran
agricultural estates, and appointed a steward to handle business affairs, such
as collecting rents from tenants and selling the harvest. The following
excerpts from a property inventory give an idea of the holdings of an urban
convent of ca. 1300; most of the donations were made by the foundress, the
Dowager Empress Theodora Palaiologina, mother of Michael VIII:
From the estates of Achilleion and Barys ... a portion worth 300 gold
pieces; included ... is the fish hatchery ... in addition the mill of
Thermene . . . also the vineyard of Emporianos ... the village called
^^ Vita S. Theodorae Thess., ed. E. Kurtz, Des Klerikers Gregorios Bericht iiber Leben,
Wunderthaten und Translation der hi. Theodora von Thessalonich nebst der Metaphrase des
Johannes Staurakios [=3anHCKH H AKaneMHH HayK 8, cep. no HCTopHKO-
(tHJionoraiecKOMy o6mecTBy, tom 6, N? 1] (St. Petersburg 1902). p. 21.
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Nymphai . . . whose revenues from paroikoi (dependent peasants) and arable
land are 260 gold pieces . . . another village, Skoteinon . . . whose income
bom paroikoi is 183 gold pieces plus 70 gold pieces from four mills, and
100 gold pieces from arable land of 2600 units.
Within Constantinople, among the properties owned by the nunnery were
three vineyards, numerous gardens, six mills, and about 20 houses.^^
Since monastic properties were generally exempt from taxation, vast
amounts of land were removed from the tax rolls; at various times emperors
tried to hmit the foundation of new monasteries or their acquisition of more
land.^^ At the same time the monasteries saved the state money by
performing some health and welfare services that in other societies might be
provided by the government.
VII. Centers of Byzantine Monasticism
Byzantine monasteries were located both in cities and in isolated rural areas.
As one would expect, the capital of Constantinople was an important
monastic center, housing several hundred monasteries and convents. Some
were distinguished for their libraries and scriptoria, others for their icons and
relics, a few for their hospital or old-age home. Little survives today of
these religious houses except for a few churches, like Chora and
Pammakaristos, whose gleaming mosaics testify to the wealth of their
aristocratic patrons.^' At the site of the Stoudios monastery, which once
held hundreds of monks, now stands only a roofless basilica.
Rural monasteries have fared much better in surviving the centiuies of
Arab and/or Turkish occupation. A visitor to St. Catherine's in the Sinai
desert, to the mountainous peninsula of Athos, or to the rocky spires of
Meteora in Thessaly, can still witness and experience the living tradition of
Byzantine monasticism. Oldest and most remote is St. Catherine's, built by
the Emperor Justinian in the sixth century with a massive fortification wall
to protect the monks from Bedouin raids. Continuously inhabited for 14
centuries, the monastery is an incomparable repository of the Byzantine
heritage, housing a collection of over 2,000 icons, including extremely rare
examples of encaustic painting from the pre-iconoclastic period. The library
contains more than 3,000 manuscripts in a variety of languages (Greek,
Arabic, Georgian, Syriac and Slavic) which reflect the diversity of the
monks who have Lived at Sinai.^^
^^ Typikon of convent of Lips, ed. Delehaye, Deux typica, pp. 130-34.
^* See P. Charanis, "The Monastic Properties and the Sute in the Byzantine Empire,"
Dumbarton Oaks Papers 4 (1948), 51-1 18.
1' P. Underwood, The Kariye Djami, 4 vols. (New Yoik-Princeton 1966-1975; H. Belting,
C. Mango, D. Mouriki, The Mosaics and Frescoes ofSt. Mary Pammakaristos (Fethiye Camii)
at Istanbul (Washington, D.C. 1978).
^ J. Galey, Sinai and the Monastery of St. Catherine (London 1979); G. H. Forsyth, K.
Weitzmann, The Monastery ofSt. Catherine at Mt. Sinai. The Church and Fortress ofJustinian.
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The Athos promontory was inhabited only by hermits until the tenth
century, when the first monasteries were established there. At its zenith the
"Holy Mountain" attracted thousands of monks, because it combined the
reputation of its holy men with an isolated locale of stunning rugged beauty
and proximity to the major cities of Thessalonike and Constantinople. Its
dozens of monasteries, many of them still functioning, have played a vital
role in preserving the traditions of Orthodoxy and hundreds of Byzantine
manuscripts.21
The Meteora (literally "floating in the air") monasteries were a
relatively late foundation, as monks did not begin to inhabit the rocky
pillars until the fourteenth century. The eroded conglomerate formations,
reminiscent of an other-worldly lunar landscape, are riddled with caves which
provided shelter for hermits; more ambitious monks laboriously constructed
entire monastic complexes atop some of the larger spires. Originally
accessible only by rope ladders or by baskets hauled up by windlass, the
monasteries offered particularly safe refuge during the final turbulent years of
the Byzantine Empire, and during the four centuries of Turkish occupation.22
VIII. Conclusion
Byzantine monasticism appeared in many forms, ranging from isolated
mountain hermitages to populous urban monasteries: many monks moved
frequently from one monastery to another, or shifted back and forth between
a cenobitic and eremitic life style. People could take monastic vows at
various stages of life, and in the monastery could pursue intellectual
interests, engage in artistic or philanthropic activity, manual labor or a Ufe
of asceticism and prayer. Monasticism played such a key role in the
Byzantine Empire, because it was a varied, flexible and fluid institution,
which responded to the needs of society and affected the lives of people of all
classes. At the same time monastic routines and rituals offered security and
stability, a safe haven from the tempestuous events of the outside world.
Monastic spirituality reflected the essence of Eastern Orthodoxy, a tradition
that lives on today in the hymnography, music, art and architecture which
still survive and demonstrate Byzantine creativity at its best.*
Cleveland Heights, Ohio
Plates (Ann Arbor, Mich. 1973); K. Weitzmann, The Monastery of St. Catherine at Ml. Sinai.
The Icons. I. From the 6th to the 10th c. (Princeton 1976).
^^ E. Amand de Mendieu, La presque'ile des caloyers: le Mont Athos (Bruges 1955); S. M.
Pelekanides, The Treasures ofMt. Athos, 4 vols. (Athens 1974- ).
^ D. M. Nicol. Meteora, the Rock Monasteries ofThessaly (London 1975).




in Hellenism and Byzantium:
Three Facets
HENRY AND RENEE KAHANE
In a first, typological, study,^ we emphasized certain general features
inherent in key terms. In what follows we exemplify our argument with
three case histories. These share the linguistic milieu, Christianity in its
Greek (or, in one instance, Greco-Latin) expression; and they represent
incisive phases of ecclesiastical history which center on language. But the
function of language changes from case to case.
The key word of the first account is a powerful term of the Pauline
tradition, which, like many lexemes of Western civilization, survived in the
language of the Church, yet changed its connotation and had to be
"translated" by its exegetes, period after period.—The second analysis deals
with a basic term of early monasticism, which (with its synonyms)
dominated all phases of that life and thereby turned into a focus of
metaphorization.—The last case is an attempt to reconstruct, through its
key terms, the image of a medieval sect as it appeared to an eloquent enemy;
what evolves is a linguistic field with, throughout, negative values.
I. Mutations of a Pauline Key Term:
Agape and Con'toJ
St. Paul's "Hymn to Love" (1 Cor. 13), with such phrasings as "if I am
without /ove, I am a sounding gong" / " . . . faith, hope, and love, but the
^
"Linguistic Aspects of Sociopolitical Keywords," Language Problems and Language
Planning 8 (University of Texas 1984), 143-60.
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greatest of them all is love" had, through its key word, a considerable
impact on religious lexicology. The key term is dYdn-ri in the Greek text
and caritas in the Latin, and it exemplifies the potentialities inherent in a
profane word, which in the hands of the erudite, with their classical outlook,
turned into a stimulus for reinterpretation and readaptation. The following is
a survey of the main semantic variations of love in the Greek and Latin of
the Church Fathers and the medieval Latin of Scholasticism .2
1. Greek Patristics. In its first phase, as a technical term, dydnTi
"love" still kept the connotations of the pristine Christian communities, in
which it expressed, as in the Pairiine passage, a new concept of human
relationship: the people, in a mutual state of equality and united against the
pagan world without, perceived themselves as a loving family, whose
members were metaphorized as "brethren." The key concept "fraternal love
for the neighbour" is dissected in the Apocryphal Epistle to Diognetus (c.
200): "Happiness consists not in the domination over neighbours [tqv
tiXtioiov], nor in wishing to have more than the weak, nor in wealth and
power to compel those who are poorer. . . . [Happy is he who] takes up the
burden of his neighbour, and wishes to help another, who is worse off in
that in which he is the stronger" (X. 5-6 )?
Hence, the early Fathers saw in dydTiTj a moral concept, using the
word as a synonym of (piXot5eAxp(a "fraternal love (between brethren)" and
Koivo(peA.E<; "common interest, benefit for all."'* Origen (2nd-3rd c.) stuck
to this image. He stated explicitly that St. Paul, in his passage, "does not
speak of agape for God but of that for one's fellow man—he (the Apostle)
actually says that he is writing for the faithful. And all that is said today is
just exaggerated."^ This view, which lasted into the Byzantine era, imparted
to dydTiri the force of an axiom; it was the key term of a way of life, and
its foremost promoter, John Chrysostom (fourth century) fixed its dominant
position in the virtue system: "In the eyes of the Lord everything else ranks
below dydTtTi"^ and "Nothing is as pleasing to God as living Koivo(peA.©q,
for the common benefit,"^
^It follows, above all, the thorough study by P. R. Balducelli, // concetto teologico di caritd
attraverso le maggiori irUerpretazioni patristiche e medievali di I ad Cor XIII (Rome 1951).
H61ene P6tr6, ^tude sur le vocabulaire latin de la charile chretienne (Spicilegium sacnim
lovaniense 22 [Louvain 1948]), has analyzed the semantic ramifications of LaL caritas up to the
fourth century, as a contribution to the growth of Christian Latinity.
^ K. Lake, ed. and trans.. The Apostolic Fathers (Loeb Classical Library, London 1912-
1913), n, p. 373.
** P6tr6 (above, note 2), pp. 1 15-17.
' J. A. Cramer, ed.. Catenae graecorum patrum in Novum Testamentum, V: In epistolas S.
Pauli Ad Corinthios (Oxford 1844), 252.22-24.
^ J. P. Migne, Patrologia Graeca, Vol. 61 : col. 289.
'Migne.PG. 58:714.
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2. Latin Patristics. After some vacillation between the Grecism agape
and its Lat. synonym dilectio, prevalent in second and third-century African
Latinity, caritas, a derivative of carus "dear," became with Cyprian (third
century) the standard rendition of the Pauline term. Ambrosiaster, the fourth
to fifth-century commentator on St. Paul's letters,* unidentified yet marked
by his legalistic mind, was no longer bound by the tradition which shaped
the Greek lexeme and was shaped by it. Virtue, to him, was to be judged by
man's actions, and caritas, expressing itself by, say, compassion or
kindness, was perceived as the wellspring of merit. The mental state in
which merit could be attained became a significant feature in the analysis of
1 Cor. 13: fear of punishment or selfishness were not the conditions
appropriate for accomplishing the task; only love could do it. Caritas, in
short, effected the disposition which made an action meritorious, that is,
qualified a human for mercy from God. The Ambrosiaster likes the sober
metaphor: "To enable them to make some profit, he [the Apostle] iu"ges
them on, to do things which would gather merit with God" (Ad Colossenses
3:13) and "he who is found to be patient in his tribulations gathers merit"
{Ad Romanos 8:26). With the Ambrosiaster's doctrine of merit, the moral
orientation behind the Greek lexeme, emphasizing "brotherly love," had
given way to one focusing on religious virtue, with virtue determined by
man's deeds and motivations.
In the doctrine of St. Augustine (fourth to fifth century) the concept of
caritas was central and displayed new facets. His exegesis of St. Paul's
passage came after his reading of Plotinus' Enneads and blended the Pauline
tradition and Neo-Platonic ideas. In particular, the impact of the Platonic
eros, love searching for the idea of the good, is noticeable. With God being
the absolute and invariable good, caritas, by referring to "love of God"
became the dominant ethical concept, the yardstick for worthiness of eternal
life. In St. Augustine's formulation: "You may have gotten whatever you
want—it will be of no use to you if you do not have the one thing [caritas];
you may have nothing else, but have this one and you have abided by the
Law."9
3. Scholasticism. By the first half of the thirteenth century, with the
Scholastic movement at its height, a science of theology evolved which
went beyond the traditional exegesis of the Scriptures. Its stronghold was
the University of Paris, with the group of the Magistri in Sancta Pagina.^^
Key words used by St. Paul became technical terms in the Summae of the
period. The fundamental explication of caritas, holding for centuries to
come, was owed to Thomas Aquinas. He followed the Ambrosiaster, with
Ambrosiastri qui dicitur commentarius in epistulas paulinas (Corpus scriptonim
ecclesiaslicorum lalinorum 81: 1-3) (Vienna 1966-1969).
' In epistolam adParthos V, 7 (Migne, Patrologia Latino. Vol. 35: col. 2016).
^° J. de Ghellinck, "Pagina et Sacra Pagina: Histoire d'un mot el transfonnalion de I'objet
primilivement design^," Melanges Pelzer (Louvain 1947), p. 58.
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caritas as the meritorious virtue, that is, as the wellspring of mercy. But
he blended this explanation with the Aristotelian exegesis in the
Nicomachean Ethics, of (pi^ia "friendship": "equality and likeness are
friendship" (VIII. 8) and "friendship depends on community" (VIII. 9). To
Thomas Aquinas communicatio, mutual sharing and involvement, was,
apparently, the key concept: ^^ "Every love consists in some kind of
oneness" {"In epistolam I ad Corinthios" Lectio IV), It is the essential
feature in his theological redefinition of caritas as amicitia divina, God's
friendship for man. God, to him, was not only the object but also the
subject of love. Thomas declared in his Disputatio de malo: ''Caritas,
which is amor Dei, God's love for man, controls all other virtues"
(Quaestiones disputatae, VIII. 2). This statement says, particularly in view
of the Aristotelian term "control" (imperare in Thomas), that (parallel to
certain natural processes) in a supernatural order caritas "subordinates" all
other moral and theological virtues to that very purpose.^^
4. Resume. The key word of St. Paul's passage stimulated reinter-
pretations. The term persisted, in its Greek as well as in its Latin form; the
content changed. In the beginning it was an ordinary, nonliterary lexeme,
surfacing with Christianity and summing up, with extraordinary simplicity,
the social thrust of the rising movement. Then, with the new religion
vigorously expanding, the tone-setting early Fathers institutionalized the
hortatory concept as the cornerstone of a virtue system. In its transfer to the
West, dydTiTi became caritas, and the early use, which was closely linked to
the Greek word, faded. For the Ambrosiaster caritas, as a virtue of high
morality, was "a way to acquire merit," and merit was the way to God. At
the height of Scholasticism, Thomas Aquinas, under the stimulus of the
Aristotelian quasi-synonym cpiXia, added to caritas "man's love for God" a
caritas "God's love for man" / "God's friendship for man."
Typically, the set of the key term's changing connotations, which
evolved from early to medieval Christianity and whose progression demands,
step by step, some kind of "translation," illustrates the dependence of
meaning upon environment.
II. The Demon in the Pachomian Community
1. The Setting. The fourth-century monasteries, largely located around
the Eastern Mediterranean, in regions such as Egypt, Palestine, Syria, and
Constantinople, were populated with simple people. They came from the
farms and were often barely able, often even unable, to speak Greek, which
^^ L.-B. Gillon, "Les grandes 6coles lh6ologiques," s.v. Chariti in Dictionnaire de
SpiritualUe.U (1953), 5Sl.
^^ BalduceUi (above, note 2), p. 175.
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by then (and very much in that area) was the language of education. In their
beliefs the monks preserved, intertwined with their Christianity, the
tradition of popular religions, with their abundant ingredient of
superstitions. The documentation of their monastic culture is of the greatest
interest. As Festugi^re^^ pointed out, these texts represent, within the
heritage of Antiquity, the first sizable body of literature through which the
"common people," the "country folk," make their voice heard. The popular
vein is evident, above all, in the domain of "demonology," typical of this
early monasticism. A text that contains a representative sample of this
complex feature is the Life of St. Pachomius in its Greek version.^"*
Pachomius (c. 287-346), the indigenous son of a pagan peasant and
himself a soldier, assembled around 320, in his monasteries at Tabennesi, in
the Upper Egyptian Thebaid, several thousand monks unified in a movement
created by him and called Cenobitism: living and working together in sdict
asceticism and in obedience to the rules of the community.
The mentor of Pachomius describes daily life in a few sentences, which
in their terseness truly justify the monks' fear of demons: "My regimen is
hard: in the summer I fast all day, and in the winter I eat once every two
days. And by the Grace of God I only eat bread and salt. I am not used to
oil and wine. I stay awake always hak the night, as I was taught, for prayer
and the study of God's words, and many times all night" (6).
The Life of St. Pachomius, probably rendering an (unknown) Coptic
model, was written around 390 in Vulgar Hellenistic Greek.^^ Viewed
diachronically, the terminology of asceticism, as Reitzenstein has shown,^^
draws heavily on the lexicon of popular Hellenistic philosophy.
Festugi6re's attempt to link the Pachomians' "demon language" to ancient
traditions of superstition is doubted by the most recent interpreter of the
Pachomian community: to Rousseau^^ it represents, with its purpose and
its perception, "a genuine effort to achieve clarity of mind about the self and
the world." The wellspring of the community's demonology is, to him,
^' A.-J. Festugiere, Les moines d'OrUnt, I, Culture ou sainteli: Introduction au monachisme
oriental (Paris 1961), p. 25.
^* The following versions of the Pachomius tradition were used [with quotations according to
sections]: The Greek text: Vita Prima, in Sancti Pachomii Vitae Graecae, P. Halkin, ed.
(Subsidia Hagiographica, 19; Brussels: Soci6t6 des Bollandistes, 1932), pp. 1-96. English
translation: A. N. Athanassakis, trans.. The Life of Pachomius (Vita Prima Graeca) [with a
reprint of Halkin 's Greek text] (Society of Biblical Literature; Missoula, Mont 1975). French
translation: A.-J. Festugiere, Les moines d'Orient, IW: 2, La Premiere Vie Grecque de Saint
Pachome: Introduction critique et traduction. (Paris 1965), pp. 159-245.
^^ Festugifere, La premiere vie grecque de Saint Pachome, pp. 7 and 156-57.
^^R. Reitzenstein, Historia Monachorum und Historia Lausiaca: Eine Studie zur Geschichte
des Monchtums und derfriihchristlichen Begriffe Gnostiker und Pneumatiker (Gottingen 1916),
pp. 98-99.
^^ Ph. Rousseau, Pachomius: The Making of a Community in Fourth-Century Egypt (The
Transformation of the Classical Heritage, VI [Berkeley 1985]: with extensive bibliography), p.
135.
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Pachomius himself, and to explain the mind of Pachomius, Rousseau
adduces an apocalyptic work of c. 200, The Shepherd by Hermas, by then
widely read in Egypt. The following analysis, however, does not trace the
genesis of the Pachomian "demon"; it is a synchronic survey: trying to
describe the meaning and the use of demon, and the associations evoked by
it in the cenobitic community.
2. Onomasiology of the Demon. The demons, ubiquitous in the
narrative, are mentioned with varying names; yet, so far as we can see, the
multiplicity of names represents synonymy: it does not seem to imply
semantic nuances. The designations were given from, essentially, three
angles.
(a) The Christian Tradition. The inherited Greek lexeme is Sai^icov.
In classical times it referred to a divinity somewhere between a god and the
tutelary genius of human beings, vaguely perceived as an internal voice and
correlated with fate. In the popular beliefs of late antiquity the term alluded
to some ambivalent entity between good and evil, but then in Christianity,
as a feature of the pagan heritage, the demon was degraded to a spirit of evil
(whereas its good features were transferred to the angels). In Christian
writings the Sai^cov was made responsible for a human's vices without,
however, exonerating the sinner from his responsibilities.^^ In theL//e of
Pachomius the term appears repeatedly (e.g., in 8, 18, 52, 73, 112). The
other somewhat "technical" expression which anticipates its cenobitic use in
earlier applications is Y.axa.\ac„ usually restricted to the singular: "Keep
awake . . . lest Satan [6 ZaTava(;] tempt you and harm you" (6). The
term is drawn from the Judeo-Christian tradition.^' In the Old Testament it
refers to the adversary who tests and accuses in behalf of God; in 1 Chron.
21:1, Satan is the tempter, luring man into sin. In the Septuagint, Sirach
21:27 warns against blaming one's evil intentions on the satan: "In cursing
the satan as unholy, one just curses one's own soul." The Church Fathers
echoed the New Testament in calling Satan the "adversary," the "accuser,"
and the "evil one." A third lexeme of religious tradition, somewhat less
technical because morphologically transparent, is ocvtiKei^iEvoq, "the
opponent," "the adversary," in the phrase owxiipia Kaxoc tSv
avTiKei)j.ev<ov, salvationfrom the adversaries (96). The term, denoting the
"evil powers as adversaries," was used likewise in the plural, by Clement of
Alexandria, in the third century.^o
(b) The Demon as Apparition. Some of the terms for the demon stress
the component of the "supernatural." (i) Ilvev^a, "breath," in a complex
development,^^ turned into a metaphor of the immaterial breath of life,
** G. W. H. Lampe. A Patristic Greek Lexicon (Oxford 1961). s.v.
*' G. Kiuel et al., Theologisches Worterbuch zumNeuen Testament (Stuttgart 1939-79), s.v.
^ Migne, PG, 9:692D; Lampe, s.v. avtiKeijiai, c.
^ Kittcl. S.V.. 333-37.
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applied to the "mind" of man and, under Judeo-Christian influence, to the
transcendental "ghost." The fourth-century catechist, Cyril of Jerusalem,
was aware of the term's ambiguity: Kal ayyeXoq KaA,evtai TweOfxa . . .
Kttl 5ai^cov dvTiKei|i£vo(; KaXeixai 7ive\)p.a "an angel is called 'spirit'
just as a hostile demon is called 'spirit'" {Catech. 16:13 )?'^ Epithets are
used to integrate Tcveufia into its context: in the magic Papyrus Mimaut 3.
8 a numen is reverently addressed as lepov 7rve\)|ia, "holy spirit"; Acts
19:15, on the other hand, mentions to Tuvev^a to TtovTjpov, "the evil
spirit." The latter phrase is a common one in the Pachomian community:
TiovTipov nve\>[ia (73) / Ttvzv>\ia Tcovripov (84), "evil spirit." (ii) Several
expressions call the demon a "vision": opa|ia (99, 135), ontaaia (99),
and (paiv6p.£vov (87). (iii) Through lexemes describing a tricky
transformation, the demon is marked as a hallucination: took the shape of
. . . [axT||iatia9£i(;] (8) / in the form of . . . [oxTj^ati + gen.] (19) / took
the form of . . . [fUTiov XaPcov] (19) / by appearing (in a deceptive guise)
[tw cpaiveaGai] (18).^^
(c) Persecution Mania. Frequently the demon's designation reveals a
victim's perception of his tormenter, that is, the monk's dread of his own
impulses.^ But the enemy inside is described as if he were outside. The
relevant appellations occur, to be sure, in Biblical parlance, yet as mere
words they kept their sensus litteralis also independently of that tradition.
The term that defines the relationship between monk and demon, most
commonly and most simply, is e^Gpoq, enemy. An abbot, for example,
mentions the enemy and adds: "Combating me all day long he has crushed
me" (140). Vituperative expressions come naturally when they are applied
to the demon: either in the form of a noun, such as G-qpiov, beast (105), or
in that of adjectives, such as Kovripov (Trvevjia), evil (spirit) (73), and
dXXotpioq (^oyiaiioq), alien (thought) (132). Also the demon's primary
function, to tempt, produced designations: he is called 6 Tteipd^cov, the
tempter (18), and 6 neipdaoa; ex0p6(;, the enemy who tempted [them] (131).
3. The Language of Angst. The Saint talks to the brethren about their
sins (96): "He talked not only about bodily chastity but also about such
various thoughts as lust for power, sloth, hatred toward a brother, and love
for money." The aim of his talk was to enlighten them on the measures of
safety for salvation from the adversaries [acotTipia<; Katd ttov
dvtiKei)ievcov] (96). For sins are perceived, that is, expressed, through the
medium of the "enemy." He elicits, he exposes, and he symbolizes the
weakness of the flesh. And he does it in many guises.
^ Lampe, s.v. nveufux, I.
^ A. and C. Guillaumont, Dimon: HI. Dans la plus ancienne littirature monastique, in
Diclionnaire de Spirituality,m (1967). 192.
^ Festugiere, Les moines d'Orient, I (above, note 13), pp. 34-35.
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(a) The Demons at Work. The Life of Pachomius contains many
"exempla" of human weakness which substantiate the Evepyeva Sai^iovtov,
the demons in action (8).
The case histories describe, first of all, the cardinal sins. Pride: There
was an ascetic brother who [by showing off his asceticism] did not live by
God. . . . [Pachomius warned him:] "/ see that you are envied by the enemy
[opco ae <p0ovot)|ievov vnb xov ixQpov]. . . . Do not pray much until you
master the demon of boasting [xov> 6a{)xovo<; xfiq KavxTjaecoq]" (69). —
Vainglory: The evil spirits used to come in front of him and they marched
on both sides, as one does escorting a dignitary [ox; ini apxovxoq], saying
to each other, "Make room for the man of God [66t£ totiov tq dvGpcoTtcp
xo\> 6Eot)]" (18). —Gluttony: An evil spirit came to him to tempt and to
deceive him into the sin of eating first [Tieipdaai avxov tti dTidxTi xr\c,
d|j,apx{a(; ev xw (payeiv avxbv TipcJycov] from the food intended for the
sick (84). —Lust: The evil spirit took the shape ofa beautiful and well-
adorned woman [oxTniaxiaGelq eiq yuvaiKeiav ^opcpriv] (8) and as he
would sit to eat, they used to come in the form of naked women [oxq^aii
yujivcov yuvaiKcbv] to sit and eat with him (19). —Anger: [An abbot
who broke certain rules of monastic life] was angered [TiyavdKXTiaEv] when
reprimanded owing to the temptation of the enemy [Kaxd neipaa\ibw xov
ExGpoti] and wanted to withdraw his monastery from the community . . . and
with him not listening to his superior who tried to dissuade him, the
tempting spirit prevailed [hioxooev 6 neipao\i6<;] (127).
Broadly stated, offenses against cenobitic discipline set the demons in
motion. Pachomius admonishes a neophyte: "Why do you not pay
attention to yourself [npooixev; aeat)xw] instead of givingfree rein to your
heart [aniXvcac, xt^v Kap6iav aou]?" (104). Two infringements of self-
control, in particular, provoke the enemy. Fear: [The demons] attempted to
shake the foundations of his hermitage, threatening [cpoPEpi^ovxEq] that it
was to fall upon him (19). —As he was praying and about to kneel, [the
demons] made the space in front of him appear as a pit, so that he might not
kneel out offear fi'va x© (p6pcp )xf| kXivti yovaxa] (18). —Laughter,
which the ascetic commonly has to restrain:^ The evil spirit came and took
the form [xianov . . . ^pcbv] of a cock and crowed in his face . . .in order
to relax his heart and make him laugh [o7ico<; yzkctozx ev ekXtSoev
KapSiaq] (19).
Angst and stress, flowing from the demons and enwrapping the
monastic community, are echoed in a vocabulary of their own. Two key
concepts subsume the main fears of the monk: that the demon wants to
harm him and wants to be his master. Two sets of verbs correlate with
these two hyperonyms.
^ P. Keseling, "Askese 11," in Reallexikon fur Antike und Christentum, I (1950). p. 767,
s.v.
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(b) The Demon as the "Destroyer." The monk finds no peace of mind,
always paralyzed by the fear "lest Satan tempt you and you suffer harm
[pXapTi(;]" (6). The demon ruins the body and stifles the will power: "The
Enemy acted wickedly within some of us [ETcovripevoaxo ev xioiv fiixcbv
iSCoiq]" (113). —"[The demon] is plotting against you [eniPo-uXevei ooi]"
(69). —The evil spirits wished to lay him low [KataPaXeiv] (18). —
The enemy wickedly destroys the body [to a&^ia dcpavi^ei KaKicjt] (118).
—
"Envied by the enemy I see you lose all your labor [anoXicai oXov xov
Kot^iaTov aoi)]" (69). —*\ . . that the enemy may not scatter the fruits of
ourfather's labor [SiaoKopnia-p xov Kdp.axov xov naxpoq Tm©v] " (131).
(c) The Demon as "Master." He dominates his man, instils desires, and
always "stands in his way": [The Enemy] gains mastery of the entire man
[icopiEvei xot) dvOpcoTio-u oXov], who is then destitute of anything good
(75). —^Thus the enemyfound a place in him [evpoov ev avxcb xoTtov] . .
.
(118). —As the demon was shooting him with an evil desire [zic,
iniQv\iiav KaKr\v xo^evovxoq at)x6v], the monk became inclined to sin
(8). —The enemy has eaten up the willingness of the soul [Kaxaqjaywv
xTiv npoQx>\iiav XTiq \|/vxfi<;] (118). —When the evil spirit that had deceived
him saw that he was under its control [-uTioxeipiov xovxov elvai] ... (8).
—The demons in every way try to stand in the way of the faithful [ev
jrotvxl invxExpovaw e|mo5i^eiv zo\>q niaxo-ug] (52).
(d) Ecstasy. For the monk unaware that his blasphemy was implanted
by the Enemy, cKoxaciq, a breakdown, is bound to follow: "If one is
neither sufficiently vigilant nor consults a wise man in order to learn to
overcome the enticement to blasphemy, the latter will destroy him [r\ ir\q
pXaa<pimia(; vnopoX-q . . . xovxov anoXioEi]. . . . Many men, in fact,
killed themselves" (96). They were victims of their TtdGoq.^^ The demons,
in short, have seen to it that his guilt has made him "deranged." "One, in a
state of ecstasy [ax; eKaxaxiKoq] threw himself down from a cliff (96);
another monk, who was "in a frenzied state" [cKoxaxiKov ovxa], the
demon threw into the furnace
. . . and he was burned (8).
4. The Language of Resistance. The saga of the ascetic brother, the
daKTixTi<; d5eX(p6^ (69), always on trial and always struggling, created its
linguistic field, the Swa^iic; dGXrixov, the "strength of the champion," as
Athanasius called it in his Vita Antonii.^'^ The semantic aspects of the
terminology highlight the monk's strategies.
(a) Warfare. Soldierly drill was, to begin with, a feature of the
Pachomian monastery ,^8 and the all-pervading demon transformed and
^ Translated as "passion" by Athanassakis, and as "illness" by Festugiere.
^ Migne, PG 26:861 A.
^ J. Olphe-Galliard, "Cdnobitisme," in Dictionnaire de Spirituality, II (1953), 405.
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metaphorized the monk into a soldier-in-action. The key terms of his feats
play up such efforts of his as vigilance, obedience, and combat.
(i) Vigilance [vfi\|/i<;] was a monastic virtue of the time:^' [A monk
testing a possessed fellow monk] was scared, thinking of how much
vigilance man needs to escape the wiles of the demons [6ia jtooTjq
vTivEox; eKcpuyri xotq no\K\k\ac, twv 5ai^6va)v 6 avGpcoTioq] (69).
—Ifperchance he is not vigilant [eocv \n\ vrixj/p] the enemy will defeat
him in some other matter (75). —"Keep awake [vfjcpe] . . . lest Satan
tempt you and harm you" (6). — . . . being awake [aypvitvov ovxa]
day and night he might defeat the enemy (22). —Unless he who is
tempted is not exceedingly keen [dKpoxatcx; 6iaKpitiK6<;] in discerning
the tempter he is deceived (135). — . . . to be blameless in knowing
and not ignoring [ev tw Ei6evai Kal \ij\ dyvoevv] the power of the
enemy (56). —He, aware of the tricks [xd<; xiyyac, avvicov] of his
tempters ... (18).
(ii) Obedience, a religious concept since the Septuagint and the New
Testament,^° became a fundamental feature in the hierarchical structtire
of monasticism. Pachomius inculcated it upon his monks as a most
desirable cenobitic virtue:^^ Seeing [Pachomius'] obedience in
everything [xt\v ziq ndvxa -oitaKoriv] and the progress of his
endurance, the old man [his guide to monasticism] rejoiced (6). On the
other hand, the reverse, disobedience [ojceiBeia], as well as "obedience
in the wrong place" hand a monk over to the demon: since he [the
monk] was disobeying and about to be possessed by the demon
[aneiQoxivxoq avxov Kal \ieXKovxoq 5ai|iovia9Tivai] . . . (69), and
coming from the mouth of the demon: "My man is obedient [xwd
ex« evTieiGf]]. If I [the demon] advise him, he listens to me [ocKouei
\iOf\i] and does it" (73).
(iii) Combat. Military duty for the faith was a feature of Christianity
from its early stages on: "I have not come to bring peace but a sword"
(Matt. 10:34) / "Let us . . . put on our armor as soldiers of the light"
(Rom. 13:12). The topos of the Fighting Christian reached a peak in
ihG monastic movement, which fused the concept of the plotting enemy
with the doctrine of virtues and vices, and identified the vices with the
demons: In his struggle he did not allow [dYcoviC6^evo(; ot)
o-uvex<op£i] unclean thoughts to settle in his heart (18). —. . . an
unyielding man [dvGpconov GKXr\p6v] (73). —"You saw the demons
and you combated them to ward them offfrom souls [TtoXenSv avxoix;
^ Lampe, s.v.
^ Bauer (A Greek-English Lexicon of the New Testament, trans, and adapt. W. F. Amdt and
F. W. Gingrich. 2nd ed. Chicago 1979), and Lampe, s.w. •unaKori, imaKOxxo.
^^ P. Resch, La doctrine ascdtique des premiers mattres igyptiens du quatrieme siecle (Paris
1931), p. 238.
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(XKoatfjaai tSv yvx^^]" (112). —[Each brother confessed to him]
how he battles the enemy [ax; noXe\iEl tov e^Gpov] (132). —" . . . the
beast which has been making war on you [to 7ioA,E|iot)v \)|xaq Gripiov]
. . .
Silvanus has slain it [ eacpa^ev at)T6v]" (105).
(b) Faith. The language of faith creates a shield against temptation,
formulated either as an appeal to the Lord or as some symbolic evocation of
the Scriptures (intertwined with traditions of religious practice).
(i) Appeal to the numen. He constantly kept in mind the fear of God
[EfxeXexa xov (p6pov xo\> Geoti] and remembered the Judgment and the
tortures of the eternal fire [. . . Kal tt]v |j.vTmT|v xoiiv KpCoetov Kal
xaq Paadvo"u^ xox) nvpoc; to\) aicoviou] (18). —Through his hope in
God [tfi eiq TOV Kt)piov eXniSi] he laughed at the tempters scornfully
(18). —He would teach the brothers . . . how to oppose the enemy
with the Lord's power [dvTiKeioGai a\)Toi<; tti 5\)vd|iei tov Kvpiov]
(56). —"If you speak with faith [m-etoc nioTeox; Xeycov], the demon's
suggestion will vanish like smoke" (96). —He . . . knelt with faith
[ixETOt TiioTEox; EyovoTiETEi], bringing shame upon [the demons] with
his praise of God [tov ©eov EvXxjySv] (18).
(ii) Evocation of the Scriptures. Having learned from the Holy
Scriptures and especially from the Gospel [jiaGwv ek twv Geicov
Ypacpwv Kal jidXioTa ek tou z\>ayyzk\o\>], he endured many
temptations by evil spirits (17). —Against them he recited the psalm
[£)j.EX,ETa KttT' aiixSiv TOV \j/aX|j.6v
. . .], "God is our refuge and
strength" (19). — . . . the various temptations which he withstood in
accordance with the Gospel and his True Faith [ox>q -utceheivev KaTd
TO EX)ayy£Xiov Kal tt^v opG-qv a{)ToO nioTvv] (30). —Thus, one of
the demons says, ". . . when I suggest a thought to him, he stands up
immediately and prays [cx>Qx>c, ott|kei zic, e\>xw^]- So I bum and come
out" (73). —"You should guard yourselves and make the sign of the
cross in the name of Christ [acppayi^EoGE t© ovojxaTi toO XpioTov].
If you oppose the evil spirits, they will have no power over you" (73).
(c) Stoicism. A few times the monk succeeds in mastering the demon
through dTidGEia, the suppression of his emotions. This strategy was
known to the Egyptian monks from early on.^^ jhe defense, a poor man's
stoicism, is metaphorized as "paying no attention" and "closing the eyes of
the mind": When he saw them, he sighed at them, and since he paid no
attention [\xt] npoa£xovTO(; avToO] they departed (19). —So he would close
the eye of his mind [KamivovToq avTov tov ocpGaXfi-ov Tfi<; SiavoCaq
av>To\)], and the enemy would disappear, having accomplished nothing
against him (19).
^^ Lampe, s.v. oiTtdGeia; see also J. B. Russell, Satan: The Early Christian Tradition
athaca.NY1981).p. 185.
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(d) God behind the Demon. One way, finally, of allaying the unholy
dread of the demons is to eliminate them by positing a design of God behind
the machinations of the "enemy."^^ The demon is the Lord's tool of trying,
and by providing the monk on trial with the chance to conquer, the demon
works for the good of the soul. By association with God's will and Divine
concession the negative connotation of concepts such as "temptation" and
"trial" is scaled down: God tests his servants in various ways [boKi\iaaxT\c,
6 Qebc, . . . tioikCXox;] (52). —Through divine concession [ek Beiaq
ox)yx(ji)p'f\aE(o<;] he saw evil spirits at work (8). —His being tempted by
various temptations . . . happened through divine concession and trial [t^v
EK a-oTxcopTioEcoq Qziac, Kal SoKififiq] (18). —If with the Lord's will [xov
Kvpiov Po\)Xo|i£vo\)] he ever saw a vision or an apparition . . . (99). —
What kept the suffering monk going was, in short, the thought that God
was training him [t| \ivr\\n\ xox> 7iai6Et)ovTO<; ©eov] (20).
5. Epilogue. We have attempted to describe the characteristic aspect of
a religious movement, Cenobitism, through the analysis of its most
conspicuous key term, demon. The term was embedded in a representative
hagiography, and the concept behind the word (and its synonyms) evolved,
in changing contexts, as the dominating force in all phases of the monk's
life: as his enemy and his savior, his weakness and his strength, the Devil
and God. With such a load of transfers and associations, demon illustrates
well an essential feature of key terms. On the level of the "text," it
expresses the literal meaning, which evokes the allegorical meaning
"hidden" (in Dante's phrasing^) "under the cloak of the narrative." In the
text at hand, the story, that is, the sensus litteralis, focuses on the demon,
the monk's tempter and oppressor, but what is really meant by "demon,"
that is, its sensus allegoricus, concerns the monk's restless ego.
Interestingly, in the Pachomian Vita these two levels of meaning are
correlated with domains of religious attitude and style: the sensus litteralis
uses the images of popular beliefs and lore to highlight the drama inherent
in monastic existence, which is the theme of the sensus allegoricus.
ni. The Paulician Heresy as seen by Orthodoxy
1. Introductory. Our third approach views a movement as a linguistic
field. The movement chosen as an example is that of the Paulicians, an off-
shoot of the Byzantine Church which flourished, from the seventh to the
ninth century, in Asia Minor, at the eastern frontier of Hellenism. It was a
^^
J. A. Timbie, Dualism and the Concept of Orthodoxy in the Thought of the Monks of
Upper Egypt (Diss., University of Pennsylvania [University Microfilms International, Ann
Arbor, Mich.] 1979). pp. 135-36. A. Kallis, "Geister (Ddmonen)," C 11. Griechische Voter, in
Reallexikon fiir Antike und Christentum. DC (1976). 712-14, s.v.
** H. and R. Kahane, "Linguistic Aspects of Sociopolitical Keywords" (above, note 1), 148.
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dualistic and docetist sect, returning to the roots of Evangelical Christianity.
Its religious language was marked by a bent for the allegorical reading of the
Sacred Scriptures, contrasting with the literalness of Orthodox exegesis.
The text on which the analysis rests is by Photius, Patriarch of
Constantinople and the dominant figure of the Byzantine Renaissance.^^ He
acquired his detailed knowledge of the movement around 871-72, through
two writings: the summary, About the Paulicians by a certain Abbot
Petnis, and the History of the Heresy of the Paulicians by the ecclesiastical
annalist Petrus Siculus (Oetpoq liKeXi(snr[q). The two "Peters" refer, quite
possibly, to the same man. The Patriarch, without mentioning it,
plagiarized these two woiics so that, so far as the facts were concerned, he did
not contribute much. Yet compared with his models (at least with Peter,
the Abbot) he was more of a writer, marked by "a style quite diffuse and
prolix" and thus very suitable for a repository of key words. The typology
of the "heretic," which evolves from the Byzantine corpus of key terms,
prefigured in many features the image of the Western medieval heretic.-^^
The key terms which define the movement center on four main themes:
the image of the heretic; verbal strategy; illusions; and propaganda.
2. Image of the Heretic. The Patriarch's rejection of the heretical
doctrines, an inherent feature of the contemporary Orthodox attitude,
determined his perception of the men who represented them (mostly men are
implicated). Their image evolves in the process. A few specific facets of
the portrait become the portrayer's favorites:
(a) Misbegotten. Evil breeds evil, and the traditional scapegoats of
society are indicted: Some of the leaders are the offspring of Saracens
['AyapTivSv . . . yevvTuxaTa]; others are marked by the outrages and
sufferings of slavery [loic, rqc, dovXeiac, KaTeaTi7|ievo'U(; . . . Kal iiPpeai
Kttl TiaGrmaai]; others again are tht progeny of adultery [{xoixe^aq . , .
pXaaTT|)iaxa]; some, finally, reveal themselves as disciples of female
madness and ranting judgment [7iapa(ppoovvTi<; yuvaiK£{a<; Kal £|X)iavo\)<;
yvai\ir\c, |j.a0TiTd(;] (102).
(b) Egalitarian. The priests of heresy are accused of not upholding the
dignity of the office: in their pursuit of populism they do not manifest,
either in dress or in manners, their distinctivenessfrom the common people
^^ The version of the Photius text used here, entitled Aifiytiai? xx\c, veo<pavo\)(; xoiv
Mavixotioav avaPXaaxTJoeox;, "Account of the Recent Revival of the Manichaeans," was
established by W. Conus-Wolska, with a French translation by J. Paramelle, on the opposite
pages (Jravaux et M£moires, 4; Paris 1970; pp. 120-73). Quotations are according to sections.
The Paulician movement, documentation, and scholarship were examined with circumspection
by P. Lemerle, "LTiistoire des Pauliciens d'Asie Mineure d'api^s les sources grecques" (Jravaux
et Mimoires, 5; Paris 1973; pp. 1-144).
'^ As drawn by H. Grundmann in 1927: "Der Typus des Ketzers in mittelalterlicher
Anschauung," repr. in Ausgewdhlte Airfsdtze, I, Schriften der Monumenta Germaniae Historica,
25:1 (Stuttgart 1976), pp. 313-27.
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[to 6id(popov avTwv npbq to TiXfjGoq] (34). —The people call them not
priests but "fellow travelers" (a Pauline term, here approximately
"comrades") [ox>x lepeiq, aXXa o'uveK6Tmau<; . . . ETiovojid^auaiv] (34). —
All of them, functioning as a group and equal in status [6|ioTi|i.co<; ocXXtiXok;
at)Tol KaTct 7iXf|9o(;], guide the people (143).
(c) Secretive. The heretics are described as if they were a secret society.
The leaders were anxious not to confide right away [\n\ KaT* dpxdq evQhq
. . .
GappEiv] to the newcomers the ultimate of sacrileges, nor to display
before them [)iTi5e . . . npoTiGevai] the most abominable of the mysteries
(111). —A dominant teacher and leader is described as "expounding and
confiding his own doctrines about himself to a specially selected group" [eiq
TO e^TipTiiievov] (97). —Non-initiates are barred and the climate of mystery
is cultivated. The slogan is succinct, indeed: *'think and speak together
only in secrecy" [\iVGX\.K(oc, Kal (ppoveiv Kal Xiyeiv Ttpo^ 6.Xkr{Xov(;]
(97). —Scripta manent: One of the leaders avoided confiding [TtapoSovvai
ov)K eGappTioEv] his heretical thoughts to writing (6). —(Another one
hoped that) by escaping (through emigration) /rd>m intercourse with other
people [tw dve7ii|i{KTa) t&v aXK<o\/ dvGpcoTicov] and thus being among
themselves [Ka0' eavTotx; ovTag], they would be able to devote
themselves, without fear and openly, to their diabolical and extravagant
practices (147). —The Patriarch underlines the secrecy of the mysteries
[^\)aTTipia] by accusing the heretics of secret orgies [djioppriTcov . . .
opYicov] (143), and blames them for excelling in secret magics and
witchcraft [ev xaic, p.-ooTiKaiq ^ayyaveiaK; Te Kal yoriTeCaK;] (142).
(d) Stubborn. The heretics remain obstinate, above all, in regard to
their return to orthodoxy: the attempts to convert them to the right faith
come to a dead end [npbc, dv6vT|Tov
. . . nipaq] (56). —Instead of
converting they displayed incorrigibility [to d5i6p8coTov e7re5ei^avTo]
(68). —They absolutely refuse [ovda^iSic, KaTa5exovTai] to curse their
leaders (10). —Not even by the sword came their impious vigor to a halt
[^Ti6e (^i(pei) iaTa|ievTi<;] (56). —The obsession applied even to the
group: a leader suffered death by burning together with those of his
disciples whom unrepentance seized [ooovq eIXev to a\iExa\iihr\xo\] (70).
(e) Fraudulent. This salient feature of the heretical image is realized in
many forms. One heretic is called "a natural in making up things and
lying" [TepaTe\)6)ievo(; Kal \|/e'o5oXoYcov], and a certain claim of his about
his mission is judged by the Patriarch "as one of the many stories which he
embroidered and fabricated" [6ieppa\|/a)5ei Kal a\)ve7iA,aTTev] (63). —
Another heretic knows how to get rid of his impieties: by simply
disavowing them [5id xt[c, dpvT|oetix; djioSuojievov] (74). —The brisk
word portrait of the apostate Sergius, a leading Paulician (living in the first
half of the ninth century and coming from the theme of Armeniakon),
consists of variations of perfidy. He outshines his forerunners in fraud
[paSiovpyia] / craftiness [Tcepivoia] / scheming [\n\xoLvo\>pyiq.] / wily
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manners [iitiKXonoic, tiGeoiv] (108). Sergius' scheming produces further
synonyms: Photius calls him most apt for any kind of intrigue [npbc,
Tiaaav Spaixaxovpyiav 6eiv6Taxov], and sharp in contriving tricks [o^vv
56Xo\)(; pd\|/ai] (96). But the richest terminology of fraud which Sergius
evoked concerns the art of dissimulation: he is experienced in hiding his
thought [Kp-uyai TO (ppovrma] at the right time (96).
—
He used to transmute
himself [eavtov ^exenXatxev] into a thousand guises, adapting
[ap^o^oixevoq] to the diverse characters of the deceived; with shrewd
metaphorical insight he transformed himself and turned into [xx>no\)\ievoc,
Kal 8ianXaxx6\iEvoc,] a monkey or a lion or a fox (122). —He was
terrific in feigning [axT||J.axi0ao0ai] virtue (96). —His conduct was a
faked show of virtues [aicnvTi dpetcbv 7tpoPepXri)j.evTi]: his graciousness
was just simulated behavior [Kaxeoxr[\i-OL'^^o\iivo<:; xponoq], as were his
sweetness [ruiepoTTiq] and his humble ways [xaneivov t|0o<;] (126),
although whatever the circumstances he showed ojf[r[KaC,ove\is.xo] (115).
(0 Lewd. Their way of life [f| noXixeia to-otcov] is dragged into the
open as a welcome weapon against them. A harsh vocabulary describes the
heretics' unrestrained conduct (36), with the key phrase, // is full of
licentiousness [ye^iei (XKoXaoiaq]. They are marked by drunkenness and
profligacy [|ie0ti Kal docotia]; and they indulge in the two varieties of
love life [xpwvxai |j.i^Eaiv EKaxepa<; (p-uaeox;], involving the opposite as
well as their own sex. The Patriarch's conclusion: They lead a life in no
way inconsistent with their doctrines [o\)5ev xov pCov d7ia6ovxa xoiq
66Y)iaoiv TtepwpEpovoi].
3. Verbal Strategy. Two sets of key words evolve from the diatribe of
the Patriarch which reveal what to him and to his cause was the essence of
apostasy: negativism and the manipulation of the Sacred Words.
(a) Negativism. The attitude of denial and rejection, attributed to the
heretics, is expressed by negative prefixes (d- / 5\)a- / ano- ) and by verbs
of rejection (nx-uco, "spit" / tiXuvco tSPpEoi, "wash with abuses"). The
Patriarch's strongest effect results from the reverse collocation of terms
associated with heresy: God is "negated" whereas the Devil is glorified with
the epithets appropriate only for God. The hyperonym expressing the
heretics' non-conformism is pXaocprmeco "blaspheme," lit. "speak ((pim-)
evil (pXaa-)": . . . reviling [pXaa(pr||j.ot)vxe<;] our Supreme-Holy Mistress,
the Mother of God (19). Some synonyms: most of all . . . they revile
[6\)a(pTmo\)aiv] Peter (since he disclaimed Christ) (23). — . . . reviling
[5'0G<pTm.otivxe(;] the lifegiving Cross (22). —They do not accept [(oijk) . .
.
anobixovxax] either the priests of the Catholic Church (that is, the Church
before the Great Schism) or the other members of the clergy (34). —[Peter]
they consider utteriy to be rejected and turned awayfrom [dn6^Xr[xov Kal
dnoxponaiov xvGevxai] (25). —They spit at [SianxiSovxeq] the saving
baptism (30). —They abuse with a thousand outrages [\ivpia\c, iSPpeai
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TiXvvovxeq] the Holy Communion (21). —In regard to their doctrines they
are impious [Sx>aae^Eic,] and they are equally in discord [(xat)^(pcovoi] with
the truth as they are with each other (36). —The summa of their secret
doctrines is the complete negation of God [apvnavq navxeXr]c, Geov] and
their belief in the glory and power and creative force of the devil [xo\>
SiaPoXov 664a Kal KpocTo^ Kal 6T|fxio'upYia(; iox^<i] (HI)-
(b) Heretical Exegesis. In the heretics' hands, as the Patriarch is
convinced, the sacred body of the Scriptures fares badly. The truths anchored
in the Holy Words are cynically distorted. The "unholy philology" of the
heretics (as one is tempted to call this view) evoked a phraseology of its
own, focusing on the manipulation of the text, with its reinterpretations,
adaptations, deletions, additions, and incoherences. Their technique of
obscurantism involves, above all, semantics: meanings are insinuated,
falsified, invented, colored, and hidden.
A sweeping statement sets the tone: the heretic exegete is falsifying
and mutilating the entire meaning of Orthodoxy [oXov xov vouv XT\q
Evoe^ziac, Siaoxpecpcov Kal KaxaGpa-owv] (6). The theme is endlessly
varied: The exegete tries to adapt and to adjust [evap|x6^Eiv xe Kal
TtepidTtxEiv] the words of the Gospel and the Apostle to his doctrines (58).
— Tearing those words out from their context [xaq Xe^eiq ekeiGev
dTioanapd^avxEq], they assign them [xavxaq ETiKprnxi^o-uoi] to quite
impious meanings (17). —^The heretic ascribes and insinuates meanings to
the words [dvdjixEi Kal vno^aXkzi (xoiq pTjxoiq) voT||iaxa], which have
no counterpart in the Holy Sayings, nor is there any coherence [ot)5E)iia
dKoXo\)6ia] in these meanings but they are full of contradictions [jid/Exai
Ttpoq dXXTjXa] (7). —He invested all his cunning and effort in reading and
instilling (his doctrines) into the words [{>no^6Xkz\.v xe Kal -unoxiGEvai
pTiiiaoiv] of the Lord and the Apostle (60). —^They are the ones who truly,
to their own perdition, twist and distort [axp£pXo\)vx£(; Kal
6iaaxp£(povx£q] the sayings of the Lord, the citations from the Apostle
Paul, and other Scriptures (27). —The heretics adulterate
[KaxaKip5T|X£voT)ai] the Holy Words . . . they obscure their impious
thought [x6 6\)ao£P£(; ETiioKid^ovai (ppovTijia] (152). —One heretical
leader used, on the face of them, the ecclesiastical words [xdq
EKKXTiaiaaxiKaq Xe^ek;], under which he was hiding [EKpvTixEv] the
deadly poison of apostasy (81); and he tinged (the impieties) with orthodox
words [pT|)iaoiv opGoSo^OK; ETiixpcovvvvxcx;] (74). —His words were the
familiar and common ones [xd pr^axa Tjoav xov GEdxpot) Kal Koivd],
but the meanings of these words were those of apostasy and were secret [xd
6T|Xo-6nEva xf|<; dTioaxaaiaq Kal ixDoxiKd] (76). —The heretics make a
travesty of the Words of the Lord [xEpaxoXoyouvxEq xd SEOTioxiKd
prmaxa] (21).
Behind the heretic's verbal defense against accusations the Patriarch
senses an unholy case of "heretical semantics." While overtly pronouncing
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the traditional religious words the heretic covertly substitutes his own, quite
devious, meaning for the one accepted by Orthodoxy. The following are
examples of such strategy, with emphasis on the terminology of
"distortion." For Theotokos, "Godbearing," that is, Mother of God, they
substitute [{ino^aXXovxai] Heavenly Jerusalem, which (with an allusion to
Hebr. 6:20) "Christ entered as precursor for us," and by this switch they
show that they do not recognize the Virgin Mary (19). —For the word [xfi
(pcovfi] "baptism" they substitute [hno^dXXovizc,] the sayings of the
Gospel (as spoken by tiie Lord in John 4:10-14): "I am the living water,"
and thereby reveal their rejection of baptism as a sacred rite (30). —For the
"cross" the deceivers and sorcerers dream up the meaning [avajiXxxxTovTeq]
"Christ Himself," visualized with outstretched arms (that is, different from
the Crucifix) (22). —^The terms Father, Son, and Holy Ghost are pious, to
be sure, but the heretics impute to them [hno^aXXovxec, 5e xavxaK;] the
extreme impiety. . . . When they say "Father" they don't proclaim [ox> . .
.
dvaKTjpvxTovteq] Him "the Almighty" . . . , but they link [iniovv-
dTixo-uoiv] the term "Father" with "Uie heavenly," thereby completely
denying to Him the sovereign power over both heaven and earth (17). With
these changes in the Creed their dualism becomes manifest: they confess
two principles [6vo dpxcc<; op-oXoyouaiv], as the Manichaeans do,
distinguishing between two Gods, the heavenly father [xbv eTtoupdviov
Tiaxepa] and the demiurge of the material world [xov STmio-upyov xov
KOOIiOv] (15).
4. Illusions. Another trait of the heretics likewise rooted in language,
which the Patriarch denounces, is their urge to identify with persons and
features of primitive, prevalentiy Pauline, Christianity. They realize their
compulsion in two ways: either they feign to be someone they are not, or
they transfer the nomenclature of orthodoxy onto their own heretical
institutions.
(a) The alter ego. Sergius, that central figure of the movement, tended
to identify himself with higher beings, and the verbs of self-assertion, which
verbalize the transformation, commonly express Uieir inherent autism either
by the reflexive pronoim ea-uxov, "himself," or by a middle-voice ending.
The Patriarch accuses Sergius: he did not shrink from "naming himself
[KaXeiv ea\)x6v] Paraclete and Holy Ghost nor from letting his disciples
call and perceive him [6vo}j.d^eiv xe Kal vo|a.{^£iv] in this way" (97). —In
a similar passage the term for Sergius' self-glorification is even stronger: he
celebrated himself [{)\ivG}v eavxov] as the Holy Ghost (1 14). Sergius called
himself "doorkeeper, shepherd, and guide" HkolXzi . . . eauxov Kal
Gvpcopov Kal 7toi|j.eva Kal oStjyov] (118) and, quite in line with such a
self-image, transformed himself into Tychicus, a disciple of St. Paul's,
whom the AposUe called "beloved brother" (Eph. 6:21) and "fellow-servant
in the Lx)rd" (Col. 4:7): Sergius not only usurped the name [ox> xr\v kXtjoiv
ekkXetcxwv ^lovov] but remodeled in his own image and faked and
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appropriated [zic, ea-utov ixexanXdoawv Kal napaxapdaocov Kal
\)7iopaX^6)ievo(;] the very identity of Tychicus (113).
The link to Paulinism, sharply stressed in Photius' portrait of Sergius,
was cultivated, indeed, by the Paulicians. The practice started with
Constantine, the organizer of the movement (seventh century, from
Armenia): he pretended to be [eavxov eXeyEv eivai] the one whom the
Letters of Paul the inspired mention under the name of Silvanus; he was the
travel companion of Paul in Phihppi (Acts 16:19 ff.) (63). The expression,
much in vogue, of "belonging" by adopting the name of a Pauline disciple
produced a considerable accumulation of synonyms for "name-changing":
ea-oTov ^eT(ov6|j,aaev (5) / ea-uxov |iExovo|j.aod|j.evo^ (8) / ea-uxov
^lexEKaXeaEv (8) / amov £itcov6p.a^Ev (113) / ^ExaPEpXruxEvoq to
Kijpiov (the name) (8) / xyyj K^ficnv (the name) ^EtESEto (69). The
metonymy spread from humans to places. The Patriarch castigated the
Paulicians' phony practice of designating their churches, and thereby their
townships, by the terminology sanctified by the Pauline Letters (12-14).
He mentions such names as <b\k\.nny\<5\o\. / 'EcpEoioi / KoXaoaaEiq, as well
as AaoSvKEiq, after a letter apparently sent to the Laodiceans (Col. 4:16).
One church is called 'Axaia, after the Achaians mentioned in 2 Cor. 1:1;
another one, MaKESovia, after the area of Paul's travels (Acts 16:11-12;
17:1).
(b) Lexical Camouflage. The heretics hide behind the language of
orthodoxy: they feign to rely on and they pretend to lay claim to
[npoaavEXEvv ymoiikaxxovxcLx. . . . dvxi7ioiEia9ai oxT||i,at(^ovtai] the
Words of the Lord and the Letters of the Apostle Paul; and the Patriarch
qualifies their citation of the sources as done in a malicious and dishonest
spirit (52). —The act of make-believe is expressed by some verbs for
"naming" which tie a good "word" to a bad "thing": While they stamp the
true Christians as "Romans," they claim the label "Christians" for
themselves [Ea-uio^ xriv kXtjoiv tojv Xpiatiavwv TTEpidnxovaiv] (16).
—One of the leaders, Gegnesius, is described as calling his own impiety
"orthodox" [6p065o^ov KaXSv to oikeiov daEPtijia] (75). —They call
their assemblies a "Catholic Church" [KaGoXiicnv EKKXriaiav xd Eavxcbv
KaXooai a^)V£5pia] (29). —Gegnesius expresses the same simile with
more elaborate verbs: He perceived and extolled the assemblies of the
Manichaeans as the "Catholic Church" [xd avvESpia x©v Mavixaicov
KaGoXiKTiv EKKXtjoiav EVEvoEi XE Kttl dTiEOEixvuvEv] (79). —Also the
townships with the Pauline names, which are the centers of their
organization and indoctrination [<r6axri|ia Kal 5i5aaKaXia] (14), are their
so-called "churches" [al XEyo^Evai EiocXriaiai] (15).
5. Propaganda. The expansionist zeal of the heretics, with its inroads
into the ranks of orthodoxy, weighs on the Patriarch's mind. It stimulates
many remarks of his, directed against their campaigning, which, as a whole,
yield the terminology of a missionary movement—as seen by its opponent
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The language dwells on three aspects of the process: the tactics of the
preachers, the ways of the people who become their willing victims, and the
fate in store for them.
(a) The Missionaries. The emissaries of heresy are teachers and heralds
[SiSdoKaXoi Kttl icTipvKEq] (102), handling indoctrination and propaganda.
The qualifications for the selection of heralds are stated: those whom the
leaders found excelling in impiety, and very active in evildoing [x&v
aXkdiv in\ xfi 6Doa£Peia Siacpepovxaq, Kal SpaaxTipiotx; ovxa<; to
KaKOTioifjaav], they sent out into new lands as heralds of lawlessness
[Kx\pvKaq XT\q dvofj-ioc;] (3). One herald of impiety [Kr\p-o% vf\c, aoe^eiac,],
who had passed through many towns and countries, is depicted as more
ardent [didnvpoq] than any one before him, hunting, deceiving, ensnaring
souls [6tip©v, dTiaxSv, nayi^Evcav . . . \|/\)xd<;] (115). This very man,
Sergius, most persuasive in preaching impiety [icripv^ai xr[v doi^Eiav]
(96), had himself been defiled in his youth by a woman teaching and
preaching [yuvaiKi xivi npeo^Evovar] xe Kal icripvxxovaTi] the destructive
doctrines of the Manichaeans (101).
When the missionary was taken for a teacher [SiSdoKaXoq] (66, 69) or,
with emphasis on the religious aspect, for a mystagogue [^voxaycoYoq]
(3), that designation was usually qualified by some negatively slanted
epithet such as of apostasy [djioaxaaiaq] (69) or of perdition [djicoXeiac;]
(66) or of defilement [^ivaouq] (3). These agents work in the area assigned
to or selected by them, from a base of operations described as a workshop of
error [epYaaxripiov xfjq nXayr^c^ (66) or an impious school [5t)aaePe<;
SiSaoKdJliov] (8). One so-called teacher ofpiety and leader of salvation
[5i5daKaXo(; zxioz^ziac^ Kal oStjycx; acoxripiac;] is singled out by the
Patriarch as an example of heretic strategy. By using the simile of Matt.
7:15, about "hiding the wolf in a sheepskin" [kwSio) npopdxov xov Xiokov
EvaTioKp-uKxojv], Photius portrays Sergius as a pseudo-prophet. In order to
"take the sting out" of his dissolute deeds and sacrilegious tenets, Sergius
made them less revulsive by pruning his filth, covering up his
licentiousness, toning down his profanities, or blending the intolerable with
the tolerable [KEpiKonxcov / ETiiKaX-unxcov / ovoxeXXcov / Kaxa^iyvvq]
(110).
In several places the heretics' involvement in propaganda and
indoctrination is expressed by the old simile of "the weeds sown among the
wheat" (Matt. 13:25). The very terms of the passage in St. Matthew are
echoed in a reference to early Paulician activity: disciples of Manes sowed
the weed of the devil [xd xov) novripoO ^i^dvia EyKaxEOTiEipav] (55). —
According to the Patriarch, an Armenian apostate, upon arriving in the area
of his activity, devoted himself to sowing impiety [oKEipcov i<5no\>ZaZ,z
XTiv doEPEiav] (72). —And one of the villages received in its womb the
seeds of impiety [xd xr\c^ doz^ziac, EVEKv^iovriaE axcEpixaxa] (3).
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(b) The Misguided. The human beings who succumb easily to the lure
of the missionaries are seen from various angles. One view is expressed
through words of folksy psychology: the leaders corrupt the souls of men
[vj/vxat; dvGpcoTicov] (84); and the deceived [o'l TiTtaxTmevoi] (97) are rather
slow-witted [vcoQeaxepoi] (52). Another perception of the victims is
couched in sociological terms: they are, essentially, the people [6 Xaoc;]
(143) and the natives [ol e7x«)pioi] (64) defined by their habitat, such as a
small town [kcdiit] / 7toA.{xvTi / TioXi/viov] or a village [xtopCov] (3, 13), or
by their education, such as the fairly ignorant [ol anA^ovaxepoi] (115). One
of the leaders-to-be, when brought around as a young man, was still of the
common herd and boorish [tcov dyeXaicov , . . Kal dypoiKcov] (106).
Even an Orthodox missionary sent out to spread his creed among the
Paulicians turned out to be so ignorant [d)ia9ri<;] of the true dogma, light-
minded [xdq (ppevaq Kotxpoq], and easy to lead astray [evnapdyoyyoq] that
he succumbed to their pernicious superstition (68).
And the Patriarch scoffs at the blind admiration which precisely the
simple people feel toward their seducers. The verbs he uses mark their
heresy as a cult in itself. Today's children of the Manichaeans deify and
honor [Geid^ouoi Kal TiepieTio-uaiv] Constantine (the early Paulician leader)
to the highest degree, and they worship [yepaCpovai] his successors like the
Apostles of Christ, to say the least (62). —When the heretics split, some
of them deify [Geonoiovai] Baanes, and the others Sergius (11). —The
wretched [xd^iocveq] disciples of Sergius carry matters so far as to seal their
prayers in his name [ev tw ovoixaxi avxoti xdq ihiac, Tipooe-oxdq . . .
knxQv^payilpxxsw]. The Patriarch calls these prayers ''barkings" [{)>xxKd<;]
(117).
(c) Into the Abyss. The Patriarch's vision of the fate destined for the
misled is apocalyptic. The dire predictions which run through the AiTiynoK;
point to the impact of apostasy on the gullible. Among the verbs picturing
that effect the basic meaning "drag" is dominant, which locates the victims'
guilt in their lack of resistance. One of the leaders is described as pulling
down [Kaxaavpcov] the ones who trusted in him, into the pit of perdition
(90). —Another found people, whom he attracted to himself so as to trust
him [ov(; eiXicuoe TieCGeoGai aijxw] (63). —A third one is quite skillful
in drawing the souls of men {\fx>xa.c, dvGpwKcov ovveXK-uoai] to their
perdition (96). —The same leader hurled [KaxEKprmviaev] many into the
abyss of utter perdition, who, in their lack of awareness [dnpooTixox;], were
swallowed up [KaxaTcoGevxeq] by him (1 10). —One of the seducers'
successes is, finally, described in the language of warfare: dragging many
off as booty, away from orthodoxy [tcoXXoix; dno xfi<; euaePeiaq
avA,a70)yri<Ja<;] (70).
6. Summary. In an analysis focused on the key words of a movement,
the text from which these are abstracted "creates" its own linguistic field and
in the case at hand the text is an Orthodox treatise directed against a sect and
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assessing it as heretical. "Heresy," in short, evolves as the hyperonym of
the field. With that generic concept in the negative, the field turns into a
unified structure of negative ideology: the hyperonym transmits the
negativism to its constituents, the key concepts; and these transfer it to the
broadly synonymous lexemes, which actually express the "values." The
effect is what Antonio Gramsci, the Italian linguist, called "a single cultural
climate."^''
But the Patriarch's negative language vilifying the Paulician heresy,
which he usually labels "apostasy," conceals a word portrait exalting
orthodoxy. The negative values insinuate their positive correlates: "they
lie" implies that "we speak the truth." This function of the underlying
antonymy underpins the exegesis, proffered by Thomas Aquinas, of the
Pauline maxim (1 Cor. 11:19), bzi Kal alpeoeiq Eivai "there must also be
heresies": that orthodoxy is brought into relief if it is seen against its
counterpoint, heresy.^*
University ofIllinois at Urbana-Champaign
^ H. and R. Kahane (above, note 1). 152.
^ Cf. H. Gnmdmann, "Oportet el haereses esse: Das Problem der Ketzerei im Spiegel der





in Euthymius Zigabenus' Commentary
on Psalms 1-50
THOMAS M. CONLEY
The Commentary on Psalms of Euthymius Zigabenus was first published ir
the West in Venice, in 1763, by A. Bongiovanini, together with a
translation (of sorts) by Saul, the bishop of Brugnato.^ Zigabenus' skill as a
commentator was recognized by Vossius (1661) and admired by Pere Simon
before the Venice edition,^ and evidently was also admired by Nicephorus
Blemnydes, who seems to have borrowed rather extensively from Zigabenus
in his commentaries on Psalms? Zigabenus' work is, in any event, one of
the few complete commentaries on Psalms which survive from the
Byzantine exegetical tradition.
The merits of Zigabenus' commentary were noted by Martin Jugie in a
brief article he published in 1912, substantially repeating the judgment of
Krumbacher.'* Both indicate that Zigabenus' principal sources are to be
found in Athanasius, Cyril of Alexandria, John Chrysostom, and Hesychius
of Jerusalem.^ True as that may be in broad "doctrinal" terms (Zigabenus'
occasional references to the anagogic sense of a phrase or verse are
consistent with those used by these predecessors), there is an important
aspect of Zigabenus' exegetical practice which cannot be derived from these
* This is the text published in Migne, Palrologia Graeca 128. On the publishing history, see
Martin Jugie, art. "Euthymius Zigabene," Dictionnaire de Thdologie Catholique 5, coL 1580.
^ R. Simon, Histoire critique des principaux convnentateurs du Nouveau Testament (1693), p.
409; I. Vossius, De septuaginia interpretibus (1661), p. 67.
^ I have examined this question in "Blemnydes' Debt to Euthymios Zigabenos," Greek,
Roman, and Byzantine Studies 26 (1985). 303-09.
^ See M. Jugie."La vie el les oeuvrcs d'Eulhyme Zigabene," ^cAoj d'Orient 15 (1912), 215-
25; K. Krumbacher, Geschichte der Byzantinischen Litteratur (1897), p. 83.
' Jugie,"La vie," 220; Kiumbacher, loc. cit.
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"principal sources" and which, to my knowledge, has never been noted,
explored, or explained. I refer to the frequent clarification Zigabenus is able
to bring to the text as a result of his grammatical and rhetorical
observations, examples of which I have gathered from his comments on
Psalms 1-50. Some recognition of this aspect of his work is in order,
since it is so crucial to his exegesis. His use of grammar and rhetoric
raises, as well, important questions about the nature of the "tradition"
behind his commentary, and the setting in which it was composed.^
I
1. Grammar
(a) Syntactical observations. On two dozen occasions or so, Zigabenus
makes observations on syntactical problems in the Greek: e.g., ad 22:4,
305A:
eaxi 5e Kal t| avvxa^iq omox;, "Avxai p.e TiapEKocXeaav, ti
pdpSoq oo-u Kal fi PaKTT|p{a gov." "napeKaXeaav" dvxl to\)
"evo-uGetTioav." 6 ydp vo\)0exa)v, napaKokei Kal eXkev npoq
TO cruncpepov
Compare ad 16:4, 216A; 26:3, 321A; 28:5, 333D; 28:6, 336A; 28:9,
337A; 31:8, 364D,'' all of which are equally elementary. In addition to
these, Zigabenus' observations sometimes focus on apparent pleonasm:
e.g., ad 35:2, 405CD:
to "(pTjalv" dvxl xov "oiexai," vorjaeK;- Kal to "tov" nepiTTov
IV ' fi TOioi)To<; 6 vo\>q, oiETai 6 Tiapdvojioq d)iapTdveiv , . ,
Tot)TeaTiv ev [i6vr\ xt\ eavTou a-uvEiSriaei XeXtiGotccx; ox; ^ti5£v
T0\) 0EOt> P^7tOVTO<;
Compare ad 36:22, 421B; 34:24, 404A; 36:25, 421D; 37:11, 433C; 38:7,
444A.^ These observations coordinate with others which we will see later
on the general subject of the difficulties caused by apparent pleonasm.
(b) "Hebraisms." Sometimes syntactical problems arise, Zigabenus
teaches, from the persistence of Hebrew "idiom" in the LXX translation.
Cf., e.g., ad 24:6:
^ I have used the less than perfect text in Migne, limiting my observations to the first fifty
Psalms. Nothing Zigabenus does later alters the general picture we get from his comments on
1-50.
' See also ad 17:26, Kal eaxi x6 oxnjiot, ovona AvtI nexoxtii;, "oaxoc," dvxl tow
"ooiajv"; 24:6; 24:8; 34:1; 34:14; 36:1; 37:11 (noting a pleonasm); 38:6; 41:6; 43:4; 44:6;
49:19.
^ See also ad 4:4, 93C; 24:11. 309B (involves Hebraism); 39:9. 453B; 39:13. 456D; 40:9.
465A; 43:22, 485C (in the midst of a series of observations on periphrasis).
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tot "iXi-r\" 6e dSiacpopox; Kaxa aixiaxiK-nv Trtcbaiv
leGeiKaCTiv ol Epp.TiveTq, r[ cue, Kal xt\c, 'E^pdiboc, Xi^eaic,
eKeivTjq xoia-uTTiv ixovicriq titcooiv,
and ad 41:5, 469B:
XPT] 5e KaQ6Xox> YiyvcooKeiv, caq t\ xcov 'EPpa{cov 6id>.eKT0<;,
d6ia(p6pco(; (oq ini to nXziaxov, ta^ ov\xdb,zai KEXpTixai,
KaGdnep Kal vvv, "in" ep.e" eiTiovaa dvxl xoti "ev e|xo{."
See also ad 24:11, 309B; 38:6, 441D; 41:5, 469B; 50:21, 560D (explains
enallage of tense). "Hebraism" also explains, for instance, why the plural is
sometimes found instead of the singular: e.g., 2:1-2, SOD; 8:4, 133A; 9:11,
145D; 15:6, 200C; 18:2, 252A; 47:3, 520B; or explains instances of
periphrasis: ad 4:3, 93B; 8:5, 133D, and so on.' Often the sense of the
Greek is clear only when one knows the Hebrew "idiom," as at, for
example, 9:28, 157C; 30:3, 348BC; 30:11, 352C.io Most of what
Zigabenus knew of Hebrew, presumably, was received information.
2. Schemes and Tropes
Zigabenus frequently identifies and explains the Psalmist's use of
schemes and tropes.
(a) KaxdxpTiaK;: adl:3, 117A:
KaxaxpTjoxiKcoxEpa 6e xt\c, "apnayr\c," t] Xi^iq, evxevGev •
5T|Xo{)aT|(; dcpaipeaiv,
and ad 8:8, 136C; and 48:9 f., 529C:
xot)XO ydp x6 "^TioExai ziq xeA.o<;," ^toTjv 5e X-eyei xtiv K'upico(;
Kal ocTtovov -q ydp £vxat>9a KaxaxpiloxiKcii^, (nq
7iapa5i6oxai,
the last words of which also indicate received tradition.
(b) Ppaxv)XoYva: ad 26:3, 321A; 28:9, 337A; 34:24, 404A; and, of
particiJar interest, ad 1 1:7:
Ax>Yia Se EiTiEv, o\) Ka9' "bnoKpia^iov zvxeXeiaq, dXX' oxi xo\>q
XpTjoixo-ix; Xoyia [i.e., oracles] EKdXouv 6id x-qv PpaxiiXoyiav
aiL)xa)v. £v oXiYaiq ydp ^.e^eoi, jiEydXTiv SiSva^iv ivvoiaq
£|J.7lEpiElXOV.
'Also, ad 19:1. 265A; 24:5. 305C; 24:11. 390C; 37:8. 443A; 38:7. 444B; 39:2. 448D;
41:5. 469B; 47:3.5208.
1° See also 39:2. 448D; 7 Prol.. 1 13D; 9:28. 157C; 9:6. 144B; 9:1 1. 145D f.
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Zigabenus, in short, makes clear what he sees as David's rhetorical aim here.
We shall see more of this below.
(c) EK napaXX-qXoM: At ad 43:4, 480C, Zigabenus is able to settle a
dispute by reference to this schema:
(aXX'
"H 5£^id aox>, Kal 6 ppaxicov oov) tive<; 6e4iav jxev,
Xiyox>ai xr\\ PoTjGeiav xiveq 6e, Tfjv SiSva^iiv. aXXoi 6e Kal
a^(pto TTiv 6t)va)iiv oTi|iaivEiv ek napaXXv{Xox).
See also ad 8:5, 133D; 36:8, 416C; 38:13, 448A.
(d) KXeovao[i6c,: Zigabenus notes several instances of figurative
pleonasmos (as recognized and defined by the authors of the rhetorical
handbooks)^ ^ particularly as achieved by £7iixaai(;, dvaSiTiXtoaiq,
Ttepitppotou;, and vnEpPatov.
1. knixaoxc,-}^ 2:12, 88AB; 6:7, lllB; 9:6, 144B (to "Eiq tov
alSva TO\) aitbvoq," ETtCxaoK;, avxl to\> M-EXPi- 7iavT6<;); 39:1,
448D (on "vnojiEvcov \)7i£p.Eiva," 6 xoiovtoq 6i7iX,aoiao)i6(;,
a-uvTiGrjc; \ihf xdic, 'Eppaioiq- eoxv Se e^kpocvxikck; EniTdaEOx;, dx;
TO "l5o)v i6ov" Kal "YiyvtboKcov yvcboTi"). See also ad 48:2,
525BC.
2. dvaSiTiXcDOK;:^^ We see an example at 39:2, cited just above;
but see also ad 1:4, 77C; 21:5, 277B {emphasis noted there, too);
23:8, 301B; 34:21, 401B (to "evye," naXaxbv r\\ £7ii<p(bvTi|i.a
Twv EVTVTxavovTOJv ov) Ti^xovTO 5id TOt) SiTiXacnaojxoi) ttiv
ayav fi5ov'nv To\i 7ipdY^aTo<; £|A(paivov); 49:7, 54 ID (see
below, p. 270, section I. 3).
3. TCEpicppaoK;:''* Cf., e.g., ad 4:3, 93B (mentioned above under
"Hebraisms"); 5:13, 108A ("\)l6v"Ydp KaXEi "5\)vd^£co<;" tov
5\)vaT6v, Kal "av5pa al|idT(ov" tov (poviKov); 7:6, 120B; 10:1,
165B; 16:13, 213B ( . . . ti, twv tioXeij-ovvtcov "tti XEipi oov,"
8TiXa6Ti "ooi," TiEpKppaaTiKwq); 28:2, 332D; 32:21, 380A;
^^ Phoebammon, n. ox- 8.498 f. Walz, lists eleven kinds of pleonasm: TawxoXoYia,
avaSCnXojoii;, enavacpopd, endvo8o(;, enavaXriyK;, nepicppaoii;, en{<ppaaiq,
napovojiaaia, ene^TJyTioii;, eTtinovfi, and enitaaiq. This tradition goes back at least to the
second century (cf . Tryphon and Tiberios on schemata) and carries on through the later Greek
Middle Ages.
^^ Cf., e.g., Phoebammon 8.501W: enixaaiq is an enijiovti^ eiSo(; ovk enioiiq 6e
8r|Xx)wv TO npayfux. Compare John Sikeliotes In Herm. de ideis 6.56 ff. W; "Phoebammon,"
In Herm. de ideis, Rabe Prolegomenon Sylloge 377.11, 378.5.
" Cf. Alexander 8.462W; Phoebammon 8.499W; Zonaios 8.682W; Anon. 8.707W.
^* See Phoebammon 8.500W (achieves [leyaXonpzntia); Zonaios 8. 689W; Tryphon
8.742W (ncp{<ppaai(; . . . nXeiooi Xe^em Tiapioxdvovoa jier' aw^fjoeox; to •unoKeinevov
npayna); Gregory of Corinth 8.771W (6id nXeiovcov avxb to Kvpiov SriXovoa, npbq
ax)^r\aiv tov oimcxivonevou).
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34:12, 397B; 37:4, 429C (to "ano npooamoro Tr\<; opyfiq oov" Kal
"dcTio npoadmov xwv a^iapxiSv \JiOv" Kal "ccnb npoacoTtoi) Tqq
dcppocruvTiq iiov," Kal xoiauxa, Kaxa Tiepicppaaiv eipuxai, dvxl
xo\) "5id TTiv opyriv oov". . .)}^
4. vTcepPaxov:^^ ad 13:1, 18 IC (vooixo 6' av Ka9' -uTiEpPaxov 6
aiixoq, oxi "5ie(p0dpT|aav" ev E7tixT|5ev}j.aai Kal
Ep5eUx0Tioav); 39:5, 449CD:
eaxi 6e t) xov 7tap6vxo<; prijoai c-ovxa^ic, ovxox;- "^o^Kctpioq, ov
avxov eaxi x6 ovojxa Kvpio-u eXnic," SwdiJ-eGa 5e Kal aXk(oc,
xovxo vofjoai Tiepl xwv XpioxiavSv, Ka9' -uTiEppaxov
a'uvxdxxovxE<; ouxocx;- 'VotKapioq, ot) eoxiv iXnic, x6 ovojia
Kvpio-u av)xo\)"- Tiavxl Se Xpiaxiav© x6 ovo|j.a xov Xpiaxou
Eoxw eXtiIc; Kal oonripia.
Cf. also ad 44:6, 493A.
(e) ixExacpopd:^"^ Zigabenus frequently notes those passages where he
thinks David is expressing himself "metaphorically," a term which covers a
wide range of expressions. Cf., e.g., ad 2:12, 88AB (see under epitasis
above); 16:7, 209D:
EXEpav EiKOva (p-uXaKfiq E"upd)v . . . ek ixExacpopaq x©v xaiq
EaVXWV TlXEpU^l OKE7c6vX(OV XOXiC, VEOXXOVq TCETEIVWV . . . ;
22:2, 292C; 44:7, 493C ("6 0p6vo(;" paaiXEiag ©v ovuPoXov, ttiv
Paoi^Eiav aivixxExai); 48:5, 528B.^* We might include here two
instances of synecdoche (not explicitly identified as such by Z.): ad 21:5,
281B ("KoiXiav" 6£ XiyEi vvv, x6 KoXhjov oXov xo\> oa)p.axo(;) and 50:10,
556B (dno |i£po"uq Se, xwv oaxwv, oXov Ea\>x6v evecptive).
(f) EpcoxTjOK;:^^ Cf. ad 14:1, 189B (^.omov ovv dvaKXEov xd pTjxd-
oxTm-axi^Ei xov Xoyov o Aapi5 zic^ Eptbxriaiv . . .); 14:2, 189D (xouxo xv[(^
EpcoxTioEox; r\ dTiOKpiaiq, iac, ekeivo^ napovKnaEi); 18:4, 252D; 23:3,
300A (5i' Epomiaiv axriixaxiaaq 6 npcKpT|XT|<; x6 npoXxxPov pTixov).^''
'^ See also ad 8:5. 133D (Hebraism); 26:11 f., 325AB: 28:3. 333B (iSiojjia . . . -riiq
TtaXaiou;): 37:13, 436A; 41:6. 472A; 43:21. 485BC: 43:25, 448A.
^^ Cf.. e.g., Tiberios, n. ox. 8.561W; Phoebammon 8.501W; Zonaios 8.689W; Anon..
8.7 1 3W.
^' Cf. Tryphon 8.729W (Xe^iq \i.tzctx^tpo\ii\r\ dno -cov Kvpiox) oti to \lx\ Kvpiov.
ejicpdaecoq i) ojioicDoe&x; evewx; cf. Anon. 8.715W and Choiroboskos 8.804W).
^«See also ad 6:18. 129A: 8:5. 133C; 16:13. 213A: 26:5, 3210; 27:1, 328A; 40:9. 465B;
45:7. 509C; 46:2. 513B.
'' Cf.. e.g., Phoebammon 8.496W; Herodian 8.597W (eptanioii; eon Xoyoi; ev vnoKpCoei
Xeyojievoq eni t^ oaqieotepov yvcivai xi toav eni^titovjievoav). Also, Anon.,7t. 0%.
8.632W.
20 See also a<i 38:8. 445A; 40:9. 465A; 48:5. 528C; 48:8, 529A.
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(g) Tipoaconov / TipootoTioTioua:^^ Cf. ad 13:7, 188A; 26:8, 324C
(TipoawTiov 5e zov Aapi5 avxbc, 6 Aapi6, Kaxa Ttepicppaaiv); 49:3, 541A
(oKOTiEi 5e oti Kttl Mto-uofiq eioayaYOJV xov Xaov eiq xtiv yfiv
|idpT\)paq Tcov o\)v0t|kcov napiXa^zv . . . eoti 6e to axfjiia
jipoocoTioTioua, OTi Toiq axj/tJ/OK; e|x\j/"6xcov owixata TtepixiGeixev).
(h) E|i(potai(;:^ Forceful expression (including that which, in English,
"emphasizes") and allusive or connotative expression (where emphasis
comes close to ainigma) are both results of many of the schemata we have
seen in Zigabenus' commentaries on the text. See, e.g., ad 9:30, 160C:
E^riYEixai 5£ Kttl XTiv apTiayfiv oxi kXKX>c\i6c, eoxi, 6va Se ir\<;
£7iavaA.Tiv|/£C0(; xov ovo^axoc, apTiayfjc;, £|X(pa{vEi oxzxXiaa\i6v.
r\ Kttl 5ia xr\q a-ovEXEiai; xcov 7ia0TixiKcov pTjudxcov, 6i£YEip£i
xov 6e6v Eiq d|j.\)aov.
Also, ad 17:4, 221B:
xoaa\Jxa EiTtcov, dvaicoK^ioi xov Xbyov Kal Kaxa^EyEt xox>q
TioiKvXotx; aiixot* kiv6'uvo'u<;, Kal xotq 7ioX^)£i6£i(; EKiKo-upiac;
XOX) 0£O\i. XpOTllKcbxEpOV Se Xp SlTiynOEl TtpOq TlA-ElOVa XCDV
Tipayjidxcov £|x<paaiv.
And cf. ad 18:4, 253B; 21:5, 277B; 24:4, 305A; 27:1, 325D; 27:4, 328D
{xavxoXoyia); 28:1, 322B (dva6{7tXcooi(;); 36:14, 417D; 41:3, 468D (ti
Xi^ic, £^(pa(v£i); 44:2, 489A; 45;9, 512BC. Some of these we shall see
later.
3. Rhetoric/Audience
Zigabenus' readings frequently go beyond the traditional "grammatical"
identification of odd expressions and standard schemes and tropes as they
appear in the text. On more than two dozen occasions in his remarks on the
first fifty Psalms he explains the rhetorical function of a given expression,
namely, the intended rhetorical effect on the audience. See, for example, ad
7:14, 125AB, which I quote in extenso:
XPT] dk YtyvcboKEiv, a><; ei Kal dvGpcoTciva xd prmaxa, dXXa
0£O7ipE7ifi xd voTiixaxa- Kal napEXaPE xtiv Tiax'uxTixa xwv
Xe^ecov, oSaxE xfi<; xcov aKpoaxcov naxoxr[xoq KaOiKEoOai.
^ Cf. Phoebammon 8.509W; Choiroboskos 8.816W (who cites Ps. 19:1 as an example); and
Anon.. Ttepl noniTiKciv tp., 8.722W (f) Toiq dyvxci^ npoacoitov npoxiGrioa Kai Xoyovq
awToit; ap^oSCoue; jipoadTtTowoa; with which Zigabenus ad 49:3, quoted below, should be
compared).
^^ Cf. Tiberios, n. tp. 8.543W (oxav (if) avto xiq XerfXi to npayna, aXXd 5\' exepcov
eji<pa{vp); Planudes, ax- E^ iSeSv, 5.479 f. W.
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5ia TOVTO yap Kal po|j.(pa{av eladyei xov Geov exovxa, Kal
To^ov, Kal PeXt), Kal oKevTj noXefxiKa, Kal oiiXPovvta, Kal
evTEivovxa, iva tov (p6Pov zoic, dKpoaxaic; dnb toutcov
ax)t,r[ar[, Kal 6id xwv auvxpocpcov ovojidxcov Kaxaaeiari xfiv
XiGivTiv at)x©v 5idvoiav. . , .
Zigabenus' comments ad 16:12, 212D are also worth noting:
o-u5ev 5e KcoXvei xavxb Kal d|i.(p(o SriXoaiv el'coGe ydp
noXkoiKic, ev xoi(; 7ra6TixiKoi(; XoyoK; 6 npo(pT|XTi(; xavxoXoyeiv,
ev •uTtaA.A.aya^ Xe^ecoq, iva a-o^riaTi x6 ndQoc,, eic, eXeov
e7ii07tdaT|xai.
See also ad 24:4, 305A:
x6 av)x6 6i' d|i(poxepcov Xeyei xcbv prixcov, ox; el'coOe Jtoieiv ev
noXkoic,, en(paivcov xtiv xdoiv . . . xr{C, KapSiaq.
31:8, 364D:
eipTiKa)iEv 6e noXXaKiq, oxi dno x©v dvGpcoTiwcov SiaOeaecov
Ti ypacp-q axri|xaxi^Ei xd 0eia, a'ovKaxaPa{vo\)aa x^ daBevEia
xcbv dKpOC0}J.EVC0V.
36:8, 416D:
opa 6e oTtox; ev dp^fi x6 "\ir[ Tiapa^Ti^oD," Svacppaaiv xeGeike.
TtapaKaxiwv 6£, oacpEoxepov avxb TipoaxeGriKE- vtiv 5e*
xE?i£Ov ai)x6 £aa(pTivioEv 7toXA,dKi(; 6£, xd at>xd XEyEi, Kal
dvco Kal Kdxco oxpEcpEi, PEPa{av xfiv 5i5aaKaA.{av xaiq xwv
dKpoaxSv v-uxaiq EvaTiEpydaaaGai 5id xr\c, ovvEXEiaq. . . .
49:7, 541D:
ESiTcXaaiaoE S-q x6 "6 Qeoq" eic, 6iao'up|i6v xfiq dvaioGiiaiaq
Kal 7taxt>XT|xo(; xcbv aKoSv a-uxwv,
Cf. also ad 21:5, 277B; 23:8, 301C; 36:14, 417D; 36:25, 424A; 36:30,
425A; 36:34, 428A; 48:2, 525BC; 49:1, 527C.
It is clear from this brief conspectus that Zigabenus has a good deal to
say in his Commentary on grammatical and rhetorical matters. His
observations are scattered, uneven, and unsystematic, however. On Psalms
12, 20, and 29, for instance, he has no such observations to make; on 24
and 38, a great many. While there is no system, his choice of difficulties
to focus on is not random, nor are his observations unconnected with one
another. Zigabenus concentrates on difficulties which might arise over
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Hebraisms embedded in the LXX text,^^ on difficulties a reader might
encounter in construing the Greek of Psalms, and on David's use of
figurative language.
The point of most of the comments on passages which contain
Hebraisms is usually that the troublesome Greek expressions are "normal"
in Hebrew, or at least normal in the Hebrew style of the authors of Hebrew
sacred scripture. As for the grammatical questions, it is remarkable how
elementary most of the problems addressed are. It is not hard to imagine a
student having trouble when he encountered a phrase which is proper in
Hebrew but unusual in Greek; but it is often hard to see where any difficulty
might have arisen over the text at, for example, 22:4, 293B; 16:4, 216A, or
in most of the passages whose syntax Euthymius calls adiaphoros. All in
all, the "problems" are quite elementary.
Somewhat less elementary are problems which arise in passages where
one expected verbal form is substituted for another (as at, e.g., 17:26, 237C,
interestingly described as to axfj^a, ovo^a dvtl \)iZioxr\c^ or where
pleonasm is encountered (as in ihose cases where a word is considered
TtepitToq, e.g. ad 34:24, 404A; 35:2, 405C; 38:7, 444A; 43:22, 485C).
Zigabenus' observations on those passages which exhibit £nuaai<; (e.g.
2:12, 88AB; 9:6, 144B; 34:4, 393C), nepCcppaoK; (e.g. 7:6, 120B; 10:1,
165B; 26:11 f., 325AB), oMabinXfuoxq (see ad 21:5, 277B; 23:8, 301 A;
34:21, 401B), or vneppaTov (e.g. 39:5, 449CD; 44:6, 493A, cited there
along with TiepicppaoK;) are similarly addressed to difficulties a student
might have in recognizing deliberate pleonasmos. All of these schemata, it
will be recalled, are associated with pleonasmos in the handbook tradition.^^
In that tradition, pleonasm is used by speakers and writers to achieve
such effects as vividness, clarity and emphasis.^ So too the other tropes and
figures noted by Zigabenus: epcot-noK;, npooomoTioua, synecdoche, and,
above all, metaphor. It is these figures and tropes, it seems, that sum up
what might be called David's style.^
But style is not merely a grammatical thing. Style, the Byzantines
knew as well as the Ancients, has ends for which it is employed. Style, in
short, is not just a matter of concern for grammar; it is rhetorical. It is in
this way that Zigabenus' observations on audience, which we noted before,
become noteworthy; and it is in those observations that one of the main
^ Zigabenus, of course, almost certainly knew no Hebrew. Such infonmation appears in the
various catenae, however.
^
"Pleonasm" is a shifting concept in the tradition. It is counted as a schema by Alexander
(8.421 f. W). Tiberios (8.527W), Zonaios (8.673W). and Phoebammon (8.497 f. W); a trope by
Tryphon (8.726W) and Gregory of Corinth (8.761 f. W); and as a mere 7td9o<; oiXi%\c, (cf.
Apollonius E>yskolos, De syniaxi [Uhlig-Schneider: Leipzig 1878-1910], I. ii. 149. 267. etc.;
Manuel Moschopoulos. Opusc. Gram. [ed. Titze: Leipzig / Prague 1822]. pp. 27 ff.).
25 Cf.. e.g.. Tiberios 8.563W; Phoebammon 8.501 ff. W; Gregory of Corinth 8.77 IW.
^ Or perhaps, more generally, the "prophetic" style.
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goals of the commentary is achieved—to clear up whatever obscurities stem
from the fact that {Proleg., p. 61D)
6ia(p6poi(; Yotp KexptiTai to TtpcxpTjTiKov eGoq ei Kal jit] ev jiaai-
a"oveaiciaaM.£va yap xd nXeiaxa 5id tt]v xa>v cxKpoaxwv
dneiGeiav Kal OKXripoxTixa.
m
Zigabenus' commentary is unusual in paying so much attention to
grammatical and rhetorical questions. No other Byzantine commentary, in
fact, contains as much. Very little of it can be found in the "principal
sources" Jugie points to; and not much more of it is to be found in those
two "Antiochene" exegetes, Theodore of Mopsuestia and Diodorus of
Tarsus,2^ both of whom wrote commentaries with which Zigabenus was
evidently familiar.
One must not, of course, confuse familiarity with influence. As it
happens, such evidence as we find of Zigabenus' familiarity with Theodore
and Diodorus is rather thin. I have been able to discover only the following
possible resemblances:
Theodore Mopsuestia
ad 30:3: 'Yjiepdanioov xai
ejidfivvov ev zoic, Kavoiq. 'I5ia)^a
51 xo\)xo 'EPpaiKOv, dvxi xow
•oTcepdoJiioov \iyt\v yevov \io\ ei^
Seov vnepaoJtioxTjv.
Diodorus of Tarsus
ad 16:8: jcapaPoXiK(b(; Xeyei "xa»v
rtxepvywv oov" icai ^exaipopiKcbq mq
ttTio xmv opvetov x&v xaiq nxepv^iv
do9aXi^o^ev(ov xovq v£oxxov(;.
Zigabenus
x6 "eiq 6e6v ujiepaonioxriv" dvxl
xo\) "Geoq •bnepaoniaxiiq"- I5i«>|j.a
ydp xouxo XTiq IlaXaidq.
16:7: . . , ek ^exa(popd(; x&v xaiq
eavxwv Jixepv^i oketiovxwv xovq
veoxxovq icexeivwv.
ad 18:2: eitoOev ydp ev 7toXXoi(; xov
eva TtXTiGvvxiKoiiq KaXeiv- I5i(0^a
6e eoxiv 'EppaiKov.
"ov)pavo\)(;" 5e Xiyei xov -ojiep x6
oxepeco^a, tiXtiGvvxik^ x^Pc^^P^
Xp1^od^evo(; dvxl eviKov, xaxd
xfiv 'EppdiSa SidXeicxov. . . .
ad 38:7: x6 jiXt^v Kal x6 ^cvxol ye
ov)5eniav eio<pepei 5idvoiav d;i6
ydp xov 'EPpaiKov eniovpexai.
x6 "TtXfjv" evxavGa nepixxov xiveq
ev6|iioav.
. . .
^ I have consulted the edition of R. Devresse, Le conunentaire de Theodore de Mopsueste sto-
les Psaumes, Studi e lesti 93 (Vatican City 1939); and that of J. M. Olivier of Diodonis'
Commeniarii in psalmos. Corpus Christianonim, Series graeca 6 (Louvain 1980).
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ad 39:2: 6 5vjtXaoiaon6(; ormeiov 6 xoiovToq 6iJiX.aaiao^6(; auvriGriq
eotw enudoecoq . . . "YiyvdJOKcov jaev Toiq 'Eppaioiq- eoti 5e
yvcooTi" dvTi xou ocKpiPax; "yvwGv." e^<pavTiK6(; enudoecoc;, (aq x6 "i5cbv
i5ov" Ktti "YiyvcooKCOV yvcoori" dvTi
xov CKpiPox; "yvtooTi." . . .
a^ 48:5: "TiapaPoXriv" yctp evxav6a Xeyei 5e "jiapaPoXriv" xd aiviy-
x6 5ir|YTina Xeyei. 5fiXov 5e oxi ^axa- xai yap aivlY^axa)5rl xd
napd xou jrvev^iaxoq xov dyiov TipocpiixiKd eioi, 5id xt^v dod<peiav
e5i5dx0r| Ktti oxTmcxxi^ei xov xojv KEKp^iifievrnv voTi)j.dxci)v.
Xoyov cDoavei 5i' dvofic; ^aGwv xd
xoiauxa TiaiSevjiaxa.
As is quite evident, there is little to indicate that Zigabenus was
particularly influenced by either Theodore or Diodorus. In fact, while there
are some cases where all three comment on the same verse, or even phrase,
from Psalms, they seldom agree either about what requires comment or,
when they agree about that, what the proper interpretation is.^
These comparisons suggest that Zigabenus' commentary stands apart in
an important respect from any other exegetical traditions we find in
Byzantine commentary. If there was a grammatical-rhetorical tradition he
drew upon—and it is hard to believe there was no such tradition—it has
been lost.
IV
A few other questions are raised by what we have seen here, none of which
is likely ever to be answered satisfactorily. First, for whom did Zigabenus
write his commentary? On the basis of the rather elementary nature of the
problems
—
particularly the syntactic ones—he addresses, and in view of the
tone and organization of the prolegomena, it seems likely that the
commentary was meant for young scholars midway through their
grammatical studies. We know that the study of Psalms was assigned early
in the curriculum, and there certainly were schools in late eleventh-century
Constantinople that catered to such a clientele.^
Second, if it is likely that the commentary was produced in a school
setting, which school? Nothing I have been able to find gives any hint.
There are no internal clues in the commentary itself. There is no mention
anywhere in the chronicles or registers of Zigabenus as either a 6i5daKaXo(;
^ Compare, e.g.. Diodorus and Zigabenus on 16:12, 39:2. 48:5. 48:10b; and Theodore and
Zigabenus on 16:14. 18:6. 15:7. Theodore on 26:6 is almost identical to Diodonis ad loc, but
both differ considcraWy from 21igabenus.
^ Cf. L. Brdhier.^L'enseignement classique et I'enseignement religieux k By2ancc." Revue
d'Histoire de Phdosophie et Religion 21 (1941), 49 ff., 65 ff. Unfortunately, no one has yet
—
for very understandable reasons—done for the eleventh centuiy what Robert Browning did for the
twelfth in "The Patriarchal School at Constantinople in the Twelfth Century," Byzantion 32
(1962). 167-202; 33 (1963). 1 1^0.
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or a npot,i\ib<; tfjq axoXfjc; in any school known to be in operation in
Zigabenus' time, for example, that at the monastery of Theodore Sphorakios
or at any other branch (what Browning has called a "college") of the
Patriarchal School.^ He was not the Euthymius who is thought to have
composed the oration in honor of the girdle of the Virgin in the church of
Our Lady of Chalkoprateia, where there was a didaskaleion-?^ nor is our
Euthymius the Euthymius associated with the monastery at Peribleptos.^^
On the other hand, it is certain that our Euthymius is the same
Euthymius Zigabenus whom Anna Comnena characterizes as YpaiiixaxiKfiq
. . . ei(; cxKpov zkxxkcLKOxa koX ptiTOpiKfi*; o\)k djieXEXTixov ovxa Kal to
Soyiia ox; o\)k aXkoc, tk; e7iiaTd|ievov (Alexiad 15. 9), an old friend of
the imperial family (she tells us),^^ the \iovax6q Euthymius who was
commissioned by Alexios I to compose a refutation of "all heresies," and did
compose such a treatise, the Panoplia which fills PG 130. Alexios' choice
must have been based on high recommendation as well, perhaps even on the
basis of first-hand acquaintance with his virtues as a commentator.^"*
Zigabenus was not then a mere teacher, but a monk of impressive learning,
a scholar supremely knowledgeable in the arts of interpretation and
argumentation who had not succumbed to the temptations of idle
schedographia or to the charms of unorthodox and pagan philosophies, as so
many, in Alexios' view, had done. And a monk like that could have found a
place in a monastery such as that of St. George at Mangane, close to the
imperial palace and the emperor himself, and possessed of a considerable
library.
This is all quite speculative, of course, the sort of speculation we must
occasionally turn to in the study of Byzantine grammar, rhetoric and
exegesis. What is not a matter of speculation, however, is the fact that
Euthymius Zigabenus is extraordinary among the commentators on Psalms
that are known to us from the Byzantine era. If ever the history of
Byzantine exegesis should be written, Zigabenus will be seen to represent an
important facet of it
University ofIllinois at Urbana-Champaign
^ On such schools and their locations, cf. R. Janin, Les iglises et les monasteres (Paris
1953). pp. 159 ff.. on St. Theodore Sphorakios. See also ibid. 412 (St. Peter's, where Niketas
of Heraldeia produced a commentary on Luke); 246 ff. (Theotokos Chalkoprateion), and further
Br^hier, 63 ff.. Browning, 177 f.
^' Cf. Jugie. "La vie" (above, note 4). 223. Jugie points out that the oration attributed to
Zigabenus in Vat. gr. 1671 dates from the tenth century or before.
^^ Jugie. "Euthymius." col. 1580.
^^ Alexiad 15. 9: novaxov tiva ZuyaPrivov KotXovfievov, yvoxjxov (lev tf) 5eo7to{vi;i
Ktti npo^ JiTiTpoq CHfi fidnjiT). . . .
^ As is well known. Alexios and his wife were noted for their piety and interest in
theological and exegetical matters.

The Itinerary of Constantine Manasses
MIROSLAV MARCOVICH
I. The Problem
The Empress Irene died (probably in the winter of 1 159), leaving behind two
daughters.^ The Emperor Manuel I Comnenus (1 143-1 180) needed a male
successor to the throne. Consequently, after much consultation at the court,
the emperor decided to send an embassy to Baldwin III, King of Jerusalem
(and the emperor's relative through the king's marriage with Theodora, the
daughter of Sebastocrator Isaac Comnenus). The embassy was headed by the
emperor's cousin, the general Sebastus John Contostephanus (who had
already met Baldwin), and by Theophilactus the Excubitor, a clever diplomat
of Italian descent.^ In his turn, John Contostephanus invited the poet
Constantine Manasses, then about thirty years of age, to join the embassy.'^
The delegation left Constantinople sometime during the summer of
1 160 and safely reached Jerusalem. The emperor's xpvoopo-uXXov delivered
to King Baldwin III read in part:
Nos autem de imperii successione soUiciti et melioris sexus sobolem
non habentes, de secundis votis cxim illustribus sacri palatii diligentem
saepius habuimus tractatum. Tandem de universonim principum favore et
consensu placuit, ut de sanguine tuo, quem unice diligit nostrum
imperium, nobis in consortitim jungamus imperii; et utram consobrinarum
tuarum—seu illustris viri comitis Tripolitani sororem, seu magnifici viri
principis Antiocheni germanam juniorem nobis elegeris,—nos pro tua
optione, sinceritati tuae omnem fidem habentes, eam nobis in tori sociam
et imperii participem, auctore Domino, assumemus.^
^ Cinnamus, //wr. 5. 1 (p. 202 Meineke); Manasses, Ilin. 1. 132-36.
^ Cinn. 5. 4 (p. 208); William Archbishop of Tyre, Historia rerum in partibus transmarinis
geslarum 18.30 (Migne, Patrologia Lalina 201, p. 743 B).
^ Manasses, Itin. 1. 14-17 and 1. 65-67.
* William of Tyre 18. 30 (p. 743 BC).
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This means that Manuel had left Baldwin to choose between Millicent
(M61isende, Milisendis, Melusine), the daughter of Hodiema (the dowager
countess of Jerusalem) and sister of Raymond III, Count of Tripoli; and
Mary, the younger daughter of Constance and her late husband, Raymond of
Poitiers, Prince of Antioch. Political considerations decided Baldwin in
favor of Millicent, and the Byzantine embassy left Jerusalem for Tripoli to
meet Raymond III and Hodiema.^
At Tripoli, the preparations for the wedding had already reached an
advanced stage, and Count Raymond had already equipped twelve galleys to
take the bride to Constaotinople, when the Greek delegation began to
procrastinate, thus delaying the official betrothal. As late as 31 July 1161,
that is, about one year after the arrival of the embassy, in an official
document issued by King Baldwin III at Nazareth, we read that Millicent was
referred to asfutura imperatrix Constantinopolitana.^ Something must have
happened in Constantinople.
Cinnamus says that Millicent had suddenly become gravely ill (p. 209,
voaoi Papeiai xr[ K6pr\ iviaKx\nxov), and that this was the reason for her
repudiation. But he also adds that there were rumors about the bride's being
an illegitimate child (p. 210, wq eitj ydfj-cov ouk ek vo|j.{|a,cov r\ Kopri
(p\)eiaa). However, Constantine Manasses (itinerary 4. 46-55) and William
of Tyre (18. 31) know nothing of the kind, and the latter is likely to be
closer to the truUi when stating (18. 31, p. 744 B):
Interea, dum Graeci singula ad unguem perscrutantur et rimantur interius
de moribus puellae [i.e. Milisendis], de occultarum corporis partium
dispositione, dum nuntios frequentes ad imperatorem dirigunt et eorum
praestolantur recursum, annu« cffluxit.
The fact was that meanwhile Manuel had changed his mind and decided
to marry Mary of Antioch, with the intention of bringing the Principate of
Antioch closer to his side in the imminent war against the Seljuk Turks.^
But King Baldwin III learned the full truth only after sending a special envoy
(Otto of Risberge) to Manuel in Constantinople,^ and after paying a personal
visit to Antioch in the summer of 1161. There the king found another
Byzantine embassy, headed by Basil Camaterus.^
In brief, the official betrothal of Mary took place in Antioch where
Manuel was represented by Magnus Dux Alexius, the grandson of the
Emperor Alexius I, by Sebastus Nicephonis Bryennius, and by Sebastus
^ Idem, 1 8. 3 1 . Compare Ren6 Grousset, Histoire des Croisades et du Royaume franc de
Jerusalem, H (Paris 1935). pp. 428-32.
* Cf. Reinhold Rohricht, Regesta Regni Hierosolymitani (1097-1291) (Oeniponti 1893).
No. 366 (p. 96 f.).
' Compare, e.g.. Ferdinand Chalandon."The Later Comneni," in Cambridge Medieval
History, IV (1923), p. 315.
« William of Tyre 18. 31 (p. 744 C).
9 Cinnamus 5. 4 (p. 210); slighUy differcnUy William of Tyre 18. 31 (p. 745 A).
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Andronicus Camaterus. Finally, the marriage rite was performed by no less
than three patriarchs (of Constantinople, Alexandria and Antioch), in Hagia
Sophia on 25 December 1 161 (that is, two years after the death of Irene).^^
For his part, in revenge for the humiliation of his sister, Raymond III,
Count of Tripoli, delivered the twelve galleys to the pirates, instructing
them to bum and plunder Byzantine coastal cities and islands without any
compunction:
Et vocatis piratis et nefandorum scelerum artificibus eas [sc. galeas]
u-adit [sc. Comes Tripolitanus], praecipiens, ut praedicti imperatoris
terras obambulantes omnino nee aetati parcerent, nee sexui, et
conditionum etiam nuUam haberent differentiam; sed passim et sine
delectu tam monasteria quam ecclesias omnia traderent incendiis, et
rapinas ubique sive homicidia libere perpetrarent, pro justa causa arma et
vires illaturi.^^
Of course, the Byzantine embassy of John Contostephanus did not wait in
Tripoli to witness the rage of Count Raymond, but hurriedly left for
Cyprus, where we find them celebrating the Pentecost of 1 162. Assisted by
the governor of Cyprus, one Alexius Ducas, the embassy then safely reached
Constantinople. ^2
So much for the historical background. Now, in his Itinerary
('OSoiTiopiKov), the poet Constantine Manasses described the journey of the
ill-fated embassy of Contostephanus. The poem consists of 796
dodecasyllabic lines, divided into four Logoi, and is preserved in two
manuscripts. The better one, the famous Marcianus 524 (s. XIV),^^ fol.
94^-96', contains only Itin. 1. 1-269, while the less careful Vaticanus 1881
(s. XIV), fol. 102'^-109^ comprises the entire poem (with the omission of
1. 124-212). Konstantin Homa (in 1903), assisted by E. Kurtz, provided a
meticulous editio princeps of Manasses' Itinerary}^
Since the passage omitted in Vaticanus (1. 124-212) comprises
Manasses' ecphrasis on the extraordinary beauty of Millicent, Horna
correctly concluded that the Vaticanus reflects a later redaction of the poem,
most probably made by the poet himself, when Millicent no longer was the
prospective bride:
"Wer war nun jener Redaktor? Wahrscheinlich Manasses selbst."
"Wichtiger scheint mir, dass der Autor selbst am ehesten Grund hatte, die
^° Cinnamus 5. 4 (p. 210 f.); Nicetas Choniata. Hist. p. 151 Bekker = p. 115 f. van Dielen
(1975).
" William of Tyre 18. 33 (p. 745 f.). Compare Manasses, Itin. 4. 56 ff.; 4. 168 ff.
^^ Manasses, Itin. 4. 36 ff.; 4. 96 (IlevTtiKooTfjv Ka^oujiev awxfiv e^ eOouq); 4. 131-33.
William of Tyre is exaggerating (18. 31, p. 744 D): Porro domini imperatoris nuntii, comitis
Tripolitani indignationemformidantes, inventa casu navicula, in Cyprum sefecerunt deportare.
The Byzantine embassy had left Tripoli divided into two groups, and on two successive trips.
^^ On this codex compare Sp. Lambros, in Neo<; 'EXXtivouvtjjkov 8 (1911), 113-92.
^"^
"Das Hodoiporikon des Konstantin Manasses," Byzantinische Zeitschrift 13 (1904), 313-
55 (text: 325^7).
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envahnten Ktirzungen vorzunehmen." "So wurde bereits in Palastina der
erste Teil [= Lx)gos 1] ausgearbeitet und auch publiziert, d.h. Freunden und
Bekannten in Abschrift mitgeteilt, eine Voreiligkeit, die Manasses wohl
bereute, als die Verlobung wieder zurUckging. Er entschloss sich daher, die
bereits verOffentlichten Teile den geanderten Verhaltnissen entsprechend
umzuarbeiten und vor allem die nicht mehr zeitgemasse Partie I 124—212
mit der ausftlhrlichen Schilderung der Schonheit Mellisendes zu
streichen."^*
Horna goes one step further, however. Since the extant text of
Manasses' Itinerary displays some omissions and inconsistencies with the
account of the events as reported by William of Tyre and Cinnamus, Horna
concludes that this is due to a radical revision of the original text of the
Itinerary, stemming from Manasses himself:
Leider konnen wir sonst aus dem Hodoiporikon nichts Genaueres
erfahren. Es sind nachtraglich umfangreiche Auslassungen an dem Werke
vorgenommen worden, so dass es schwer, teilweise unmoglich ist, von der
Riickkehr der Gesandtschaft ein klares Bild zu gewinnen.^^
Apparently, this verdict pronounced by Horna in 1903 is reflected in a recent
criticism of the Itinerary by Herbert Hunger (in 1978): "Ein Reisebericht
uber diese Erlebnisse liegt uns in 794 ZwOlfsilbem (4 Bucher) vor, dem es
allerdings an einer geschickten Redaktion mangelte."^^
While I agree with Horna that it was most probably Manasses himself
who omitted lines 1. 124-212 in a later revision of the poem, I am in
strong disagreement with him on two points of some significance.
First, it is unlikely that Manasses had published Logos 1 separately,
while still in Palestine, since in lines 1. 207-12 the poet makes a clear
allusion to the later troubles caused by the delay of the Byzantine mission:
'Eyo) 6' 6 xa.'kja.vxaxoq (oveipooKOTicuv
©(; xdxiov pXi\|/aifxi xfiv KcovoxavxivoD*
aXK' OMixTivtixsac, KaKla(; 6 KaiKia(;
Xeiiicbva^ e^Tjyeipev atkXonvooMc,, 210
xpiK-u|j.{a(; (poPrixpa, vavxiaq (/tXac,
Kal Ppa5'uxfixa(; xal oxoXa(; napaA^yovq.
Secondly, and more importantly, it is not likely that the extant text of
the poem represents a radical revision of the original poem, or that it lacks a
final redaction. Manasses has made a few metrical and stylistic changes, but
no more, so that the extant text reflects the poet's ultima manus. As I shall
try to demonstrate (III. Conclusions), Manasses never intended to produce a
systematic chronicle of the embassy's journey. In his four Logoi, the poet
is deliberately selective while concentrating on his own most heartfelt
^^ Op. cU.,3\9.
^^ Op. cit., 317.
'' Die hochsprachliche profane LUeralur der Byzantiner (Munich 1978), II, p. 161.
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experiences, on personal psychological analysis, emotions and reflections.
And by so doing he is simply exemplifying the program of the romantic
movement of the Comnenan era.
II. The Content of the Poem
Logos 1. The poet had just gained a brief respite from misfortune that
allowed him to dedicate himself to the study of Greek literature, when
calamity struck again (1-12). Falling asleep with his Athenaeus in his
hands, he experiences a terrible dream. He sees Sebastus John Conto-
stephanus embarking on a naval expedition to Sicily, and dragging the poet
into his trireme by force (13-28). A terrible storm endangers the lives of
the sailors, but eventually they reach safe harbor (29-47).
Such was the poet's nightmare. But it proved to be a true premonition
(48-60). For with the dawn a sad message reached the poet, bidding him
"Join the Sebastus in his journey to Jerusalem and Palestine" (61-67). The
poet's first reaction to this "sting" (68, p.-6co\|/) was a feeling of disbelief and
stupefaction (68-75). The description of such a psychological phenomenon
finds its match in Manasses' love novel Aristander et Callithea (Frr. 3 and
121 Mazal).i8
The Byzantine embassy leaves Constantinople, passes through Nicaea,
Iconium (Konya), several cities in Cilicia, Antioch, Sidon, Tyre, Beirut, the
ugly city of Ptolemais (Akko),^' and reaches the beautiful town of Samaria
(Sichem, Neapolis, Nablus) (77-99). In his romantic ecphrasis describing
Samaria, the poet likens the city, located between two high hills, to a sweet
baby between the two breasts of her mother (100-21).
It was in Samaria that the real purpose of the embassy was revealed to
its members by John Contostephanus—to arrange a second marriage for the
Emperor Manuel (122-49). It just so happened that the prospective bride
was sojourning at that very moment in the city. The discreet poet does not
reveal her name, but the identity of Millicent is unmistakable (in view of 1.
185 ff. and 4. 44-55). Our poet had the opportunity to see the girl in a dark
chapel (153, oiKCaicoq) of the city and to produce an impressive ecphrasis
describing her radiant complexion, overwhelming charms and consummate
beauty (150-199). It is true that Cinnamus too says that Millicent was a
girl of extraordinary beauty (Aativa p.ev yevo^, mpiKaXXr{c, 5e ev xai^
^* Of Manasses' novel only 765 "political lines" have survived. They have been critically
edited and reconstnicted by Otto Mazal, Der Roman des Konstantinos Manasses: Uberlieferung,
Rekonstruktion, Textausgabe der Fragmente (Wiener Byzantinistische Studien, 4 [Vienna
1967]).
^' Ptolemais is called by our poet navTojiicrnToq and |iv)pio<povevTpia noXiq (1. 92"; 1.
93-98; 4. 151) because of the pollution and many epidemics caused by the multitude of
pilgrims. Compare John Phocas, Ecphrasis, etc. (Migne, Palrologia Graeca 133: 933 C);
Homa, op. cU. (above, note 14), 349.
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^dXiaTa),2o but the point is that Manasses' description of Millicent is
strongly reminiscent of his description of Helen of Troy in his Chronicle
(1157-1 167),2^ and that it smacks of mannerism.^^ While we can understand
that the poet was able to grasp the quality of the noble princess, it is
amazing to learn that he was capable of forming a judgment about her good
education by merely glancing at her in that dark chapel (182-84):
'HGoq YaXTjvotTixi o\)YK£Kpa|j.evov
Kal xTiX-iKavT-ri npoocpopcoxatov KOpri-
nai5£\)ai(; dovyKpitoq, exjyeveq yivoq.
After awhile, the embassy leaves Samaria and reaches Jerusalem, where
Baldwin III resided (218-24). Here the poet visits Jesus' tomb (225),
Golgotha (230), Mount Zion (239), the house of the apostles (246; cf. John
20:19), the house of Pentecost (252-57; cf. Acts 2:3), the place of Mary's
death (258-60), the scene of Peter's repentance (261-63; cf. Matthew
26:75), the Virgin's tomb at Gethsemane (264-74), and, finally, the hill of
Jesus' ascension (275-78; cf. Acts 1:9). The poet then visits Bethlehem
(279), Jericho (280-87), the River Jordan (288-93), and, on his way back to
Tripoli, Nazareth (297) and Capernaum (309).
The refined poet from Constantinople is shocked by the climate of the
Holy Places, and asks himself why Jesus chose to appear precisely in such
scorched, suffocating, burning and deadly spots as these (294-96; 316-20):
Ti xama, Xpioxe, (pwc; vTcepxpovov (pdoix;,
7ca)(; n^expi itoXXov ^p6^ xono^x; dv£oxpd<pT|^ 295
^T^potx;, Tiviynpo-uc;, <p>,eKxvKOV(;, 9avaoi|io'0(;;
Ti ydp Jiap' auxoiq eaxiv d^iov Xoyo-o; 316
'Atip 7covTip6(;, Kav^axcbSri^, 7i'upa)5Ti(;,
axaxioc,, dpepaioq, ovk e'xcov axdciv-
a<po5p6v x6 Kavoo(;, dv-onooxaxov q>£peiv,
dKpaxo(; dr^p •u5dx(ov Eprmia. 320
And he seems to suggest that Jesus' choice of such places reflects His
salvific plan (302-04; 311-15):
'AXK' oiq EoiKEv, wq Enioxaoai \i6voc, (sc. XpiaxE), 302
£v ndoi xoiq aoiq aco|i.axiKoi(; ekXeytj
£1 XI TCEVIXPOV, El XI XWV dv(BVU^(OV. . .
2° //iy/. 5. 4 (p. 208).
2^ Ivvo\|/i(; XPOviKTi. p. 51 f. Bekker. (Total. 6733 political lines.)
^ It suffices here to mention that Nicetas Choniales describes the beauty of the winning
Mary of Antioch in these terms: *Hv 6e KaXfi x6 ei5o<; fi yuvfi, wxl Kakx\ Xia\, Kai eax;
a(p65pa KaXfi Kal to xdXXoq d^\)nPXTixo<;, wq fivGov eivai dxexvoic; itpoq aiixfiv
'AcppoSiTTiv xfiv (piX,onei5fi Kal xP'w^^lv, "Hpav xr\v XevKcuXevov Kal Poccmiv, Kal
TTiv 6oA,ix68eipov Kal Ka\X,{a<p\)pov AdKaivav, ai; ol ndXai 6id x6 KdXX,0(;
e9ecoaav, Kal xd<; Xoinac, 5e dndoac;, oocu; pipXoi Kal laxopCai bianpemlc, xr\v 6eav
jtapa5e5a>Kaaiv (Hisl., p. 151 Bekker = p. 1 16. 61-66 van Dieten).
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IetcxoI |iev ei<oi> navxEc, ol Sdoi totioi, 311
ev oxq 6 Zcottip oapKiKox; dveoTpd<pT|-
nXr\v einep e^eXoi xk; dvojrooxoX.ox;
Tojv SeoTcoTiKcov Ga-uiidxcov x6 ji-upinvoDv,
aKXTipai(; dKocvGaK; xo^)q lono-uq jcapeiKdooi. 315
The desolation of Palestine evokes in the poet's mind the contrasting
picture of blossoming Constantinople, and he closes Logos 1 with these
lines (331-36):
'ii yri Bv^avxiq, cb 6e65)j.Tixo(; noXiq,
r\ Ktti x6 <p©(; 5ei^aaa Kal 9pev|racd jie,
EV ooi Y£voi|iTiv, KaXXovdq pX.£\t/ai|j.i aox).
Nal vai, YEvolfiTiv hnb zaq caq dyKdXa^,
vol vav, Yevoi|j.T|v \>nb zr\\; nxep-uyd oov, 335
Ktti 5iaxTipoiTi(; )ie KaOd oxpovGiov.
Logos 2. But the poet never reached Tripoli: in Tyre he was struck with
severe typhoid fever (1-44), The illness gave him the opportunity to ponder
the frailty of the human condition (45-52), another locus communis (cf. 3.
14 f.; 3. 46-56) and another encounter with Manasses' novel (fir. 10; 49;
69; 74; 159; 160 Mazal).^^ Seeing the young poet half dead, Sebastus
Contostephanus sends him from Tyre to Cyprus to recover (53-65).
Alexius Ducas, the governor of Cyprus,^ takes good care of Manasses, who
quickly regains his health (66-83).
But now the poet pines while idling in Cyprus, missing his library and
yearning for his native Constantinople (84-128). All the attention of
Alexius Ducas cannot cure the poet's nostalgia for his homeland (129-52).
And he closes Logos 2 in a tone similar to that of the end of Logos 1 (153-
58):
'ii Y^ Bv^avxiq, cb noXiq xpiooXpia,
6<p9aXne xr\(; yr{q, Koa^ie xfiq oiKO-unevric;,
xTjXa'UYEq daxpov, zov Kdxco koohov X-uxve, 155
ev ool Yevo{|iTiv, Kaxaxp'U(pT|aai)j.{ gov
cx) Kal ntpiQaXnoiq )ae xal 6i£^dYOi(;,
Ktti ^.TixpiKaJv <j£»v dYKaXwv |j.fi x^P^<^^^'i-
Logos 3. We find the poet stricken with another illness, this time with
rheumatoid arthritis (1-45), which gives him the opportunity for another
complaint about man's being but a roseau (50, [oxv6xt]c, KaXa\iivT])
passing away (46-56). The poet is in pain, he cannot move, and has no
desire for food or drink (57-70). Finally, dismissing his physicians, he
^ For example, Arislander el CalUlhea, fr. 160 Mazal reads:
'Q<; apa PePaiov otiSev, oii crtdoinov avBpowtOK;,
dXXd KanV 6c xot twv GvTixoav, aXka OKid td Ttdvxa.
^ On whom compare Homa, op. cit., 350 f.
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decides to take a series of warm baths, and that cures him (71-101). The
Logos closes with a third nostalgic address to Constantinople (102-06):
'^Q, xp^oeov 7t6X,io|i.a Tn(; B-o^avxiSo^,
liXie xr[c, yfi(;, KaXXx>q ovk e'xov Kopov,
eco^ jioxe pX.£\j/ci) oe xaxa zoix^ iSnvovq;
"I5oini, Tiavxepaaxe, aaq oxiXPTi56va(;, 105
pX,Evaini, KaXXi<pcoxe, xa npoocojid co\>.
Logos 4. The final chapter of the poem opens in jubilation: the poet, back
in his beloved Constantinople, is exulting (1-35). The route home from
Tripoli led the embassy to the city of Syce in Cilicia (between Arsinoe and
Celenderis). But then the danger of the pirates, encouraged by the Count of
Tripoli, forced them to cross over to the safer Cyprus (36-68). John
Contostephanus reached Cyprus later on, a fact that was sufficient to cure
the poet from an attack of the quartan fever (69-81). The governor of the
island, Alexius Ducas, gives everybody rich gifts, and the ill-fated embassy
leaves for Constantinople (82-87; 131-33).
The poet feels that now is the proper moment to introduce an amusing
anecdote required by the literary genre (89-94):
CK)5ev 5e koivov o\)5e noppoo xfjc; xexvTji;
TiapeiaeveyKeiv Kal yeXovov xoi^ XoYo^ 90
xoit; Y«P ^v^11P0^ ^^'^ yiiioMoi xov nd9o'U(;
Kttl xapievxa ovyKepavvveiv 5eov
Kttl xai(; oicu9pco7caiq laxopioypacpiaK;
YeX,(oxoepYot)<; 7iai5id(; npocziaayew .^
While attending the mass of Pentecost in a church on Cyprus, the poet was
approached by a Cypriot peasant who was both drunk and smelling of garlic.
As he could not stand the pungent stinkweed, he warned the peasant twice to
move away. Since he ignored the warning, the poet slapped him vigorously
in the face, and the sharp noise of the slap strangely blended with the
singing of the choir (95-130).
The end of the poem is a hymn of praise addressed to Jesus for saving
the poet from deadly Palestine, the arrogant Latins, the prison of Cyprus,
and the bloodthirsty pirates (134-94).
in. Conclusions
1. Chronology. Logos 1 was probably written sometime during the fall of
1161, while the poet was recovering in Cyprus. Lines 1. 207-12 (quoted
above, p. 280) presuppose the delay of Millicent's betrothal, which had
become obvious only in the summer of 1161. I assume that our poet, on
his way back from Jerusalem, and after visiting Nazareth (297; 310) and
Capernaum (309), had not reached the final destination of the embassy, the
^ TtpooeiodYeiv, Homa (323) metri gratia: Ttpooaydyeiv Valicanus.
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court of Raymond III in Tripoli. Already in Tyre he became ill with
typhoid fever (2. 8 ff.), and then was sent by Contostephanus to Cyprus.
Logos 2 was definitely written in Cyprus (84, Kal vt)v TiapoiKw triv
{)^vot)^evr|v Kvnpov: see also 99, 109). The poet became ill in the summer
of 1161, in Tyre (cf. 3. 10-11: "iii|iTiv to 5ev5pov xwv e^cov
TiaGrmdtcov, I mv ev Gepei xE0r|Xe, xei^^vi (pGiveiv), In Cyprus he
regained his health and joined the embassy in Tripoli (probably in the winter
of 1161).
Logos 3 was written in Tripoli (not in Cyprus), for in 4. 36-43 we find
the poet leaving Tripoli and reaching Cyprus again. It was in the winter of
1 161 (cf. 3. 11) that the poet became ill with arthritis and was then cured by
his hot baths in Tripoli. At 4. 96 we see him celebrating the mass of
Pentecost in Cyprus, on his way home.
Logos 4 was obviously written in Constantinople (5-6: 'l5ov ydp,
i6ot>, KaOapanata pXento I xr^v Travtepaatov, bX^iav B\)^avTi5a,
187-94). Consequently, Manasses' journey had taken about two years
(summer 1160 to summer 1162). At the time of the wedding of the
Emperor Manuel with Mary of Antioch, on 25 December 1161, our poet
most probably was in Tripoli.
2. Multum, nan multa. If the general John Contostephanus had included
the young Constantine Manasses in his imperial embassy in the hope that
he would immortalize the betrothal of the future empress of Byzantium, he
was utterly wrong: in his poem, our poet proves to be a hopelessly lyric and
romantic enfant terrible, reminding us of Catullus. The analysis of the
content of the Itinerary clearly shows that Manasses never intended to
produce either a historical chronicle of the imperial mission or a traditional
and proper Iter Hierosolymitanum.
What Manasses has produced instead is a work of four lyrical episodes
reflecting the poet's psychological reaction to external events and attesting
his despair and deep unhappiness at being anywhere except in his native
Constantinople. Manasses is deliberately selective in his narrative. He
combines poetic ecphrasis with analysis of psychological phenomena and
with philosophical or religious reflection. The convergences between his
romantic novel in verse and his versified chronicle have been pointed out in
the analysis of the content of the poem.
The poet's deliberate selectiveness of subject-matter is indicated in the
poem by such aposiopetic expressions as these:
Ta TcoXXa Kal ydp PovXojiai Ttapatpexeiv. 4.41
Ti 5ei Kaxaxeiveiv ne ^axpoix; xoix; "ko-^oMc;;, 1.60
Kal yotiv xct noXXd xi ndxriv jtapajiXeKw; 1.76
Ti 581 5iaYpd<peiv ^e xdq naoac, JioXeii;; 1.91
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Ti xavta t^tjucov eiq \i6Lxr\w KaxaXeyw,
r\ xfiq Op-uvixo\) TcevGiKTiq otcoji-uX-iac;;
Ei yap xa Tcdvta Kaxoc Xtnxov xiq <ppdaei,
unepPaXeixai avyvpacpTiv SovicuSiSov.^ 1.213-17
The last remark seems telling: the poet is not producing a systematic
historical record.
As for the poet's nostalgia for Constantinople, it has become a guiding
thread of the entire poem, being repeated no less than eleven times (1. 77; 1.
208; 1. 331-36; 2. 84-90; 2. 112-13; 2. 137^0; 2. 153-58; 3. 24-28; 3.
102-06; 4. 1-35; 4. 187-94). These systematic outbursts of homesickness
are a deliberate device of the poet, serving as a unifying motif for the four
fragmentary Logoi.
In brief, Manasses' Itinerary is not a chronological diary of his journey,
but rather a fragmented personal soliloquy by the poet. Incidentally,
Odoeporicum is a convenient title given to Manasses' poem by Leo Allatius
(back in 165 1),^'' which has no support at all in the manuscripts.
There is, however, more to it than this. Manasses was not satisfied
with producing a warm lyrical soliloquy in his Itinerary. In addition, he
wanted to play the role of an innovative poeta novus in the tolerant
Comnenan era, who would not hesitate to shock the ears and hearts of his
Byzantine audience. And just how is Manasses deliberately shocking and
offensive in his poem? By repeatedly qualifying his participation in the
imperial wedding-embassy as simply a nightmare and the worst experience
of his life, and by being unable to find better descriptions of the places of
the Holy Land than, for example, these:
r\ xr\v Na/^apex, xt^v e^ioi ox-uynxeav 4.10
ctv evvoTioco x'n(; Na^apex x6 nv'xyoc, . . . 1.297
"Ti ydp dyaGov fi Na^apex exxpecpei;"^* 1.301
EK ^Ev Tioxajicov xd(; pod(; 'Iop5dvo\)
HTi5' ev Ttoxano^ a-oyKaxapiG^o-oiievov,
EK xwv 7ioX,ixvi(ov hz XT[Q, naXaioxivii(;
xd ^\)7tp6xaxa Kal KaxEOKXripv^HEva-
XTiv Kaji£pvaov)i. xf^v KaxEOX'uynixEvnv
Kol xfiv Na^apEX xt^v dTcrivGpaKconEVTiv. 1.305-10
Last but not least, by employing such scatological expressions as these:
CHix(o lioXiq 7i£<p£t)yEv 6 aKaxocpdyoq. 4.129
2^ SimUar expressions at 1. 25; 1. 152; 1. 179; 2. 13; 2. 69; 3. 29 f. and 4. 169 belong to a
different rhetorical device.
^ In a note to his edition of Georgius Acropolites, p. 201 ed. Paris. (1651) = p. 205 ed.
Bonnensis (1836).
^ See the remaik attributed to Nathanael, NT John 1:46.
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B5eXv)xto|xai yap v(\vbe xt\v KaKoo^iav 4.105-06
©<; xcbv xttKcbv nov thv SvocoSti KOJtpiav . . .
Mn Kvnpov oiKO), xtiv KotKoa^ov JtiKpiav; 4.8
cxXXxjk; K-uTteipov o^oav [sc. K^Tcpov], aXk' e^oi Konpov. 2.86
The poet's excuses (1. 268, xo^iiripov eitieTv, d^^d ^.oi ovyyvcooteov; 4.
130, Kal Tot)To |j.ev toio\)xo, mv \ie\i(poix6 xiq) will convince nobody: he
wants to shock.
Manasses' innovative drive is also reflected in two characteristics of his
diction and style. First, the poem abounds in compound nouns and
adjectives. Some of them are extremely rare; some are the poet's own
neologisms, and well deserve a separate (lexicographical) study. Second,
Manasses abuses the device of employing "heavy," three-word lines.
Including three two-word lines (2. 19-20, dTiTjvGpdKcooev, e^e5a7idvT|ae
p,£, I ETfupnoJiTiaev, E^ExriydvioE |xe; 4. 151, nToA,£|iai5o(;
ji-opiocpovE-utpiaq), there is a total of forty-two such lines in the poem, one
in every nineteen lines. This is the highest frequency in the entire corpus of
Byzantine iambography (with the sole exception of the extant metrical
seals).29 Although the shape 5 + 3 + 4 syllables prevails in the poem (with
eleven examples), the rhopalic shape (3 + 4 + 5 syllables) seems to be the
most impressive:
yuvaiKi (piXonaiSi GaXai^evxpia. 1.121
ecpcooE, KaxenX-q^e, xaxrioxpave \iz. 1.163
eiSotppvq, ev)7ip6acono(;, evitpeneoxdxTi,
e'uo7ixo(;, £\)n/\.6Kano(;, evyeveaxaxTi 1.196-97
Xei|i.©va<; e^tiyevpev cteX-XoTtvoovq 1.210
avGpcojroq ev^dpavxoq, eKxexTiYHevo(; 2.26
In conclusion, if the suggested interpretation of Manasses' Itinerary is
plausible, it may well shed new light on the poet's intention. He wanted to
produce an innovative programmatic poem. His neoteric objectives are
reflected in the selectiveness of his subject-matter and in his fragmented
mode of expression. As a result, the poem is subjective, emotional,
sometimes introspective and sometimes even shocking and offensive.
Apparently, Manasses* emotional outbursts only reflect the general
tendencies of the romantic movement of the Comnenan era (Theodorus
Prodromus, Nicetas Eugenianus, Eustathius Macrembolites). What a pity
that Manasses' love novel did not survive!
^ The ratio of three-word dodecasyllables in Byzantine metrical seals is 1/11 .35 (total, 931
lines). With a ratio of 1/19, Manasses takes first place among the Byzantine poets in the
frequency of such lines. Ephraim's Caesares (total, 10392 lines) is second, with a ratio of
1/23.3. Compare M. Marcovidi, Three-word Trimeter in Greek Tragedy (Beitrage zur klass.
PhUologie, 158 [Konigstein 1984]). pp. 160-61; 163; 202 f.; 210 f.
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IV. Textual Criticism
Homa's edition of 1903 is critical and judicious, but it is not totally
satisfactory. Space allows me to suggest only a few emendations here. At
1. 91-98 Homa follows Marcianus in printing:
Ti 5ei 5iaYpdq>£iv |i£ xciq Tidoaq noXeiq,
Ii5oc)va, T-opov, Xi\iivaq Biipvxiojv,
nxoXenavSa ttiv (povevxpiav 7r6X.1v;
riToXenaiSa fnv (pSopaq ena^iav,
e^ r\c„ 'Itioov, <p©i; deiPpvxo-o (pdouq, 95
xfiv "nXiaKTiv ctTtonapdvaiq (pXoya
Kttl aDOKidoaiq xt^v navojcxpiav Kopriv,
(oc, |j.-n Tioao)^ pXenoixo |i.icrr|xfi noXiq.
Venetus, however, adds a new line after 92 and corrects 98 accordingly.
Since Venetus seems to reflect Manasses' 6e'6TEpai (ppovT{6eq, its text is to
be preferred here:
Ti 5ei Siaypdcpeiv \iE zaq naaac, tcoXek;, 91
2i5oc)va, Tvpov, kiiiivaq Brip'uxioov; 92
Ei5ov ovv dX,Xai<; Tcavxop.ioTixov noXiv 92^
^xoX,e^dl5a xt^v povevxpiav nokiv. 93
rixoXenaiSa xtiv <p8opd(; ena^iav ... 94
CDC, |XTi pXeTioixo x6 ax-uynxov xov xohod. 98
The compound at 92^, Travxo^iaTjxoq, recurs at 2. 10 (a> TiayKaKia,
7iavTO|j.{oT|TO(; T-upo^), as well as in Manasses' prose. Compare also 4. 40
(ttiv 7iavxo)j.iafi, ttiv KaxaTCT-uaxov noXiv). As for the repetition of the
same word at the beginning or end of two successive lines (which did not
sound pedestrian to a Byzantine ear), compare: 1 . 8-9 novoxx; I; jiovo-unevo)
I. 2. 21-22 e^6<po\) I; ovve^ocpoT) I. 2. 51-52 ^\)p{cov KaKwv I, |i'op{(ov
KttKQv I. 4. 54 KopTiv xapix6(p0aX|iov, evonxov KopTjv. 4. 67-68 Gpdooq
I, Qpdaovc, I. 1. 175-76 I Kokbv x6 xei^tx; • . . , I KaXov x6 X£^^o<; .... 2.
101-02 I pT|xcop aYA-oxjaoq . . . , I pTjxtop acpcovoq. . . .
1.123-49: John Contostephanus kept the purpose of the journey
secret. Finally, in Samaria he was forced to reveal it to the members of the
embassy: it was to seek a prospective bride for the emperor. The relevant
text reads:
'0 ydp aeQaaxoq, dKpipox; Tcerceicnevoi; 125
dpiaxov eivai x6 nap' avxo) Kai ^.ovm
^vaxripiov KpvTrxovxa xot> PaoiXeox;,
OIL) napzy\)\i\o-o xov okottov npbq ovSiva.
Kaixoi Y£ itoXXoiv 7ioX,Xd Jioxvico)i.ev(ov 140
Kttl xfiv dvaKdA-vyiv e^aixo\)|j.ev(ov,
eii; xiva Kal nov xov 5p6|io\) x6 yopYOJiovv. . .
'iiq ovv XaGeiv tjv dSvvaxov ei(; xeXoq,
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bxoM xapiv Tiapfi^ev tiq JlaXaioxivTiv
Ktti la^iapeuMv xoxx; jioX-opp'uxo'uq xonoxtc,, 145
iSeiv TO KdX,Xo(; tiiq KOpri^ k.y\ix6iir[V . . .
Horna indicated a lacuna after line 142. But his text does not yield a
satisfactory sense. Kaitoi (140) is not concessive, and should be read, Kai
Toi = 'AXka Toi ("But when"); furthermore, the main clause of the sentence
has been dropped after 143, eiq xeXoq; finally, the sentence closes with 145,
Tonovq. Consequently, read:
Kai toi Y£ noXXfflv jioXXa J:oTVl(o^ev(ov 140
Kai zr\v otvaKaX-ovvv e^aito»nev(ov,
Eiq xiva Kai no\) xov 5p6^o'u x6 yopYOJCovv,
dx; ovv XaGeiv ^v dS^vaxov, eiq xeKoc, 143
<6 7iavoePaaxo(; napty\i\ivoM nav xiXoq,> 143*
oxov x«P^v Ttapn^iev £l(; FlaXaiaxivTiv 144
xai Zaiiapeixwv zohq jioX.vppvxoix; xonoix;. 145
The most likely reason for the omission of line 143* is the isoteleuton
TeXoq. As for the text of the added line, 6 navaepaaxoq (referring to
Contostephanus) recurs at 4. 72; TiapEyu^vo-u we already had in 1. 128; and
xiXoc,, in the sense of 1. 128 oKonoq, recurs at 2. 148.
In 1. 153-99 the poet had the opportunity of seeing the prospective
bride Millicent in a chapel at Samaria. The chapel is elaborate but dark.
With the entrance of Millicent a brilliant light begins to shine: it is the
radiance of her bright and beautiful face. The text reads: «
OiKiaKo*; ^v xk; dfivSpov x6 (pfiq ex®^' 153
Koajiov ^£v avxwv, aXka Kai nmjiov (pepcov
ov TtXovoia^ ydp eixev a-oyctq fiXioi). 155
Tovxov 6a^i^a>v tcoXXoiki^ dvioxopovv
Ktti x6 ^o<p(b5eq fixKOfiTiv xov 66|iov
dXA,', (oangp r\v ovvtiSe^, elaiovxi \io\
aiipvTiq opaxai x^ovoxpcoxoq KOpri^^
Kai xou TcpoowJtou xr\q (pepavyov^ Xa\inaboq 160
9(ox6(; 7l•upl^dp^apov eK<pepei oeXac;,
Kai KaxaXd|i7iei Kai Sicokei xov ^6<pov
EqxooE, KaxETcXri^E, KaxTiaxpa\|/E jxe.
There are too many genitives in line 160. Consequently, read tri (pEpavyei
Xa)i7td5i (in 160), and eiacpepei (for eKtpepei) in line 161: "and with her
face as a light-bringing lamp she introduces a gleaming brightness into the
chapel."
The poet describes Golgotha as follows:
To FoXyoGa KaxEi5ov, ei5ov zac, nixpac, 1.230
^ In Manasses' Chronicle, Helen of Troy is also xiovoxpovq (1158), with to itpooconov
KaxaXeuKov (1162).
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zac, Jipiv payeiaaq Km XvQtiaaq ek (popoi),^^
oxav Qzoc, ^o^) Kai Kcpanevq xov yivox>c,
to Koojioocoxripiov ujioaxctq TcdBoq
EK Tcbv X.i0(ov riyeipev 'APpacc^i xeicva,^^
XTiv a-ovxpiPeioav dvaKaivi^cov <piioiv.^^ 235
In line 232 0e6<; ^lov is the reading of Vaticanus. Marcianus offers 6
n'kaGir[c, instead, and this reading is to be preferred in view of 2. 149-50
050th lines referring to Jesus, as in our passage):
val vai, K£pa|i.eu <p'6ae(0(; dvGpconivn(;,
vai vai, p'UTO'upYe nXdaecaq PpoxTjoiaq.
At 2. 84-90 the poet expresses his frank opinion about Cyprus, as
compared with shining Constantinople
—
laudabunt alii . . .
:
Kal vvv TtapoiKm x-qv b|a.vo'un£vnv Kvirpov, 84
xTiv X,i7tapdv yfiv, x^v jioXixpopov xQova-
dX,X,oi(; icuTieipov ovaav, dX.X,* e|ioi Kvnpov.
Ti ydp xaTceivwv doxpicov d^.a\)p6xii(;
npoq XT^v x6 ndv PoaKOvcav tiXiov (pXoya;
"H XI npbq a\>xr\v zr\v K(ovaxavxivo\) JtoXiv
fi K\>npoq r\ ciiinaaa xal xd xr\q Kijnpov; 90
The poem abounds in puns: 1. 35, 5\)a7cv6oi(; nvoalq I (cf. Soph.,
Ant. 588); 1. 209, akX' dvxmve\>csaq KaKia<; 6 KaiK{a<; I ; 2. 74-76:
xov (pXo^v djce^Tipave xov xo\> capKiov,
xov xot>v djirmavpcoae xf\q 5iapxia(;,
xov povv EKcoxexEuoe xwv £vxoa6i(ov.
Compare also 2. 148, FevoiTo, XpiaxL Kal T-uyeiv ypTioTou xiXoMc,: 3.75,
aXXriv dxpaTTov e^ dvdyKTiq £TpdKT|v, and others. Line 2. 86, however,
lacks such a pun. K-uTceipov, the aromatic and medical herb galangal,
galingale, gladiolum, Cyperus rotundus, is something pleasant and positive.
Accordingly, KvTtpov must hide something unpleasant and negative. Read
instead:
aXkoxc, KVTteipov ouoav [sc. KvTtpov], dXX' e^ioi Konpov.
While to others Cyprus evokes the picture of the sweet-smelling
galangal, it brings to the poet's mind only the idea of a heap of ill-smelling
manure or dung. The suggested emendation finds its support in 4, 8, Mt]
Kt)7ipov OIK©, TTiv KdKoa}xov niKpiav; as well as in 4. 106, tt]v S-uocoSti




33 Rom. 12:2; Tit 3:5; Eph. 4:22-24; Col. 3:9-10.
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In Logos 4, the poet cannot believe that he is back in Constantinople;
he thinks it is only a deceptive dream:
'l5o\) yap. i5oio, KaGapmaxa f^Xinoa 4.5
TTiv Tiavxepaatov, oXPiav B-u^avxC5a.
'AXX' & XI xovxo; Mt^ mn'kavrwxai naXiv;
<l)avxd^o^ai \jfe-u5wq ae, xP^oea tcoXk;; 11
'Evvnviov |j,oi xovTO Kai vukxoc; yiXoaq,
^ oe xpavayq KaxeiSov vnap, o\)k ovap;
T{, <pe^), TtejtovGa; Iloi JiapeTtXayxOiiv (ppevwv;'^'* 27
"Q nox; x6 a'oxvwv xiv oveipcov xfi(; 7iXdvTi(;
x6 Jiioxov £^£KO\|/e xmv 6pco)j.eva)v;
The expression of line 29, to tiiotov . . . xSv opcofievcov, requires that we
read in line 28 to cvxybv twv oveCpcov.
The poet cannot stand the pungent odor of garlic (stinkweed), and he
uses this simile:
B5eX,^xxonai yap xr|v5e x-qv KaKoo^iiav,^^ 4.105
oic, xmv KttKcbv \ioM xr[v S\)c<iibr\ Konpiav,
ax; a\)x6v av)xo\) xov Zaxava xov xvTtov,
The poet's own excrements (= 106, ta Kam) are as malodorous as
anybody else's. Thus read in 106 nov, for |j.o-u, "as, for example," "as may
be." What is more important, garlic has nothing in common with the devil.
On the contrary, it is an apotropaic plant that drives away the devil, the evil
eye, demons, Hecate, and so on.^^ What the poet particularly abhors is "the
Devil's place, house or abode."^^ Consequently, read in line 107 toTiov for
TOTiov. This scribal error is proverbial.
University ofIllinois at Urbana-Champaign
^ Cf. Eur.. Hipp. 240.
^^ Sc. TOV CTKOp66o-0.
^ Cf., e.g.. Slith Thompson. Motif-Index of Folk-Literature (Bloomington. Indiana 1966),
D1385.2.8.
^ Cf. Hanns Bachtold-Staubli, Handworterbuch des deutschen Aberglaubens (Berlin-Leipzig,
4 [1932]), p. 179 f.; Stiih Thompson, G401.

Das Ende Neuroms in der Sicht der
deutschen Zeitgenossen
JOHANNES IRMSCHER
Im Jahre 1976 legte bei Amaldo Mondadori der leider allzufruh verstorbene
Mailander Byzantinist Agostino Pertusi unter dem Titel "La caduta di
Costantinopoli" zwei bemerkenswerte kommentierte Textbande vor, von
denen der erste den Untertitel tragi: "Le testimonianze dei contemporanei,"
wahrend der zweite unter die Uberschrift "L'eco nel mondo" geriickt isL Die
Einleitung des ersten Bandes wiirdigt die Tiirken als welthistorische Potenz:
Sie sind "la grande paura del mondo," ihr Sultan Mehmed II. wird vielfaltig
Gegenstand kunstlerischer Darstellung und in den historischen Werken der
Zeit un personaggio epico, das tiirkische Heer macht ein Thema auf-
merksamer Bewunderung aus, und den Fall des byzantinischen Reiches
kommentierte kein Geringerer als Enea Silvio Piccolomini, nachmals Papst
Pius II., mit den Worten: "Fuenint Itali renim domini, nunc Turchorum
inchoatur imperium."^ So hatte sich die Nachricht von den Geschehnissen
des 29. Mai 1453 wie ein Lauffeuer durch die gesamte Okumene verbreitet,
und Pertusi zeigte auf, welche Wege dabei begangen wurden, und erfaBte die
sentimenti di partecipazione umana e interessamento politico—bei den
Griechen und ihren orthodoxen Glaubensbriidem, im Westen und auch bei
den Tiirken. Bei der Auswahl seiner Texte lag das Schwergewicht des
Editors naturgemafi bei den Anrainervolkern des byzantinischen Staates.
Nachtrage und Erganzungen sind daher namentlich in bezug auf Mitteleuropa
moglich und erforderlich, wobei ein friiherer Aufsatz von mir:
"ZeitgenOssische deutsche Stimmen zum Fall von Byzanz"^ als Ausgangs-
punkt genommen werden kann.
Im Unterschied zu dem Balkangebiet und im Unterschied auch zu den
italienischen Herrschaften mit ihren weitgespannten Ostinteressen war
^ Pertusi. a.a.0.1.XXni.
^ J. Imscher, Byzantinoslavica 14 (1953). 109 ff.
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Deutschland—hier nicht im staatspolitischen, sondern im geographischen
Sinne verstanden—zunSchst von dem osmanischen Vordringen nur wenig
betroffen. Indes ubte, wie Pertusis Dokumentensammlung zeigte, der Fall
von Konstantinopel eine so einschneidende Wirkung, daB sich davon sehr
bald auch die entfernteren Territorien beruhrt fuhlten. Hatte man in
vergangenen Sakula fiir das schismatische Byzanz nur recht gelegentlich
Geschmack und Interesse gezeigt, so setzte jetzt eine verstarkte
Beschaftigung mit dem gefdhrlichen Eroberervolke ein, das die Marchenstadt
am Bosporus hatte einnehmen kOnnen. Die Uberwindung der feudalen
Gebundenheit durch das Wachstum der StSdte, durch den seit den Kreuzzugen
intensivierten Femhandel, durch die Ausbildung der Grundlagen der
kapitalistischen Produktionsweise und die dadurch hervorgerufenen
gesellschaftlichen Strukturwandlungen weitelen das Weltbild der sich ihrer
bewufit werdenden biirgerlichen Klasse. Dabei zeigten sich in der Haltung
gegenuber den vordringenden Tiirken bemerkenswerte Differenzieningen
innerhalb der verschiedenen sozialen Gruppierungen.
Die deutschen Chroniken der zweiten Haifte des 15. Jahrhunderts
nahmen fast ausnahmslos von dem Fall Konstantinopels Notiz und
bewerteten dieses Ereignis ziemlich einheitlich. Der brandenburgische
Franziskaner Matthias DOring (gestorben 1469)^ fuhrte seine Fortsetzung der
Chronik des Theodoricus Engelhusius (gestorben 1434)"* bis zum Jahre 1464
weiter, wobei der obersSchsisch-brandenburgische Raum den Mittelpunkt
seines Interesses bildete. Um so bemerkenswerter ist die Aufmerksamkeit,
die der Chronist der Eroberung Konstantinopels und zugleich ihren
innerdeutschen Auswirkungen zuteil werden lieB:
Imperator Turcorum per terram et mare vallavit Constantinopolim cum
200000 et cepit eam et populum redegit in servitutem Imperatoremque et
filium et filiam captives duxit ad ecclesiam magnam Sancte Zophie. In
cujus altari, prout famabatur, filiam stupravit patre et fratre inspicientibus,
quo facto et patrem et filium et filiam immaniter in frusta concidi jussit
cum protestacione, quod ante finem anni sequentis ita faceret pape et
Cardinalibus in Roma. Et ad id prosequendum muris Constantinopolis
urbis solo equatis iter vertit versus Ungariam, in quo regno iam surrexit
quedam discolorum ex reliquiis heresis BohemicaHs congregata societas
[namlich die Hussiten] que regnum prefatum depopulabatur ab intra, Turco
ab extra invadente. In his omnibus Imperator Fridericus australis [nimlich
Friedrich HI., 1440-1493] sedit in domo, plantans ortos et capiens aviculas,
ignavus. Regnum quoque Ytalicum ad id nichil valet per guerras, per
Imperatorem post sui coronacionem in Ytalia relictas, ut sic bellum
internum ecclesie infidelibus det ansam 'ecclesiam invadendi. Ita enim
dicitur Turcum dixisse, antequam Alemanni bellicosi, quos plus pondero,
concordare poterunt, intencionem meam de destniccione Rome videbo
^ August Potlhast, Bibliotheca historica medii aevi, 1, 2. Aufl. (Berlin 1896), 382.
'* Potthast a.a.O. 407.
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completam. Sicque Constantinopolis, que condita fuit anno Domini 334,
hoc anno destruitur.^
Sehr viel kiirzer und lediglich das Geschehen in Konstantinopel
berucksichtigend informierten andere Chroniken, wie z.B. das von Leibniz
erschlossene, bis 1474 reichende Chronicon Sancti Aegidii in Brunsvig^
(d.h. Braunschweig), von einem ungenannt bleibenden MOnch jenes Klosters
abgefaBt,'' oder das 1475 gedruckte, gleichfalls anonyme Lubecker*
Rudimentum noviciorum—epitome sive systema historiae universalis^ oder
die 1493 gedruckte Weltchronik des Niimberger Stadtarztes und Humanisten
Hartmann Schedel (1440-15 14>,'° die uberdies einen Holzschnitt mit der
Stadtansicht Konstantinopels bietet,^* oder die bis 1508 reichende
Weltchronik des Passauer Presbyters Johann Staindel.^^
Nach den Chroniken stand also Neurom, Orientis imperii sedes, wie es
bei Staindel hieB, dem BewuBtsein der Leser recht fern, und seine Einnahme
durch die Osmanen war von mancherlei Grausamkeit gekennzeichnet; daB
durch das tiirkische Vordringen auch die deutschen Belange beriihrt werden
konnten, war von all den Chronisten nur Matthias DOring deutlich
geworden. An politischem Sensus ermangelte es den westlichen Chronisten
^ Riedel, Codex diplomaticus Brandenburgensis, IV 1 (Berlin 1862). 224.
^ Joannes Pistorius, Rerum Germanicarum scriptores aliquot insignes (Regensburg 1731),
1111: "Constantinopolis a Turchis capitur, in qua, omnibus Christianis ab annis sex supra
interfectis, imperator Graecorum occiditur. Insuper alii circiter 60 millia vincti, in captivitatem
ducuntur, crucifixusque abominabiliter ab impiis illuditur."
^
Potthast a.a.O. 235. »
^ Pathast a.a.O. 2. 986.
^Rudimentum noviciorum (Liibeck 1475), Blatt 408 verso: "Eodem etiam anno qui est
Domini 1453 Imperator thurcorum oppugnans Constantinopolim quolibet die ter [sic!] terra
marique plus quam cum 300 milibus hominum ad 66 dies tandem obtinuit eam Imperatore
grecorum ac patriarcha cum omnibus christianis masculis ad instar pecudum trucidatis
mulieribus abductis raptisque virginibus 28 die marcij."
1° Potthast a.a.O. 2, 1001.
^^ Text bei Andreas Felix Oefelius, Rerum Boicarum scriptores, 1 (Augsburg 1763), 394:
"Turci obtinuerunt terram et civitatem Constantinopolin et magnam ibidem multitudinem
Christianorum interfecerunl et praecipue ipsum Imperatorem Graeciae, et onuies Ecclesias
desolarunt, et reliquias Sanctorum pedibus conculcaverunt facientes ex Ecdesiis subula equorum
et lupanaria, et tandem eandem civitatem suo Domino subjugarunt, et circa Constantinopolin
circumquaque multas civitates devastamus [sic I] usque ad fines Hungariae. Fuit autem id factum
sub Friderico Imperatore tertio et sub Nicolao Papa V. Videlicet quod regia civitas
Constantinopolis caput totius Ecclesiae orientalis diu obsessa tandem capta a Saracenis et ab
Imperatore Turcorum in grave praejudicium et ludibrium totius Christianitatis. Hie namque
magna multitudo virorum religiosorum virginumque et aliorum Christianorum miserabiliter
occisa occubuerunt, et Sanctorum reliquiae cum locis sacratis irreligiose et inhimianitus
execratae et desolatae." Die Stadtansicht in der deutschsprachigen Ausgabe von 1493 (Reprint
Leipzig 1933), Blatt 249.
^^ Potthast a.a.O. 2, 1029. Text bei Oefelius a.a.O. 537: "Constantin(^)olis orientis Imperii
sedes et armis expugnata a Mahumeto Turcorum Rege caede diripitur XXIX. mensis Maji, anno
regni ejus tertio. In hujus urbis populatione Constantinus Paleologus, et ipse matre Helena
genitus, orientis Imperator capite tiuncatus regni simul et vitae fmem fecit, defecitque Imperium
Graecorum."
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klOsterlicher oder verwandter Couleur im allgemeinen offenbar ebenso wie
ihren byzantinischen Kollegen. Wesentlich sensibler zeigten sich
demgegenuber die poetischen AuBerungen, in denen die differenten
Positionen der unterschiedlichen gesellschaftlichen Krafte recht beredt und
parteilich zum Ausdruck kamen. Die Genres Tiirkenlieder und Fastnachts-
spiele sind hier zuvOrderst zu nennen.
Die Tiirkenlieder erscheinen in grOBerer Zahl erst mit dem Jahre 1529.
Die unablassig vordringenden Tiirken batten zwischen 1459 und 1463
Serbien und Bosnien als Provinzen ihrem Imperium einverleibt, 1479
Albanien besetzt, 1521 Belgrad erobert und standen nunmehr vor Wien, der
Hauptstadt des Heiligen Romischen Reiches deutscher Nation. Wenn 1453
deutsche SpieBbiirger sagen konnten, um aus dem "Osterspaziergang" des
Goetheschen "Faust" zu zitieren:
Nichts Bessers weiB ich mir an Sonn- und Feiertagen
als ein Gesprach von Krieg und Kriegsgeschrei,
wenn hinten, weit, in der Ttirkei,
die Volker aufeinander schlagen,
so war diese Tiirkei nunmehr nicht mehr weit, sondem sehr nahe geriickt, ja
die Tiirken wurden als die wahren Erbfeinde des deutschen Namens
angesehen, und ihrem Vordringen Einhalt zu gebieten, erkannte man als
nationale Aufgabe. Im vorangehenden Jahrhundert war der Kreis derer,
welche die zukunftigen Entwicklungen bereits erahnten, jedoch noch sehr
eng gezogen.
Ein Druck von Johannes Gutenberg in Mainz, der heute zu den
seltensten Inkunabeln gehOrt, reproduzierte "Eyn manung der cristenheit
widder die durken"^^ (un' esortazione alia cristianit^ contro i turchi^"*), ein
Gedicht von iiber 180 Versen in einer vom elsSssischen Dialekt beeinfluBten
Sprachform, das offenkundig in den ersten Wochen des Jahres 1455 in der
DiOzese StraBburg entstand.^^ Es beginnt mit einer Anrufung Christi und
dem Gebet um Hilfe wider die Tiirken.
Aiutaci d'ora in poi in tutte le ore
contro i nostri nemici, i turchi e pagani;
fa loro scontare la malvagia violenza
che a Costantinopoli e in Grecia
hanno usato contro non poca povera gente,
catturando, torturando, uccidendo e umiliandola,
come secoli fa e successo agli Apostoli.^^
^^ Text bei Johannes Joachim in: Karl Dziatzko, Beitrdge zur Kenntnis des Schrift-, Buch-
und Bibliothekswesens 6 G-eipzig 1901). 87 ff.
'* Von einem Kreuzzugsappell spricht Robert Schwoebel, The shadow of the Crescent: the
Renaissance image ofthe Turk (1453-1517) (Nieuwkoop 1967), 166.
^^ Joachim a.a.O. 98 ff.—Gutenberg hatte von 1434 bis 1444 in StraBburg gelebt (Aloys
Ruppel, Johannes Gutenberg [Berlin 1939], 41), die Verbindung liegt daher nahe.
^^ Obersetzung von Barbara Stein Molinelli bei Pertusi a.a.O. 2, 327.
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Den Hauptteil des Gedichtes, das sicher keine groBe Kunst, aber doch
praktikable Gebrauchsliteratur im Dienste der Reichspolitik verkOrpert,
macht ein Horoskop^'^ mit astrologischen Voraussagen fiir das Jahre 1455
aus. Diese bezeugen eine ziemliche Vertrautheit des Verfassers mit den
politischen Konstellationen der Zeit, fiir welche wesentliche Quellen faBbar
gemacht wurden.^* Aber so munter auch die europaischen Machte, mit dem
Papst angefangen, Revue passierten und so optimistisch der Poet seine
Prophezeiungen auch zu gestalten suchte, am Ende blieb ihm doch nur das
Gebet zu dem Herrgott und zu der Muttergottes.
Ahnlichen Stimmungen begegnen wir bei dem Meistersinger^' Michael
Behaim aus Sulzbach in Wurttemberg; er wurde dort 1416 geboren und
verstarb ebenda nach 1474.^0 Weber von Beruf, nahm er 1439 Kriegsdienste
an und suchte die Verbindung zu Fiirstenhofen von Ungarn bis nach
Norwegen. Einen dezidiert papstlich-katholischen Standpunkt vertretend,
pries er seine adligen Conner, geiBelte er das Hussitentum, das uns als
reichsgefahrdend ja bereits in der DOringschen Chronik begegnete, und
schmahte er die Aufstandischen, die 1462 den Kaiser in seiner Wiener Burg
belagert batten; als er freilich spater die kaiserhche Gnade verlor, eiferte er
auch gegen Fiirstenwillkiir und Pfaffentum. Seine zahlreichen Poesien
vermOgen strengeren asthetischen MaBstaben nicht gerecht zu werden, um so
bedeutsamer ist ihr historischer Quellenwert.'^^ In neun Strophen von
insgesamt 87 Versen gab auch Behaim eine esortazione, welche die
Gesamtheit der christlichen Fiirsten aufrief, das geschandete Byzanz
wiederzugewinnen; er uberschrieb das Karmen "Dis geticht sagt von turken
und vom adel''^^ (Questa poesia parla dei turchi e della nobilta). Es beginnt
mit der Feststellung: "La corona greca h caduta," und nennt das Ende von
Byzanz eine Katastrophe, nicht zuletzt, weil sie fast 300000 Christen das
Leben kostete—eine weit iibertriebene Zahl,^ die uns jedoch bereits mit
RegelmaBigkeit in den Chroniken begegnete. Ihr aber, "principi del Sacro
Romano Impero, siete responsabili del loro sangue." Ihr habt keinen Finger
geriihrt, als Konstantinopel um Hilfe rief, und ihr werdet, wenn ihr euch
^^ Zu den astrologischen Daten vgl. Arthur WyB in: Festschrift zum funfhundertjdhrigen
Geburtstage von Joharm Gutenberg, hgg. von Otto Hartwig (Leipzig 1900), 380 ff.; WyB spricht
geradezu von einem Tiiikenkalender.
'* Durch Joachim a.a.O. 93 ff.
^' Die Bezeichnung ist insofem zu prazisieren, als Behaim nicht zu den seBhaften,
handwerklichen Meistersingem gehorte; so Hellmut Rosenfeld in: Neue deutsche Biographie, 2
(Berlin [West] 1955). 6.
2° Fritz Morre, Archivfur Kulturgeschichte 30 (1940). 5 ff.
^^ Giinter Albrecht u.a.. Deutsches Schriftstellerlexikon von den Anfdngen bis zur Gegenwart,
4. Aufl. (Weimar 1963). 39 f.
^ Text bei Th. G. von Karajan in: Quellen und Forschungen zur vaterldndischen Geschichle,
Literatur und Kunst (Wien 1 849). 64 f. Zur Interpretation vgl. Hans Gille, Die historischen und
politischen Gedichte Michel Beheims (Berlin 1910). 117 ff., der auch Behaims spatere
Tiirkengedichte beriicksichtigt.
^ So richtig Pertusi a.a.O. 2. 481.
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nicht gegen den heidnischen Tiirken zur Wehr setzt, die Macht verlieren, die
ihr Kaiser Karl (dem GroBen) verdankt. In einer Zeit, die Einigkeit fordert,
leben die Christen in Zwietracht; der kaiseriiche Adler, anzich^ volare su
zone selvagge nutrendosi di animali selvatici, cio^ anzich6 portare le sue
armi lontane contro i pagani, preferisce ora volteggiare sui villaggi dell'
impero germanico e nutrirsi di animali domestici, come fa la poiana.^^
Es ist uberaus wahrscheinlich, daB der dienstbereite Meistersinger
Behaim mit seinen Versen, die ja schon durch die Uberschrift den
innerpolitischen Bezug herauskehrten, nicht nur die eigene Meinung
aussprach, sondem zugleich einem politischen Auftrag gerecht wurde.^
Eine solcher Auftrag steht ganz eindeutig hinter dem Gedicht
'Tiirkenschrei," als dessen Verfasser sich ein sonst nicht bekannter Balthasar
MandekeiB nennt.^^ Das 33 Strophen umfassende Poem, das in zwei
voneinander abweichenden Versionen iiberliefert ist, gehOrt in das Jahr
1455/56. Das Gedicht spricht von "uns" (Strophe 33) und "unserm Heer"
(Strophe 32) und ruft zum Kampf gegen die Turken auf, welche die
Christenheit bedrohen, nachdem einleitend in der uns schon vertrauten Weise
die Schandung Griechenlands und der "Verrat" Konstantinopels^'' beklagt
wurden. Ansonsten wird das Geschehen im Osten nur in Allgemeinplatzen
behandelt, wahrend sich der Verfasser uber die politischen Aktionen des
Westens, die der militarische Erfolg der Osmanen auslSste, wohhnformiert
zeigt. Er weiB um die Bulle Papst Nikolaus' V. vom 30. September 1453
und weiB um die Bemuhungen, einen allgemeinen Landfrieden herzustellen.
Im Sinne der Appelle, welche von den Reichstagen zu Regensburg und
Frankfurt 1454 und zu Wiener Neustadt 1455 ausgingen, wandte sich
MandelreiB an die einzelnen "edlen Fiirsten" (Strophe 15), beginnend mit
dem KOnig von Frankreich, sowie an die "ehrbaren Reichsstadte" (Strophe
29) mit der Aufforderung, dem Vordringen der heidnischen Turken ein Ende
zu setzen; aber auch MOnche und Kleriker sollten "wider die Turken" fechten
helfen. Dann diirfe man auch die Zuversicht haben, mit Sankt Peters und
Maria Hilfe "mit Freuden" (Strophe 32) wieder nach Hause zu kommen.
Schon die Inhaltsiibersicht laBt erkennen, daB es sich bei dem
MandelreiBgedicht um bestellte Arbeit handelt, um offiziose Reichspoesie,
der es an volkstiimlichem Stil ebenso mangelt wie an inhaltlicher
Volksverbundenheit. Entstanden sein mOgen die Verse, als zur Zeit der
Reichstage von Frankfurt und Wiener Neustadt der spater heiliggesprochene
Franziskaner Johannes Capistranus^^ (1386-1456) auf eigene Faust ein
Kreuzfahrerheer zusammenbrachte, Ergebnis der Agitation gewisser
^ Interpretation von Pertusi a.a.O. 2, 482, in Obereinstinunung mit Karajan a.a.O. 26 f.
^ G. G. Gervinus sprach von "Gewerbsdichtung im Dienste der Fiirsten" (Morr6 a.a.O. 5).
^ R. V. Liliencron, Die hislorischen Volkslieder der Deutschen vom 13. bis 16. Jahrhundert,
1 (Leipzig 1865). 460 ff.. ebd. S. 463 ff. der Text.
^ Uber diese "DolchstoBlegende" vgl. Irmscher a.a.O. 1 13 Anm. 20.
^ Zuletzt H. Dopsch bei Mathias Bemath und Felix v. Schroeder, Biographisches Lexikon
zur Geschichle Siidosteuropas, 2 (Munchen 1976), 288 f.
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Hofkreise, deren fiihrender Kopf der erwahnte Humanist Enea Silvio
Piccolomini (1405-1464), der nachmalige Papst Pius II., war,^^ der in
vielfacher sonstiger Weise gegen die Tiirken agitieri^^ und auf dem Reichstag
zu Frankfurt eine glanzvolle Rede De Constantinopolitana clade et bello
contra Turcos congregando^^ gehalten hatte. Bekanntlich gelang es
Capistranus, Belgrad zu entsetzen; dann blieb seine Aktion stecken, die Pest
befiel das Heer, Capistranus fand den Tod.^^
Gegeniiber der offiziosen, mit einer Richtung innerhalb der Aristokratie
verbundenen Poesie eines MandekeiB begegnet uns in den Opera des
Numberger Meistersingers Hans Rosenplut wahrhaft volksverbundene
Dichtung. Urn 1400 in Numberg geboren, ergriff der Biirger der damals
bliihenden Reichsstadt das Biichsenmacherhandwerk, nahm an den
Hussitenkriegen teil, verteidigte die Burgerrechte im Kampf gegen die
AnmaBungen des Markgrafen Albrecht III. Achilles von Brandenburg und
sympathisierte mit den Plebejem. Sein umfangreiches Oeuvre bedient sich
der parteilichen Satire, um die MiBstande der Zeit zu geiBeln, oder aber einer
grobianischen, die mittelalterliche Gebundenheit durchbrechenden Welt-
offenheit.^^
Das Lied Von den Tiirken,^'* 40 Strophen zu je fiinf Versen, stellt
Strophe 40 fiir das Jahr 1459 eine groBe Entscheidung in Aussicht; man
darf daraus schlieBen, daB es gegen Jahresende 1458 entstand. Trotz der
Bemuhungen Piccolominis und der Beschlusse der vorhin erwahnten
Reichstage zu Regensburg, Frankfurt und Wiener Neustadt und trotz der
Tatsache, daB die AggressivitSt der Osmanen und damit die unmittelbare
Bedrohung des Reichsgebietes immer offenkundiger wurden, war, um der
Turkengefahr zu begegnen, nichts Emsthaftes geschehen, abgesehen von der
Ausschreibung neuer Steuern, deren Verwendung fiir die, welche sie
aufbringen muBten, nicht zu kontrollieren war. Vielmehr spitzten sich mit
zunehmender Gefahrdung von auBen die politischen und sozialen GegensStze
im Innem immer mehr zu. Nach den Worten eines Chronisten begann man
in Deutschland wahrend der langen Regierungszeit Friedrichs III.—wir
fanden ihn ja bereits von Matthias DOring kritisiert—zu vergessen, daB es
^ Zopffel-Benrath in: Realencyklopddie fiir protestanlische Theologie undKirche, 3. Aufl.
von Albert Hauck, 15 (Leipzig 1904). 427.
^ Georg Voigt, Enea Silvio de' Piccolomini, als Papst Pius der Zweite, und sein Zeitalter, 2
(Berlin 1862). 89 ff.
^^ Aeneas Sylvius Piccolomineus, Opera quae extant omnia (Basel 1571), 678 ff.:
"Constantinopolitana clades," "quae Turcorum grandis victoria, Graecorum extrema ruina,
Latinorum summa infamia fuit," wird als Leitthema vorangesteUt, und die Rede schlieBt mit der
VerheiBung an die Teilnehmer des Reichsugs: "Quia neque oculus vidit, neque auris audivitX
neque in cor hominis ascendit, quae promisit dominus diligentibus se
—
quales vos futuros esse o
Germani nobiles nemo dubitaverit, si hoc bellum ut Imperator admonet. Papa petit, Christus
iubet, pro divino honore atque amore suscipietis" (S. 689).
^^ Eugen Jacob. Johannes von Capistrano, 1 (Breslau 1903), 152.
33 Albrecht a.a.O. 551.
** LUiencron a.a.O. 503 ff.. der Text 506 ff.
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im Lande einen Kaiser gab,^^ so sehr waren Ansehen und reale Macht des
obersten Herrschers gesunken, der sich allein auf die ihm durch seine
Erblande zur Verfiigung stehenden Potenzen zu stutzen vermochte und
allenfalls darauf Anspruch erheben konnte, als der erste der unter ihm
gleichgestellten Feudalherren zu gelten. Diese Schwache der Zentralgewalt
fiihrte dazu, daB sich BOhmen unter dem Hussitenfiihrer Podiebrad, der am 2.
Marz 1458 zum KOnig gewahlt wurde, fiir lange Zeit aus dem Reichsverband
16ste. Gleichzeitig formierte der vorhin genannte Brandenburger Albrecht
Achilles eine Gegenpartei der Fursten, mit der eine kriegerische
Auseinandersetzung unmittelbar bevorzustehen schien. Nicht geringer als
die dynastischen waren die gesellschaftlichen Widerspriiche der Zeit Aus
dem hohen Adel waren die Fursten hervorgegangen,^ die sich, wie deutlich
wurde, weitestgehend verselbstandigt hatten. Fast geschwunden war der
mittlere Adel der mediavalen Feudalpyramide, wahrend der niedere Adel, die
Ritterschaft, einem raschen Verfall entgegenging. Ein Teil der Ritter war
den Fiirsten lehnspflichtig, ein anderer reichsunmittelbar; verstandlicherweise
waren die Fursten bestrebt, die noch unabhangigen Ritter sich botmaBig zu
machen, und umgekehrt bemiihten sich diese, mOglichst reichsunmittelbar
zu werden. Einig waren sich indes die Ritter samtlich in der Bauern-
schinderei, die Leibeigenen wurden bis auf den letzten Blutstropfen
ausgesogen, die Horigen mit immer neuen Abgaben und Dienst-
verpflichtungen belegt. Ahnlich wie der Adel war auch die Geistlichkeit
aufgespalten. Der geistlichen Feudalhierarchie der BischOfe, Abte und
sonstigen Pralaten stand die plebejische Fraktion der Prediger auf dem Lande
und in den Stadten gegeniiber, die den antifeudalen Kraften vielfach ihre
Theoretiker und Ideologen lieferte. In der stadtischen Gesellschaft hatte das
Aufbliihen von Handel und Gewerbe neue, antagonistische Fraktionen
heraufgefuhrt. Die Spitze der stadtischen Gesellschaft machten die
patrizischen Geschlechter, die sogennante Ehrbarkeit, aus, die sowohl die
Stadtgemeinde als auch die ihr untertanigen Bauem exploitierten. Die
zahlenmaBige Majoritat in den Stadten bildete die biirgerliche Opposition der
reicheren und mittleren Burger sowie der Kleinbiirger unterschiedlicher
Couleur; sie drang auf Verfassungstreue, nicht auf revolutionare
Veranderung. Bunt gemischt war die plebejische Opposition der vom
Biirgerrechte Ausgeschlossenen. Unter diesen Klassen und Schichten aber
stand die groBe Masse der Nation, die Bauern, die, gleichgiiltig welchen
juristischen Status sie hatten, nahezu rechtlos, in jeder Form ausgesaugt und
ausgebeutet wurden.
Rosenpluts Tiirkenlied schildert in poetischer Form die auBere und
innere Lage des Reiches, wie sie sich im Jahre 1458 darbot. Die
verschiedenen Machte und Machtegruppen werden in seinem Karmen durch
^^ W. F. Semjonow, Geschichte des Millelalters (deuUch Berlin 1952), 213.
^ Hierau und zum Folgenden Engels in Karl Marx / Friedrich Engels, Werke 7 (Berlin 1960),
332 ff.
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Vogelmann umschrieben, wie denn uberhaupt der Autor mehr allegorisiert,
als dem Verst^ndnis—vor allem durch uns Nachfahren
—
gut ist. "Man sagt,
die Tiirken sind ausgeflogen," heiBt es zu Anfang; diese Feststellung ist
iibertrieben, wenn man bei dem Ausfliegen an einen regulSren Feldzug
denkt; an Grenzplankeleien dagegen hat es in jenen Jahren zumindest in
Ungam nicht gefehlt. Der Adler—unter dem symboltrachtigen Vogel, dem
wir bereits bei Behaim begegneten, werden Kaiser und Reich verstanden
—
diirfe daher nicht zogem, sonst werde er selbst Fedem lassen miissen. Auch
hatte er sich gegeniiber seinen Untertanen zu schamen; denn Burger und
Bauem—sie erscheinen in der Gestalt von Zeisigen und Meisen—stiinden
zur Abwehr bereit (Strophe 1). Im iibrigen lehre die Erfahrung, daB das
Pferd seine Widerspenstigkeit aufgebe, wenn man es fest an die Kandare
nehme (Strophe 2); woUte sich nur der sSumige Kaiser auf seine
Herrscherpflicht besinnen, so wiirde man der Schwierigkeiten im Reiche
schon Herr werden. Doch sei Eile geboten; denn habe der Tiirke erst einmal
Ungam und BGhmen sich unterworfen, dann werde der Angriff auf das Reich
mit Notwendigkeit folgen (Strophe 3 und 4). Von der Eule, dem
Hussitenkonig Podiebrad, kOnne dabei der Kaiser mancherlei lemen, da die
Eule sich auf die Kunst der Politik verstehe. Jedenfalls wiirde ein guter
Politiker, das heiBt in der Sprache Rosenpluts ein kluger Falkner, die
Tiirkengefahr dazu benutzen, urn der unbotmaBigen Falken, nSmlich der
Fursten, Herr zu werden (Strophe 5). In einer durch Eigennutz,
Treulosigkeit und Sophisterei vergifteten Welt kOnne eben auf Harte nicht
verzichtet werden (Strophe 8 und 9), nachdem die LSssigkeit des Herrschers
die Turken ermuntert habe, in den ungarischen und bOhmischen
Angelegenheiten aktiv zu werden (Strophe 10 und 11). Dabei fiihlten sich
diese sogar noch als TrSger einer gewichtigen Sendung, indem sie meinten,
die Hoffart der hohen Herren strafen zu mussen (Strophe 12),—die Turken
galten also keineswegs nur als MenschentOter, BlutvergieBer und
Landerverwuster! Denn Rosenplut ubemimmt wenigstens partiell jene
plebejische Einschatzung: die Geier, die adligen Herren, mOchten den
Meisen, den Bauem, das Blut aussaugen. Doch nicht die Turken sollen die
Geier zur Rason bringen, sondem der Kaiser sei bemfen, Ordnung im Reich
zu schaffen (Strophe 14). Dann werde er auch erkennen, daB fur das Reich
der geringe Hasenbalg, der Burger und Bauem verkOrpert, mehr bedeute als
der fiirstliche Zobelpelz (Strophe 24; ich lasse bei meinem Resiimee
Gedanken aus, die in unserm Zusammenhang von minderer Bedeutung sind).
Bei den Bauem, den Meisen, vor allem aber bei den Reichsstadten, den
Staren, fande das Reich seine Kraft; denn die uberkommene Welt sei
verdorben, die Mannheit habe die Ritter verlassen, das Recht werde gebeugt,
und MaBigkeit sei bei den Geistlichen nicht mehr zu finden (Strophe 25-
29). Moge daher der Kaiser erkennen, daB die Stare = Reichsstande die
aufstrebende Kraft darstellen, wShrend von den Falken = Fursten Rettung
nicht mehr zu erwarten sei (Strophe 37). Ja, Herr Adler, Ihr entehrt Eure
Wurde, wenn Ihr, statt die Reichsstadte zu schutzen, ihren Untergang
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betreibl! (Strophe 39). Darum handelt jetzt weise, wo die Stunde der
Entscheidung gekommen! (Strophe 40).
Bot MandekeiB ein Dokument der Reichspropaganda, ohne Schwung
und wirkliche Anteilnahme des Verfassers, so machte sich Rosenpliit zum
Sprecher und Interessenvertreter progressiver gesellschaftlicher Gruppier-
ungen. Die Einwohner der ReichsstSdte in ihrer Gesamtheit, deren
Fraktionen in den angesprochenen Fragen durch gemeinsame Interessen
verbunden waren, fordem von dem schlaffen Kaiser Friedrich III. eine aktive,
dem Reiche und nicht dynastischen Vorteilen dienende Politik; sie treten fiir
die Einheit des Reiches gegen die separatistische Fiirstenmacht ein; sie rufen
laut nach kirchlichen Reformen. Dabei hebt sich Rosenplut unter seinen
Zeitgenossen hervor, indem er die geschundenen und maltratierten Bauem als
eine sich formierende politische Kraft erkennt ebenso wie die Reichsstadte,
die sich als solche bereits formiert hatten. Die neuen antifeudalen Klassen
sind sich ihrer Starke voll bewuBt. Rosenplut richtet keine devoten Bitten
an den Kaiser, sondem eindeutige, stichhaltig begriindete Forderungen.
DaB Rosenplut der Verfassser des Tiirkenliedes ist, wird heute in der
Germanistik von niemandem mehr bestritten, dagegen ist die Autorschaft
von "Des Turken vasnachtspir'^*^ nicht voUig gesichert. Fastnachtsspiele
hatten sich, seit dem 14. Jahrhundert belegt, im Zusammenhang mit den
Fastnachtsumzugen herausgebildet, deren Gestalten ein Praecursor erkiarte,
der im Laufe der Entwicklung zum kommentierenden Spielfiihrer des
literarisch meist nicht sehr hochstehenden Spektakels wurde.^* Das
satirische Moment ist mit dem Fastnachtsspiel fest verbunden. Die Satire
richtete sich auf das hSusUche Leben (zMnkisches Weib, geprellter Ehemann,
Pantoffelheld) und bezog die Standesatire (Spott des Stadtburgers uber
Raubritter, Bettler, MOnche und Nonnen, Juden, Bauem) ein ebenso wie die
politische Kritik. Rosenpluts Tiirkenspiel hat eine weitere Verbreitung
gefunden als seine anderen Fastnachtsspiele, und zwar auch auBerhalb
Niirnbergs; die Aktualitat seines Gegenstandes ist damit erwiesen. Als
Terminus ante quern fiir die Entstehung ergibt sich bereits das Jahr 1456,
Ort der Handlung ist die Reichsstadt Nurnberg; hier ist der Sultan
erschienen, dem dafiir freies Geleit erwirkt wurde.
Der Praecursor fiihrt den Sultan ein, der, wie hervorgehoben wird,
Griechenland erobert hat. Er sei aus dem femen Orient, wo "es wohl und
friedlich steht" (S. 288, Vers 10) und wo man zinsfrei auf seinem Grund und
Boden sitze, "mit seinem weisen Rat" (S. 288, Vers 8) nach Nurnberg
gekommen, weil er—man staune—aus den christlichen Landem vielerlei
Klagen zu hOren bekam. Die Klagen kamen von den Bauem ebenso wie von
den Kaufleuten, sie wandten sich gegen den Adel und seine StraBenrauberei,
^ Text bei Adelberl Keller, Fastnachtsspiele aus dem funfzehnten Jahrhundert, 1 (Stuttgart
1853). 288 ff.
^ Joachim G. Boeckh u.a., Geschichte der deutschen Literatur von 1480 bis 1600 (Berlin
1961). 83 ff.
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der nur mit harten MaBregeln begegnet werden kOnne. Der Sultan, so
informiert der Sprecher weiter, sei, wenn man sich an ihn wende, bereit, fiir
Frieden und Ordnung zu sorgen, ohne dafi deshalb der christliche Glaube der
Bittsteller angetastet werden wiirde; ein solches Vorgehen entsprach
bekanntlich der turkischen Praxis in den unterworfenen Gebieten. Auf den
Praecursor folgte ein Ritter. Dieser erklMe die Angebote des Sultans fiir
bloBe KOder, urn dem Eindringling das Einnisten zu erleichtern; wer an ihn
und seinen Gott glaube, der sei "des Himmelreichs beraubt" (S. 290, Vers
15). Ein Rat des Sultans verweist demgegenuber auf die gottgewollten
Erfolge seines Herm, so zum Beispiel die Einnahme des Kaiserreichs von
Trapezunt. Im weiteren Verlauf defStuckes tritt dann der Sultan selber auf.
Er sei nicht gekommen, urn Krieg zu fuhren und um zu betriigen, sondem
weil ihn gelehrte Biicher dazu trieben. In diesen stehe geschrieben, dafi das
Ungliick der Christen anheben werde, wenn die Armen um ihr Recht und
Gut gebracht wiirden, wenn die Satten sich der Hungernden nicht mehr
erbarmten, Gelehrsamkeit zur TSuschung verwendet wiirde und die Herren
den Bauem keine Ruhe mehr liefien. Die Nachrichten, die ihn erreichten,
liefien den SchluB zu, dafi dieser Zeitpunkt gekommen sei, dafi sich der
Christengott abkehre und eine allgemeine Umwalzung bevorstehe. Er
brauche daher nicht Gewalt anzuwenden, sondem kOnne sich auf die Kraft der
Uberzeugung verlassen; denn es sei gewifi, dafi der Gott der Tiirken, wenn
sie sich ihm zuwendeten, alle Ubel von ihnen nehmen wiirde (S. 295, Vers
10).
Aber auch die Meinung des Papstes wird vemommen; sie ist weniger
apokalyptisch, sondem sehr konkret. Der Heilige Vater werde, so referiert
sein Abgesandter, sich die Klagen iiber die Tiirken nicht langer anhOren,
sondern den Sultan mit dem Bann und anderen Strafen belegen. Dem
widerspricht ein Rat des Sultans. Sein Herr sei nicht gekommen, um die
Kirche zu zerstOren, wohl aber, um Mifistande zu beseitigen:
Ungerechtigkeit der Richter, Verworfenheit der Beamten, Wucher der Juden,
Uppigkeit der Pfaffen. Der Sultan werde "eine rechte Reformation" ("ein
rechte reformatzen," S. 297, Vers 5) durchfiihren; der Begriff erscheint hier
ein halbes Jahrhundert vor dem Auftreten Luthers, gelSufig jedoch durch die
radikale Flugschrift "Reformatio Sigismundi" vom Jahre 1439,^^ in der
ahnliche Fordemngen wie bei Rosenplut laut wurden. Der Abgesandte des
Kaisers, der nunmehr das Wort nimmt, vermag darauf nur mit
Beschimpfungen und Strafandrohungen zu antworten; doch wird auch ihm
aus dem Gefolge des Sultans die gebuhrende Abfuhr zuteil. Schliefilich
erscheint noch ein Emissar der Kurfursten und geht sogleich zum
rhetorischen Angriff uber, indem er die bei der Einnahme Konstantinopels
geschehenen Greuel anprangert. Dafiir, dafi Unschuldige getOtet, Priester
gemordet und Frauen geschandet worden seien, musse Siihne geleistet
^' Leo Slem-Erhard Voigt, Deuischland in der Feudalepoche von der Mitte des 13. Jh. bis
zumausgehenden 15. Jh. (Berlin 1965). 256 ff.
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werden. Doch der tiirkische Sprecher hat ein Gegenargument; die KurfUrsten
bei ihrem Wohlleben, das nur die Ausbeutung der Bauem ermOglichte,
hatten alien Gnind, stille zu sein und vor der eigenen Ture zu kehren.
Das Spiel geht zu Ende, ohne daB nach so vielen Worten ein faBbares
Ergebnis zustande gekommen ware. Der Rat der Reichsstadt Niimberg
versichert Kaiser, Fiirsten und Adelsherren zum Trotz die Tiirken des freien
Geleits. Der Sultan bedankt sich fiir dieses Entgegenkommen und ladt
seinerseits die "ehrsamen, weisen Burger" (S. 302, Vers 8) zu einem
Gegenbesuch in seinem Reiche ein.
Rosenpliits Dichtungen lieBen deutlich werden, daB die Minder-
privilegierten unter den Biirgem des Heiligen ROmischen Reiches deutscher
Nation in den Tiirken keineswegs nur blindwiitige Eroberer und Feinde der
Christenheit zu erblicken vermochten; vielmehr gemahnte die Bedrohung
von auBen sehr nachdrucklich an die gesellschaftlichen Widerspriiche im
Innem. Die Opposition und die plebejische zu allererst bildete sich daher ihr
eigenes Urteil iiber die Weltlage und zog daraus ihre eigenen
SchluBfolgerungen. Mit deren weiterem Vordringen sanken freilich die
Hoffnungen auf die Tiirken zunehmend dahin. Rosenpliit fand mit seinen
politischen Fastnachtsspielen keine Nachfolge."*^
Wir hatten iiber den Widerhall des Jahres 1453 in deutschen Quellen zu




8Mehmed the Conqueror and the
Equestrian Statue of the Augustaion*
J.RABY
One of the landmarks of Constantinople was the colossal equestrian statue
which stood on top of a hundred-foot-high column outside Hagia Sophia.
Known as the Augustaion from the square in which it stood, the bronze
statue was erected by Justinian, although in all probability it was not his
own but a re-used work of Theodosius I or II, The statue's size alone
—
some 27 feet in height—would have ensured its fame, but it was particularly
esteemed as a symbol of Byzantine dominion and a talisman of the City.
Christianity's triumph over the world was signified by the globus crueller
which the rider held in his left hand, while with his extended right he was
believed to gesture apotropaically towards the Orient, commanding the
Eastern enemy, successively Sasanians, Arabs and Turks, to stay back
behind the Byzantine border. The statue was so prominent, its symbolic and
magical character for the Christians of Constantinople so commonly
acknowledged, that it is hardly surprising it failed to survive under the
Turks. ^
*
I would like to express my sincere thanks to Professor C. Mango and Professor V. Menage
for their criticism and help.
^ For a review of the sources: F. W. linger, Quellen der byzantinischen Kunstgeschichte, I
(Vienna 1878), pp. 137-46; idem, "Uber die vier kolossalen Saulen in Constantinopel,"
Repertorium fur Kunstwissenschaft 2 (1879), 109-37. P. W. Lehmann, "Theodosius or
Justinian? A Renaissance Drawing of a Byzantine Rider," Art Bulletin 41 (1959), 40, note 5,
gives a bibliography to supplement Unger's. See further C. Mango, The Brazen House. A Study
of the Vestibule of the Imperial Palace of Constantinople (Copenhagen 1959), pp. 174-80; G.
Bovini, "Giustiniano sul cavallo di Teodosio," Felix Ravenna 3 (1963), 132-37; J. P. A. van der
Vin, Travellers to Greece and Constantinople. Ancient Monuments and Old Traditions in
Medieval Travellers' Tales, vol. 11 (Istanbul 1980), passim. The Turkish legend of the "Red
Apple" was no doubt prompted by the gilded orb held by the equestrian statue of Justinian. As
most travellers to Constantinople attested, the orb symbolized world dominion; dominion could
thus be achieved by capturing Constantinople and the orb. After the Ottomans captured
Constantinople, the legend was transferred to other cities such as Budapest and, most
importantly, Rome: F. Hasluck, Christianity and Islam under the Sultans (Oxford 1929), U, pp.
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Some time between 1544 and 1550 Peter Gyllius saw fragments of the
statue, which he claimed had long been kept in a courtyard of the Sultan's
palace, being transported to a cannon-foundry, which was presumably the
one at Tophane;^ and he furtively measured a few of these disjecta membra,
the rider's nose and the horse's hooves being nine inches long, the rider's leg
taller than Gyllius himself. It has never been satisfactorily explained how
the statue came to be removed to the imperial Saray. The answer, however,
is to be found not in European or Greek, but in Ottoman, sources.
Until recently the statue was believed to have been taken down from its
column by Mehmed the Conqueror soon after the Fall of the City, This
belief was based on a drawing in a fifteenth-century humanist miscellany
now in Budapest, which depicts a Byzantine rider holding a globus cruciger
in his left hand and gesturing with his right (Fig. 1). An inscription on the
preceding folio identifies it as the work of Giovanni Dario and Cyriacus of
Ancona, and allegedly dates it post-Conquest; Cyriacus, regarded as one of
Sultan Mehmed's tutors before the Fall, is argued to have accompanied
Mehmed into the City and there helped Dario to record the statue. Both the
angle and detail of the drawing were held to prove that the monument was
736-40; E. Rossi, "La leggenda turco-bizantina del Porno Rosso," Sludi bizantini e neoellenici
5 (1937), 542-53; M. (?) Dukas {Ducae, Michaelis Ducae Nepotis. Hisloria Byzanlina, ed. E.
Becker, Corpus Scriptorum Historiae Byzantinae [Bonn 1834], p. 300) claims that the Turks
nailed a severed head, believed to be that of Emperor Constaniine, on the column, thereby,
perhaps, expressing their contempt for this Christian talisman.
^P. Gyllius, De lopographia Constantinopoleos et de illius antiquitatibus libri quattuor
(Leyden 1561), p. 104, Bk. 11, ch. xvii: "Barbari enim omni aereo vestitu, & equo, & statua
columnam lustiniani spoliarunt, aliquotque annos nuda remasit. Tandem {105) ante triginla
annos eversa est tota usque ad stylobatem, quern anno superiore funditus vidi excindi, ex cuius
crepidinibus aqua saliebat fistulis in magnu labrum, nunc stylobatae loco, caslellu aquae latiiis
constructum est, & fistulae auctae, equestrem lustiniani slatuam, quam modo dixi supra hanc
columnam fuisse coUocatam, servatam diu in Qaustro regij Palatij deportari nuper vidi in
caminos, quibus metaUa funduntur in machinas beUicas, inter quae erat lustiniani crus procerilate
meam staturam superans, & nasus dodrate longior. Crura equi ad terram proiecta metiri non
potui, pedis ungulam mensus sum occulte, & deprehendi dodrantalis esse altitudinis" (my
italics). John Ball, trans.. The Antiquities of Constantinople, in 4 Books (London 1729), ch.
xvii: "[This ill treatment of Theodosius by Justinian, was revenged upon him by the
Barbarians]; for they used his Pillar in the same Manner, and stripped it of the Statue, the Horse,
and the Brass wherewith it was covered, so that it was only a bare Column for some Years.
About thirty Years ago the whole Shaft was taken down to the Pedestal, and that, about a year
since, was demolished down to the Basis, from whence I observed a Spring to spout up with
Pipes, into a large Cistern. At present there stands in the same Place a Water-House, and the
Pipes are enlarged. I lately saw the Equestrian Statue of Justinian, ereaed upon the PiUar which
stood here, and {130) which had been preserved a long Time in the Imperial Precina, carried into
the melting Houses, where they cast their ordnance. Among the fragments were the Leg of
Justinian, which exceeded my Height, and his Nose, which was above nine Inches long. I dared
not publickly measure the Horse's Legs, as they lay upon the Ground, but privately measured
one of the Hoofs, and found it to be nine Inches in Height."
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sketched from close, so that it must have been removed from its elevated
pedestal, and by inference also destroyed, on Mehmed's orders.^
This reconstruction is no longer tenable, however, since the discovery
that Cyriacus was never Mehmed's tutor and that the entire theory of their
relationship derives from a banal misreading of a scribal abbreviation in the
manuscript of Zorzi Dolfin's Chronicle. In all probability Cyriacus died in
Cremona in 1452, which dates the Budapest drawing to before the
Conquest."* Moreover, the statue need not have been taken down to be
sketched, because repairs took place some time between 1427 and 1437/8
when Cyriacus and Dario could well have climbed the scaffolding and
recorded the statue in situ.^
Although the Budapest drawing is of no relevance in proving that
Mehmed II removed the statue, a second piece of evidence seems to
implicate the Sultan in its destruction. In his Diario di viaggio, Gian-Maria
Angiolello, who was captured by the Turks at Negroponte in 1470 and
served in the imperial households first of Prince Mustafa and then of the
Sultan himself, relates how Mehmed, heeding the advice of his astrologers
and divines, destroyed a statue of "San Agostind" which stood outside Santa
Sophia. The statue, he was advised, was a danger to the Ottomans, for as a
talisman of Byzantium it would ensure the triumph of Christianity. It is
impossible, of course, that a likeness of Saint Augustine should have
survived into Palaeologan times, let alone that orthodox Byzantines, from
whom Mehmed's advisers presumably derived their claim, should have
regarded it as a Palladium of their city. San Agostino must be Angiolello's
or his informer's gloss on Augustaion, a monument he had evidently not
seen:
Ancora per mezzo la porta di Santa Sofia vi e una colona lavorata di pezzi
assai alta, sopra la quale era I'imagine di Santo Agostino fatta di bronzo, la
quale fu levata via dal Gran Turco, perche dicevano li suoi Astrologhi et
indovini, che insino che la detta statua di Sant' Agostino stara sopra la detta
colona, li Cristiani sempre haverano possanza contro i Maomettani; e cosi
^ E. Jacobs, "Cyriacus von Ancona und Mehemmed 11," Byzantinische Zeitschrift 30 (1929-
30), 200; F. Babinger. "Johannes Darius (1414-94) Sachwalter Venedigs im Morgenland, und
sein griechischer Umkreis," Bayerische Akademie der Wissenschaften, philosophisch-hislorische
Klasse, Silzungsberichte 5 (1961), 75-78; M. Vickers, "Theodosius, Justinian or Heraclius," Art
Bulletin 5S (1916), 2M.
'*
J. Raby, "Cyriacus of Ancona and the Ottoman Sultan Mehmed 11," Journal of the Warburg
and Courlauld Institutes 43 (1980), 242-46.
^ Unger (1879; above, note 1), p. 135; C. Mango, "Letter to the Editor," Art Bulletin 41
(1959), 353; A. Vasiliev, "Pero Tafur, a Spanish Traveller of the Fifteenth century and his visit
to Constantinople, Trebizond and Italy," Byzantion 7 (1932), 105; M. Letts, tr.. The travels and
adventures of Pero Tafur (London 1926), pp. 140-41. Several MSS of Buondelmonti's De
Insulis—not just the Marburg MS, as Lehmann (above, note 1), 54—have an emended text
which indicates that the column was scaled and an inscription on the horse deciphered: cf.
Bodleian Canon. Misc. 280, f. 54' and Marciana It. cl. X 124; on the latter Mango (above, note
1), p. 174, note 4. On Bod. Canon. Misc. 280, C. Mitchell, "Ex libris Kiriaci Anconitani,"
Italia medioevale e umanistica 5 (1962), 283-99.
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fu levata via la delta colona. Ancora nel fondo di quella vi e una bella
fonte, la quale gietta in un lavello per Ire canoni di metallo acqua
suavissima.^
Angiolello's account is contradicted, however, by Hartmann Schedel, who in
his Liber cronicarum, first published in 1493, records that the equestrian
statue was damaged by lightning in the great storm of 12th July 1490, and
as if by way of proof Schedel includes a woodcut of the scene (Fig. 2)P
Lightning certainly struck the church known by the Turks as Giin GOrmez
Kilisesi, which was being used as a powder store and which blew up causing
great damage, but there is no mention, pace Schedel, in either Ottoman or
Christian sources of storm damage to the statue.* Nevertheless, Schedel
claims to have derived his account from Venetian merchants trading in
Istanbul, and such a source would appear to deserve some credence.
The impasse between Angiolello and Schedel can be resolved by
recourse to the Ottoman sources, which are unanimous in bearing out
Angiolello. The most detailed account is by the late fifteenth-century author
Dervi^ §emseddin Mehmed Karamani, in a Turkish version of his Tarih-i
Ayasofya.^ The passage concerns the dying injunction of the Emperor
Estuyanos (Justinian) to his nephew. This included the building of a tall
column opposite Ayasofya and the making of a "bronze" (bakir) statue of
Estuyanos riding a horse. The statue was to carry a gold globe in one hand,
^ A. Capparozzo, ed., Di Gio. Maria Angiolello e di un suo inedito manuscritto (Nozze
Lampertico-Balbi) (Vicenza 1881), p. 21; J. Reinhard, Essai sur J. M. Angiolello (Angers 1913),
p. 167 gives a resume of the Vicenza MS. The passage does not appear in the section on
Constantinople in the standard edition of AngioleUo, ed. I. Ursu, Donado da Lezze, Historia
Turchesca (1300-1514) (Bucharest 1909). pp. 158-64, esp. 160-61, a section which is for the
most part derived from Buondelmonti's description.
^ H. Schedel, Liber cronicarum cwnfiguris et ymaginibus ah initio mundi (Nuremberg 1493),
fol. CCLVIT; L. Baer, Die illustrierten Historienbiicher des 15. Jahrhunderts (Strassburg im
Elsass 1903); V. von Loga, "Die Stadteansichten in Hartmann Schedels Weltchronik," Jahrbuch
der (koniglichen) Preussischen Kunstsammlungen 9 (1888), 93-107, 184-96; C. Jenkins, "Dr.
Hartmann Schedel and his book," Mediaeval Studies presented to Rose Graham, ed. V. Rutler
and A. J. Taylor (Oxford 1950), pp. 98-137; J. Ebersoll, Constantinople Byzantine el les
Voyageurs du Levant (Paris 1919), p. 78, note 3; Lehmann (1959, above note 1), 40, note 8.
^ Oru9 Bey, Diefriihosmanischen Jahrbiicher des Urudsch, nach den Handschrifien zu Oxford
und Cambridge, Quellenwerke des islamischen Schrifltums 11 (Hanover 1925), p. 136, line 4; R.
F. Kreutel, Derfromme Sultan Bayezid (Osmanische Geschichtsschreiber Band 9) (Graz, Wien,
Koln 1978), p. 51; Mango (above, note 1), pp. 180-82.
^ The complex problems of the various legendary histories of Ayasofya are discussed by F.
Tauer, "Notice sur les versions persanes de la legende de 1 edification d'Aya Sofya," Fuad
Koprulu Armagani. Melanges Fuad Koprulu (Istanbul 1953), pp. 487-94; P. Wittek,
"Miscellanea," Tiirkiyat Mecmuasi 14 (1964), 263-72. The Persian versions are summarized by
F. Tauer, "Les versions persanes de la legende de la construction d'Aya Sofya," Byzantinoslavica
15 (1954), 16-18. For Estunyus fulfilling his uncle's order, see also Hoca Sadeddin, Tac iit
Tevarih (Istanbul 1279/1861-2), I, p. 441; ed. I. Pamiaksizcglu, Hoca Sadeddin Efendi, Tdcut-
Tevdrih (IsUnbul 1974-), 11, p. 303; G. de Tassy, "Description de la vLlle de Constantinople,
traduite du turc de S2i&A-\idA^m," Journal Asiatique 5 (1824), 144.
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while the other hand was to be open, the globe signifying to onlookers his
control of the world. Estuyanos dies, and the passage reads:^^
9un Estunyu§a memleket-i tac u taht muyesser oldu 'ammisinin vas iyyetin
iltizam idiib Ayasofiya mukabelesinde ol 'all mill biiny ad idiib tamam
kildi. ve 'ammisinin heykelini ustadlarabakirdan duzdilrdii ve ol miliii
iizerinde berkitdi, §6yl(e)kim anun gibi heybetlii sureti 'alemdekimesne
gormemis idi. Bakir at ol suret ile ta bizim zamammiza degin mevcud idi.
Onu gammazlar gamz idiib soziyle Sultan Mehemmed Han GazI (rahmat
Allah 'alayhi rahmatan wasi'atan) yikdirdi ve ol suretleriiibakinndan 'aff
toblar y apdirdi. Amma mfl heniiz Ay asofiya mukabelesinde hali tizere
mevcuddur.
When Estunyus [Justin 11, 565-578 A.D.] was favored with the kingdom of
the throne and crown he undertook the injunction of his uncle and
constructed that tall column, opposite Ayasofya, and completed it. He had
craftsmen cast the statue of his uncle from "copper" [bronze] and he secured
it to the top of that column, with the result that no-one had seen as
majestic a statue in the world. The "copper horse" [bakir at] existed in that
form until our present time. Story-mongers gossiped about it and on their
word Sultan Mehemmed Han Gazi (may God's extensive mercy be upon
him) had it pulled down; and from the copper of those statues he had
splendid cannons made, but the column is still standing as it had been
opposite Ayasofya.
The correspondence between §emseddin's and Angiolello's accoupt is
striking, all the more if one believes that there is little to distinguish
astrologers and story-mongers.
Neither Angiolello nor $emseddin , however, provides a date for the
removal or destruction of the statue. This omission is made good by
Asikpa^azade, the source for Ne^ri. According to Asikpa^ade, Mehmed
had the "copper horse," together with crosses and bells—other potent
symbols of Christianity as well as sources of bronze—melted down and
turned into ordnance in preparation for his siege of Belgrade in 1456. In
other words, the Augustaion was removed from its column some time
between June 1453 and the winter of 1455-56.^^
Schedel's reference to the statue's survival in 1490 is nothing more than
a "pious fiction," although it is not clear whether Schedel or his Venetian
informants were guilty of the fabrication. Such a fiction nonetheless
testifies to the fascination the statue exerted on contemporaries. Christians
^° Topkapi Sarayi Museum Library, Revan 1498, fol. 37B-38A; cf. Istanbul University
Library, TY 259 f. 50A.
'^ A^ikpa^azade: Die Altosmanischen Chroniken des 'Asikpasazade, ed. F. Giese (Leipzig
1929), 138 ch. 127; Tevarih-i Al-i 'Osman: 'Asikpasazade Ta'rihr.ed. 'AllBey (Istanbul
1332/1914). 147; in g. N. Alsiz, Os^nli Tarihleri, I astanbul 1949), pp. 196-97; ed. and
trans. R. F. Kreutel, Vom Hirtenzelt zur hohen Pforte, Osmanische Geschichtsschreiber, HI
(Graz, etc. 1959). p. 206.
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and Turks alike. For the Christians of Istanbul and Galata there was profit
in perpetuating the talisman's existence, or at least its memory; while for
the newly settled Turks the marvels of the City—the copper horse, and that
other celebrated talisman, the Serpent Column, and the various monumental
stone columns and obelisks—were so awe-inspiring that continual reference
is made to them in the Legendary History of Constantinople which was
incorporated into the Anonymous Chronicles.^^
Angiolello and §emseddin differ, however, over the fate of the column
itself, which Angiolello states was removed and Dervi^ $emseddin claims
was left standing. Angiolello appears to have mistakenly conflated the
removal of the statue and the column, whereas in reality the column
survived into the first decades of the sixteenth century. According to
Gyllius, the Turks fully dismantled the column, as far as the stylobate,
thirty years prior to his writing (1544-50).^^ Turkish sources suggest the
column collapsed during either Selim's (1512-20) or Siileyman's (1520-
1566) reign, ^"^ and indeed the column is no longer visible in Matrak^i
Nasuh's city-view of Istanbul of 944/1537-38.^^
Mehmed had no part, therefore, in the disappearance of the Augustaion
column, although he did remove its statue. Despite his error Angiolello
must be referring to the "Augustaion Rider," because not only does he
^^ F. Giese, Die altosmanischen anonymen Chroniken. Teil I, Text and Variantenverzeichnis
(Breslau 1922), pp. 74-11 1; Ted II. Ubersetzung (Leipzig 1925). pp. 101-48.
^^ For Gyllius, see note 2 above.
^'*Ali al-Arabi, writing in 970/1562-63, claims that the column was destroyed under
Siileyman (Istanbul, Bayezid Library, MS Cevdet K284, fol. 156 ff. I owe this reference to the
kindness of Professor Menage). A late recension of the Anonymous Chronicles (W3) refers to
another column "collapsing suddenly [ansizin yikildi] one night during the time of Sultan Selim
[1512-1520]." This is described as surmounted by a cross, and must be the Column of
Constantine in the Forum of Constantine, which was given a cross finial in the mid-twelfih
century by Manuel I Comnenus. As this column, known as Qemberlitas, is still standing, the
recension of the Anonymous Chronicles is in error, and presumably intended to refer to the
Augustaion colunm: Giese (1922, above, note 12), p. 94, line 17, and apparatus p. 297; and
Giese (1925, above, note 12), p. 126. Yikildi could mean "dismantled," but the qualification
"suddenly" makes this translation unlikely. Night would have been a perverse and dangerous
time for workmen to have dismantled such immense columns. As in the case of the Serpent
Column, therefore, the Turks were accused by Europeans of destructiveness, when the blame in
fact rested with nature. According to Gyllius, the Ottomans stripped the column of its bronze
cladding, but this had already been removed by the Crusaders of 1204: linger (1879, above, note
1), 135. Hoca Sadeddin, in the Tac ut Tevdrih, which he dedicated to Murad m in 982/1575,
states that the statue of the "copper horse" was standing "untU recently" (yaktn zamana degin)
(see above, note 9).
^^ W. Denny, "A Sixteenth-Century Architectural Plan of Istanbul," /4r.s Orientalis 8 (1970),
49-63. The Augustaion column is visible in O. Panvinio's view of the Hippodrome (Fig. 3)
and in the first editions of the so-called Vavassore view of Istanbul. Although it was first
published in 1600 (De ludis circensibus, Venice), Panvinio's view must date from the late
fifteenth or early sixteenth century. It cannot, however, be earlier than 1491, since it depicts
what can only be the Firuz Aga Mosque, which was built in that year: K. MiiUer-Wiener,
Bildlexikon zur Topographie Istanbuls: Byzantion-Konstantinupolis-Istanbul bis zumBeginn des
17. Jahrhunderts (Deutsches Archaologisches Institut, Tubingen 1977), pp. 70-71; Mango
(above, note 1), p. 180.
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describe the statue as bronze, on a high column outside the entrance to
Hagia Sophia, but he mentions a fountain at the base of the column; and a
fountain is attested at the stylobate of the Augustaion column by Gyllius.
Several recensions, notably L and W3, of the Anonymous Chronicles also
mention a fountain in connection with the "copper horse."^^
There is no evidence that the Augustaion statue was destroyed as part of
a deliberate campaign by the Sultan against the monuments of Byzantium. ^^
On the contrary, Mehmed made a rich collection of Byzantine sculpture
which he gathered within the precincts of the Saray, including almost all the
imperial porphyry sarcophagi from the Church of the Holy Apostles, the
honorific stele of Porphyrius the'1;harioteer, the statue of the Wise Judges,
and the miraculous marble toad of Leo the Wise; while he also formed a
collection of Christian relics the envy of any Western power.^^ Nor was the
Augustaion melted down merely to satisfy an omnivorous demand for war
materials, for Mehmed preserved the bronze Serpent Column, and even
ensured its future safety by having a threatening mulberry tree cauterized to
its roots. '^
Yet whereas the Serpent Column was a beneficent talisman in Turkish
eyes, and safeguarded the City from snakes, the "copper horse" they
considered a potential threat. Whether or not Mehmed himself believed in
the magical efficacy of the horse, there was sufficient Turkish pressure to
^^ Giese (1922, above, note 12). p. 82. esp. line 6; Giese (1925. above, note 12). p. 110.
W3, for example, reads: "(Yanko bin Mad>^) bir lilii mil yapdirdi be 5 yiiz ar$un mikdan
$imdiki halde Aya§ofya oniindeki ^esme iizerindeki bakir at mill kim vardir . . .'*; A.
Mordtmann, Esquisse topographique de Constantinople (Lille 1892), p. 64, no. 116, ideniiTied a
sheet of iron over the entrance to a cistern as the site of the former Augustaion column.
^' Sadeddin (see above, note 9) claims that the "copper horse" and other similar monuments
were removed by Mehmed. Dervi^ 5emseddin also talks of "statues" (in the plural) providing
metal for Mehmed's cannon. There is little evidence, however, of similar statues extant in
Constantinople just before the FaU. Three bronze statues of "Saracen Kings" on columns near
the Augustaion column are mentioned by Russian pilgrims to Constantinople in 1390 and
1420, but they had apparently been removed by 1432: Mango (above, note 1), p. 175; B. de
Khitrowo, Ilineraires russes en Orient (Geneva 1889), pp. 202, 228.
*^ On Byzantine sculpture found in the Saray, C. Mango, "Three Imperial Byzantine
Sarcophagi Discovered in 1750," Dumbarton Oaks Papers 16 (1962), 397-402; idem, "Notes on
Byzantine Monuments. HI." Dumbarton Oaks Papers 23-24 (1969-70), 372-75; Muller-Wiener
(above, note 15), p. 39. with additional bibliography; cf. C. Mango, "The Legend of L£o the
Wise," Zbornik Radova, Recueil des Travaux de I'Acaddmie Serbe des Sciences. Institut d'Etudes
Byzantines 6 (1960), 59-93, esp. 14-75. F. Babinger, "Reliquienschacher am Osmanenhof im
XV. Jahrhundert." Bayerische Akademie der Wissenschaften. philosophisch-historische Klasse.
Silzungsberichtel (1956). overlooks A. Thevet, Cosmographie de Levant (Lyons 1554), fol.
635'. ch. 139, claiming that he heard from a 105-year-old Greek Bishop near Epirus that
Mehmed, according to Gennadios, kept several relics from Hagia Sophia "dans son cabinet." For
a review of Babinger. see U. Heyd, Zeitschrift der deutschen morgenldndischen Gesellsckaft 107
(1957), 654-56.
*' V. L. M6nage, "The Serpent Column in Ottoman Sources," Anatolian Studies 14 (1964),
169-73; R. M. Dawkins, "Ancient Statues in Mediaeval Consuntinople," Folklore 35 (1924),
209-48 and 380; J. Ebersoll (above, note 7). passim, but esp. pp. 130. 162. note 2; Capparozzo
(above, note 6). pp. 21-22.
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have ihc statue destroyed. The Greeks of the city countered by claiming that
the Augustaion was a talisman, not this time against the Eastern enemy,
but against the plague. Only by stressing that it was protective of the entire
community, Turks included, could the Greeks hope to save their statue. The
Greek claim was evidently known to the Turks, for the Anonymous
Chronicles refer to a copper horse with plague-repelling powers; ". . . some
say that copper horse was a talisman, whereby, according to the belief of the
Infidels, plague would not enter Istanbul, as long as that copper horse was
standing." According to the late and doubtless ingenuous account of the
Greek Patriarch Jeremias II (d. 1595), the Sultan, when he learnt that the
statue was a defence against the plague, tried to have it restored, though he
failed for lack of skilled craftsmen.^^
The Ottomans destroyed one of the greatest of Byzantine sculptures
before their unsuccessful siege of Belgrade. Exactly 70 years later, after
their successful conquest of Ofen in 1526, the Grand Vizier Ibrahim Pa§a
brought back to Istanbul several bronze statues which had originally been
commissioned by Matthias Corvinus from the Florentine-trained Giovanni
Dalmata—one of Hercules, the others of Diana and Apollo—and placed
them on columns in front of his palace, that is on the Atmeydan, only a
short distance from the former site of the Augustaion. These statues did not
survive long, and their summary fate provoked Gyllius' remark that the
Turks were acerrimi hostes statuarum, & totius artis Vitruvianae?^
As if by way of confirmation, only a few years ago a massive statue of
a recumbent female nude, the personification of Gilzel Istanbul, was
hurriedly removed after protest from the crossroads at KarakOy and relegated
to an obscure corner of Yildiz Park.
Postscript
The fifteenth-century sources are unequivocal that the "Augustaion Rider"
was melted down and converted into cannon. Yet little under a century later
^ Giese, see above, note 14. I. Leunclavius, Annales Sultanorum Othmanidorum a Turcis
sua lingua scripti, etc. (Frankfurt 1588), pp. 43-^4, Pandectes 130 (Patrologia Graeca, ed. J-P.
Migne, Paris 1866, vol. 159, cols. 820-821), who translates a W3 text of the Anonymous
Chronicles, also attributes in his commentary plague-protective powers to the statue: Menage
(above, note 19), 170, note 11; Jeremias' account is recorded by Lubenau: W. Sahm,
Beschreibung der Reisen des Reinhold Lubenau (Mittheilungen aus der Stadlbibliolhek zu
Konigsberg in Pr. IV-V, 1914), I, pp. 141^2. Mehmed was said to have destroyed the statue
himself, just as he was accused of damaging the jaw of one of the serpents of the Serpent
Column: Menage (1964, above, note 19). In nineteenth-century Athens the Kolanaki was siiU
regarded as a talisman against the plague: Dawkins (above, note 19), 229.
^^ P. Gyllius (above, note 2), 11, pp. 89-90. J. v. Karabacek, "Miniatur des Persers Behzad
des Jungeren," Zur orientalischen Altertumskunde FV—Muhammedanische Kunststudien,
Kaiserliche Akademie der Wissenschaften in Wien. Phil. -hist. Klasse, Sitzungsberichle 172,
Abh.l (Vienna 1913), 85 ff. Ibrahim Paja's statues are also mentioned in Sehi Bey's Tekzere,
although not in the S ukri edition, but the Istanbul University Library MS cited by O. Rescher,
Turkische Dichterbiographen I: Sehi's Tekzere (Istanbul 1942), pp. 128, 142. For Ibrahim's
Palace, N. Atasoy, Ibrahim Pa^a Sarayi (Istanbul 1972).
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Gyllius saw large fragments of the statue being taken from the Saray for
precisely the same purpose. It is clear that Gyllius refers to the Topkapi
Sarayi when he talks of the statue being kept in the "Courtyard of the Royal
Palace." The Topkapi Sarayi was not, however, built at the time of
Mehmed's Belgrade campaign in 1456. There are two puzzles, then. First,
how did a statue which Mehmed, we are told, had destined for the melting-
pot, survive his reign, at least in fragments. And, second, was the statue
removed from the column directly to the area that was to become the First
Court of the Topkapi Sarayi, or was it, more intriguingly, brought there
only after the establishment of the palace in the 1460s? In the latter event,
it must have found a temporary home elsewhere, perhaps at the Eski Saray,
before being transferred to the Yeni (Topkapi) Saray.^^
Even partial preservation of the statue suggests that the fragments
meant more to the Sultan than a convenient supply of metal. Transfer of
the statue's fragments from one site to another argues that they had some
significance for him. The simplest explanation is that they were preserved
as evidence of the destruction of this powerful Christian talisman.
However, given Mehmed's careful collection of other examples of Byzantine
statuary, one must ask whether the "Augustaion Rider" did not form part of
that collection; if, indeed, he did not attempt to preserve it intact. There is
no doubt that Mehmed removed the statue from the column, but can we be
certain that Mehmed destroyed it? Angiolello merely says that it was levata
via by the Sultan.23 The statue was, however, so massive that it could not
have been displayed openly, in the First Court for example, without
observers such as Angiolello or Promontorio de Campis taking notice of
it.2^
There are, then, numerous unsolved questions about Mehmed's
treatment of the Augustaion statue. Perhaps the Patriarch Jeremias II's
account of Mehmed's efforts to repair the statue is not as ingenuous as one
first supposed.
The Oriental Institute, University of Oxford
^ There can be no doubt that Gyllius (Bk. I, ch.vii) refers to the Topkapi Sarayi, which he
calls the "Regium aaustrum." The Eski Saray is termed by Gyllius (Bk. Ill, ch. vi) the
"Palalium Gynaeconilidum Regiarum" "The Palace of the Imperial Harem."
^ A compromise hypothesis—that the statue was only partially destroyed by Mehmed, the
rider being melted down, while the mount was left unharmed—is feasible technically because
Antique equestrian statues were constructed in sections: Bovini (above, note 1). That the
"Augustaion rider" was so constructed is evident from the fact that the rider's headdress and the
orb are recorded at various times as being blown down in high winds: C. Mango, Art Bulletin
(1959, above, note 5); Unger (1879, above, note 1), 135. However. Gyllius (see above, note 2)
measured fragments both of the rider—his leg and nose, the latter more than nine inches long
—
and of the horse.
^ For Angiolello, see above, note 6. F. Babinger, "Die Aufzeichnen des genuesen lacopo de
Promoniorio-de Campis viber den Osmanenstaat um 1475," Bayerische Akademie der
Wissenschaften, phUos.-hist. Klasse, Sitzungsberichte, Jahrg. 1956, 8. Heft (Munich 1957).

Figure 1. Drawing c. 1436 by Cyriacus of Ancona and Giovanni Dario of the
equestrian statue of Justinian, from a humanist miscellany. Budapest, University
library, MS 35. fol.l44\
Figure 2. Woodcut view of the Saray and Ayasofya, with the Augustaion column and
the statue of Justinian being struck by lightning on 12 July 1490. From Hartmann
Schedel, Liber Cronicarum etc., Nuremberg 1493.


Domitian, Justinian and Peter the Great:
The Ambivalent Iconography of the Mounted King
J. K. NEWMAN
I. The Ruler-Charioteer
"Eypeo, KtovotavTwe- xi xdXKeov \)7ivov la-ueiq;
aeto Sicppowq noGeei 5tih,0(; evl oxaSioi^,
crqc; te 6i5aoKaX{Ti<; eniSeveei; fivioxfie<;
eVaxai 6p<paviK0i(; Ttaiolv onoioTaxoi.
Rulers as chariot drivers are familiar from Egypt. In the fourteenth century
B.C. they were already a topos. Arpag Mekhitarian notes of a coffer showing
an ailing monarch in horsy company:
The chariot we reproduce figures in a battle-scene: a subject banned in
the days of the pacifist king Akhenaten, but in high favor under the new
regime—though that poor consumptive Tutankhamen had hardly strength
enough to drag himself about the palace gardens. Against the ivory-yellow
ground the pair of huge red horses with their decorative plumes and
streamers, black and yellow caparisons, are trampling down the defeated
Syrians. . . . The Pharaoh is majestic power incarnate. . . . The ardor of the
fray is well conveyed by the galloping horses, a massive diagonal slashing
through the tangled mass of combatants.^
Whether the Egyptian painting was intended in some way to combat
and deny the youthful Pharaoh's mortal illness (d. 1350) is not clear,
although it was of course found in his tomb. But eventually the chariot
was, as the story of Elijah shows, a means to overcome death itself.^ The
^ See "Batde Scene: Tutankhamen Fighting the Syrians," from a decorated coffer preserved in
Cairo, in Egyptian Painting, text by Arpag Mekhitarian (Skira, Geneva 1954), p. 118. The
quotation is drawn from the commentary on pp. 121-23.
^ This is why Virgil shows the blessed dead as engaged in athletics: arma procul cwrusque
virum miratur inanis, Aen. VI. 651: cf. E. Norden's note on 653, referring to Pindar and to
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Byzantines cherished this old idea. A tenth-century seal now in the
Hermitage bears on its reverse a picture of the Ascension of Alexander the
Great. Quite unlike the traditional iconography of the Ascension of Christ,
he is shown standing in a chariot drawn by two winged griffins, and holding
in either hand a bar to which the bait is attached.^ A silver bowl dating
from the twelfth century, also in Leningrad, shows this scene in company
with eleven others, arranged under arches,'' that include a musician, two
figures of mounted riders and a dancing girl. On another twelfth-century
bowl "musicians, dancers, acrobats" and others surround no longer an earthly
champion, but a mounted St. George.^
The religious connection between the ruler and the victory-bringing
chariot of the circus (hippodrome), so evident in Byzantine art and
ceremony,^ has therefore deep roots, in the near East generally, but also in
the Greco-Roman past. Everyone will immediately think of Nero."^ But
Syracusan coinage both of the Deinomenids and later had exploited the
concept of the chariot of state used also by Plato, and comically suggested
by Aristophanes.* In Greek poetry, the association is at least as old, for
Herodotus VI. 103. The Etruscan "Tomba delle Bighe" and the chariot rescued from an Etniscan
tomb and carefully reconstructed in the Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, are also
relevant
^ A. Grabar, "Images de I'Ascension d'Alexandre en Italie et en Russie," in L'art de la fin de
Vantiqmli et du Moyen Age (Paris 1968), vols. 1, pp. 295-96; 3. pi. 66 a. b: Bank (below,
noteS), p. 301.
* The arch (fornix) has a sure place in the history of morals: Horace, Sat. I. 2. 30; Juv. XI.
173. Fornication was particularly associated with the Circus: Pri^pea 26.1.
* Alice Bank, Byzantine Art in the Collections of Soviet Museums (enlarged ed., Leningrad
1985). plates 213-17 with her remarks on pp. 310-1 1.
^ K. M. D. Dunbabin, "The Victorious Charioteer on Mosaics and Related Monuments,"
American Journal of Archaeology 86 (1982), 85-86: M. McCormick. Eternal Victory.
Triumphal Rulership in Late Antiquity, Byzantium, and the Early Medieval West (Cambridge
1986), passim. Alice Bank writes of a relief with circus scenes from circa 500 preserved in
Leningrad: "The piece is likely to have been used as a chancel-screen in a church" (op. cit., p.
273 on plates 13 and 14). This association of Church and Circus survived in Kiev: Grabar
(above, note 3), 1, pp. 251 ff., "Les Fresques des Escaliers a Sainte-Sophie de Kiev et
llconograprfiie Imp6riale Byzantine," esp. 255 ff. (cf. also p. 648); Christa Schug-WUle, Art of
the Byzantine World, tr. E. M. Hatt (New York 1969), pp. 236-37. A Jewish midrash
mentioned by K. Knimbacher describes Solomon's Hippodrome at Jerusalem with the
participation of the four factions: Geschichte der byzantinischen Litteratur (repr. New York
1970), I, p. 33 with note 1. It was impossible to imagine a royal court in any other tenms. A
similar bias inspires the attribution of a theatre to Charlemagne's New Rome at Aachen:
Anonymus de Carolo Magno et Leone Papa, w. 104-05. But Virgil had already described
Dido's theatre at Carthage (Aen. I. 427).
^ Cf. (among much other material) Tacitus, Ann. XV. 44: circense ludicrum edebat, habitu
aurigae permixtus plebi vel curriculo insistens. More generally, for the association ruler /
festivities, compare Nero himself on Britarmicus: Ann. Xm. 15; and Seneca on Claudius,
Apocol. 8. 2 (Salurnaiicius princeps).
^ M. Kraay and M. Hirmer, Greek Coins (New York 1966). plates 23-27; Plato, Rep. Vm.
566d: cf. Aristophanes, ATn/^/i/j 1109 and 1128; Ecclesiazusae 466.
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example, as Pindar's second Pythian (468 B.C.?). That ode contrasts what
may be called King Hiero's "chivalry," his gentle governance of his horses,
with the wild savagery of the lawless Centaurs, horse / men of a far different
breed. Hiero, master of horses, victor in the hippodrome, favorite and indeed
double of Zeus, ruled Syracuse, according to Pindar, with gentleness that
called for "gentle requitals."^ But even the hospitable Zeus was betrayed by
his guest Ixion, now punished forever on his revolving wheel in a parody of
the revolving wheels that have just brought victory to the king. Hiero too
was faced with uncomprehending opposition. The ode itself is the best
evidence of his dilemmas. In a dialogue with his enemies, he is made to
describe himself as a "cork," always bobbing above the brine. But his self-
mockery cannot mask a ruthless resolution to deal with his foes, if they
prove recalcitrant, as they deserve. ^°
Hiero, ailing (like Tutankhamen), suspicious, cruel, died in 466 B.C.,
and his dynasty fell from power soon after. The dialogue and self-
justification of this "Hippodromic" poem already contain the germ of the
Nika riots and their aftermath, and more generally of all those Circus
encounters between people and ruler so characteristic of imperial Rome.^^ It
was appropriate that the leader and champion of the social group, eventually
the king, should play this role in this setting. The hippodrome / stadium /
circus, the model and microcosm of the wheeling universe, is the locus of
agon with and triumph over death, and Pindar's odes stand in a komic
(comic) tradition acknowledging this fact.^^ The Olympic Games were
celebrated at the tomb of Pelops, who thus acquires the only immortality
possible for man, just as the funeral games of Patroclus or Anchises were
the token and proof of those heroes' continuity. The Roman Circus, where
after the conspiracy of Piso Nero gave thanks for his survival to the Sun,^^
whose circling motion the terrestrial course represented, harbored also the
shrine of Consus, god of the harvest home but also of the underworld. The
' Tov eiepYetav dyavaii; d^oipai^ otoixonevow^ T{vea6ai, 24. The gnome is couched
in general terms, but obviously applies to Hiero (cf. ayavaioiv ev xtpai, 8), whose brother
Gelon had already been saluted as euepyettif;, ao>tf|p and PaaiXeuq at Syracuse (Diod. Sic. XI.
26. 5-6).
^° This interpretation is developed in J. K. Newman / F. S. Newman, Pindar's Art
(HUdesheim 1984). pp. 215 ff.
^^ L. Friedlaender. Darstellungen aus der Sitlengeschichte Roms 11 (10th ed.. Leipzig 1922),
pp. 7-8: for the earlier period. T. Bollinger. Theatralis Licentia: die Publikumsdemonstrationen
an den offenlUchen Spielen im Rom derfriiheren Kaiserzeil und ihre Bedeulung im politischen
Leben (Winterthur 1969).
^^ A theme particularly noticeable in 01. 10: cf. tov eyKCOjiiov dn<pi xponov. v. 77; Pindar's
Art, pp. 200 ff. Alcestis is brought back from the dead in Euripides' play precisely by a comic
Heracles who claims that he won her in an athletic agon (1026-27).
^^ Tac. Ann. XV. 74: propriusque honos Soli, cui est vetus aedes apud Circum in quo
facinus parabalur.
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triple cones that marked the turning point or meta were borrowed by the
Romans from Etruscan/wnerary monuments.^"*
Laughter and mockery are part of this complex of usages, since laughter
is the token of birth and resurrection,^^ The primitive community laughs at
what it means to preserve, as Old Comedy in Athens and satire in Rome
attest. The right of Circus freedom (nappriaia^^) is well established.
Criticism of rulers as part of this right and rite is a theme familiar in Rome
both Old and New. This is why it was proper for a victorious charioteer and
king, Hiero, through Pindar, to air his differences in a dialogue with his
enemies in the second Pythian, and because of that airing to pose as
confident of survival. ^^
II. The Ruler-Knight
The ambiguities attending the concept of the ruler-charioteer, straddling the
two realms of death and life, are already apparent. They extend to the
"knightly" ruler or prince. This is a notion familiar to Homer, where it is
especially associated with Nestor.^* But how telling that there should
already be about it some air, however faint, of laughter, ridicule. The
garrulous Nestor, living on his past, a walking example of vertical time,
too old for the realities of combat, is bound to be a figure of fun, as indeed
Don Quixote de la Mancha (1605, 1615) would be centuries later. Ariosto
had earlier exploited this same ambivalence in his Orlando Furioso (final
version 1532).^' A history of "chivalry," ancient or medieval, would
evidently provide an inexhaustible theme. What an odd development for the
humble word caballus, and yet how in keeping with this lowly etymology
that this ideal should so often carry some suggestion of the fool. But worse
than this. The fool, to the unsympathetic eye, easily slips into the role of
knave. Even the ambivalence Knecht / Knight therefore illustrates
something of the same duplicity, the rejected (evil) and the ideal sides of the
one concept.
^* John H. Humphrey, Roman Circuses (London 1986), p. 255 (quoted below, note 48); cf.
Tertullian, De Sped. (ed. E. Castorina [Florence 1961]), 9 (games as microcosm): Pindar, 01. 1.
90 ff. (tomb of Pelops): Callimachus, fr. 384. 30 Pf.: tacpicov . . . 7tavr|Yup{cov.
^^OT Genesis 18:12; 21:3 (Isaac = "He laughed"): cf. the riteof rij«.s/>ayc/w7ty: M. Bakhtin,
TBopnecTBO OpaHcya Pa6ne (Moscow 1965), p. 18.
^^ On the religious aspect of this concept, which was after all exercised at Athens in an
ecclesia, cf. G. Kittel, Theologisches Worterbuch zumNeuen Testament V (Stuttgart 1954), pp.
869 ff . (H Schher).
'"^ The point is reiterated by Cassiodorus in 509 ax>. (Var. I. 27. 5): quorum [i.e. that of the
gaudens populus in the Circus] garrulitas si patienter excipitur, ipsos quoque principes omare
monstratur. Garrulitas populi = Pindar's XdPpoq orpaTO^, Py. 2. 87.
^^ fepTivioq InnoTa Neorcop, //. n. 336. "The title [i.e. Feprivioq] is evidently so old that
the real meaning of it had been lost in prehistoric times" (W. Leaf, ad loc).
^' Oh gran bontd de' cavallieri antiqui! O.F.I. 22.
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This double aspect of horse and man is classically illustrated on the
Parthenon marbles, where on the one hand we find the Battle of the Lapiths
and Centaurs, and on the other the young knights of Athens assuming their
energetic role in the Panathenaic procession. Again, we can trace the battle
back to Homer, where it began its long life throughout antiquity as the
model of improper social ("political") behavior.^o and again, centuries later,
Cicero would invoke a complex of motifs already deployed by Pindar to
prove the stupidity and immorality of a political opponent.^^ The horsy
Centaurs, who could not hold their wine, were evidently fools who verged
too far into folly ("horseplay"). Yet the double aspect is once more evident.
The wise Centaur Chiron was the tutor of Asclepius and Achilles in the art
of healing.
Though the reminder of that might seem small comfort to the nephritic
king to whom Pindar retailed a version of the story ,^2 [^ [^ possible to
guess a reason why this myth was appropriate to and perhaps even
appreciated by a ruler sick to death. An article written as long ago as 19 14^^
traces the importance of the horse in beliefs connected with the dead.
Already in the sixth century B.C. the dead man, originally represented as a
horse, became a horse's rider, evidently riding to some kind of immortality.
We can find some trace of these old ideas in the myth of the athlete riders
Castor and Pollux, who take turns to rise from their earthly repose to share
the divine life of Olympus.^ The two heroes also visit human banquets, in
a version of the refrigerium or rinfresco, at which the dead partake of an
earthly meal. This too is a Pindaric theme.^^
Yet Pindar also tells the story of Bellerophontes, who vainly tried on
his winged horse Pegasus to ascend to Olympus.^^ A ruler therefore who
allows himself to be portrayed on horseback is making bold religious and
metaphysical statements and, since the ultimate religious and metaphysical
statement is comic,^^ inevitably assuming many risks. One such risk is that
of looking like a Centaur, a theme explored by Statins in the characteri-
zation of Adrastus in the Thebaid?^ It is not clear when such equestrian
^ Od. XIX. 295 ff.: in general, K. Bielolahwek, "Gastmahls- und Symposionslehren bei
griechischen Dichtem," Wiener Studien 58 (1940). 1 1-30.
^^ In Pis. 10. 22: Fortunae rotam, Centaworum convivium.
^Py.3: ci. Iliad XL 830-32.
^ L. Mallen, "Das Pferd im Totenglauben," Jahrbuch des deutschen archdologischen Instituts
29 (1914). 179 ff. M. NUsson is skeptical: Geschichte d. gr. Religion I (Munich 1955). pp.
382-83. But there is no contradiction between the horse as chthonic and the horse as
hippodromic.
^ Pindar. Py. 1 1. 61-64. Nem. 10. 55 ff.
25 01. 3. 34-35.
2^0/. 13.84; /^/A. 7. 46.
^ Arridi, Dante, Paradiso XXXm. 126: cf. St. Bernard's sorridea, ibid. 49.
^ E. g. X. 228. Pholoes: cf. H. 563 (of Tydeus). Pholus.
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statues were introduced,^' but what is clear from the evidence so far presented
is that this sort of image could never be in its essence univocal, a truth that
Caligula more suo may have overemphasized when he made his horse a
consul. Hiero of Syracuse was already a "Hellenistic" monarch avant la
lettre, "king," "lord," "benefactor." It is perhaps significant that we know
the name of one of his horses, Pherenikos,^ and of Alexander the Great's
Bucephalus. When the latter died after the battle on the Hydaspes (326 B.C.),
the king founded on the site the town of Bucephala.
At Rome, Q. Fabius Maximus had set a bronze equestrian statue of
himself on the Capitol next to a gigantic statue of Hercules from
Tarentum.^^ Julius Caesar, very much aware of his spiritual debt, had been
represented in the Forum Julium on a horse originally made for Alexander.^^
But, with the Flavian emperors, this iconography took a new turn. Andr6
Grabar writes:
En effet, les exemples byzantins sont pr6ced6s de compositions analogues,
sur les monuments du Bas-Empire romain qui s'inspirent, a leur tour, de
prototyjjes ct€6s au I" siecle, probablement pour celebrer les victoires des
Flaviens. C'est sous le regne de Titus du morns qu'on voit pour la
premiere fois une figure de barbare sous les pieds du cheval galopant de
I'empereur. Le barbare fait im geste de supplication, I'empereur I'^crase ou
menace de I'^craser sous les sabots de son cheval. Ce type (et ses variantes)
ct66 au I" siecle (ou plutot transform^, car I'image de I'empereur galopant
sans barbare a €t€ connue avant) et contemporain du theme precedent, doit
lui aussi probablement son origine k une influence orientale et plus
pr6cis6ment parthe.^^
Even such a sobersides as Marcus Aurelius could be seen until recently
outdoors in Michelangelo's Campidoglio,^'* his image apparently, in its
original version, showing him riding down the (symbolically) small figure
^ In Hellenistic Egypt Horus had been shown as a warrior "on horseback, atUcking his foe, a
crocodile, with a lance, very similar lo and possibly the prototype of St George and the Dragon
of the Christian era": Howard Carter, The Tomb of Tutankhamen (rev. ed. Excalibur Books
1972), p. 172. Cf. Grabar (above, note 3), vol. 3, pi. 272,"Horus en soldat romain," from
BaouiL
^° Cf. Theocritus XVI. 46-47, xijiiiq 8e Kal coKCcq eXXaxov ijtjtoi, / oi atpiaiv e^
lep&v CTTe<pavTi<p6poi fiX,0ov aytovtov, where the honoring of horses victorious in the games
seems already to be attributed to Simonides.
^^ Plutarch, Fab. Max. 22. I owe this reference to the kindness of Frances S. Newman.
Hercules and bronze horses are also found at St Mark's, Venice, and St. Vladimir followed this
Byzantine fashion, which included in his case the Ascension of Alexander, at Kiev: Grabar, vol.
2, p. 1096.
Cedat equus Latiae qui contra templa Diones I Caesarei slat sedefori; quem traderis ausus I
Pellaeo, Lysippe, duci: Statius, Silvae I. 1. 84-86.
^' L'Empereur dans I'art byzantin (Paris 1936), p. 130.
** The image is familiar, but the photograph in Richard Ellmann's Oscar Wilde (New York
1988, following p. 492), taken around Easter in the year of Wilde's death (1900), is not without
a certain pathos.
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of a bound barbarian chieftain. As Grabar notes, this old motif was also
carried forward into Byzantium. An epigram on an image of the Emperor
Marcian (450-57) may be compared (A. P. IX. 802, tr. W. R. Paton):
Mopq>-nv TT|v5' opdoK; ^to^ evaXiyKiov injicp,
MapKiavov <pop£ovxi, ppoxwv PaaiXfja YEve0X,Ti(;-
5£^itepriv 5' exdvucae, Geovta 5e 7ia»X,ov ejiEiyei
5'uajiev£0(; KaGvnepGev, oxk; xecpaXfi ^iv deipei.
Thou seest this shape, like a live horse, carrying Marcian, ruler of the race
of men. His right hand is outstretched, and he spurs on the galloping horse
above a foeman, who seems to support its weight on his head.
Of the statue of Marcus Aurelius H. W. Janson remarks:
The wonderfully spirited and powerful horse expresses this martial spirit.
But the Emperor himself, without weapons or armor, presents a picture of
stoic detachment—a bringer of peace rather than a military hero. And so
indeed he saw himself and his reign (161-180 A.D.).-'^
Perhaps, when the captive was still visible under his horse, he illustrated the
power of reason to prevail of itself over all its barbaric adversaries. This
became completely unintelhgible to the (western) Middle Ages^^—^but not
so much because the icon left men unmoved, as because it worked too
strongly on Christian imaginations. We can see from a Saxon example that
it fascinated, for example, the contemporaries of King ^Ethelbald of Mercia
in the English Midlands, buried at Repton in A.D. 757.^"^ In 1979, in a pit
outside the east end of St. WyStan's Church there, once the royal
mausoleum, an extraordinary relief came to light. The stone was part of the
shaft of a tall cross, more particularly of the projection on the top, to which
the cross-fmial was fastened. The front face bears the figure of a mounted
warrior, wearing a mail shirt over a pleated kilt, and brandishing a large
sword and a small round shield or target. He has a luxuriant mustache, and
is turned to face the viewer.^* On the one preserved side, a monster with a
humanoid head and a serpent body is shown with its mouth engulfing the
^^ A History of Art (new ed. London 1977), p. 174. The locus classicus is of course in
Schramm, p. 151 (see the following note).
^ Percy Ernst Schramm, Das HerrscherbUd in der Kunst desfriihen Mittelalters (Vortrage
der Bibliothek Warburg H, 1, 1922-23 [repr. Nendeln / Liechtenstein 1967]), p. 153; E. R.
Curtius, Europdische Liieratur und lateinisches Mittelalter (Bern 1948), p. 409.
^^ Martin Biddle and Birthe Kj0lbye-Biddle, "The Repton Stone," Anglo-Saxon England 1
4
(1985), 233-92.
^ This was characteristic of Byzantine emperors. Cf. "Dish with The Triumph of the
Emperor Constantius 11" (late fourth century), plate 1 in Alice Bank (above, note 5) with her
commentary on p. 271. The so-called Barberini ivory (R. Browning, Justinian and Theodora
[New York 1971], p. 34) shows a front-facing emperor, probably either Anastasius or Justinian,
at his adventus, seated on his horse, while a general bears a statuette of Victory. M. McCormick
(above, p. 216) notes that this pose was avoided in the iconography of Carolingian lead seals:
not apparently in Mercia.
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heads of two human figures, who stand on the coils of the body with their
arms around each other's waists.
The finders argue for an eighth-century date for the monument and
suggest that "the Repton rider takes his place naturally in the development
of the equestrian ruler statue from late antiquity to the early Middle Ages":^^
The sequence for present purposes begins with the statue of Marcus
Aurelius now on the Capitol. . . . These are the elements basic to most late
Roman and early Byzantine imperial equestrian statues, and are present in
slightly differing ways in adventus scenes such as those on the Belgrade
cameo. ... the Szilagy-Somly6 medallion and the Barberini diptych. . . .
When Justinian erected a huge equestrian statue of himself in
Constantinople in 542-3 it still showed, and was seen by Procopius and
later writers to show, those same elements of stem and effective yet
humane authority which Statius had seen in the statue of Marcus
Aurelius.'*°
Since the time of Diocletian, however, the eastern enemies of Rome had
begun to influence the fashions of the imperial court. In the third quarter of
the fourth century the imperial equestrian figure of Constantius II on the
Kertch dish . . . shows that ninety-degree turn to the front . . . which can
already be seen in the third century in the relief ... of the Sassanid King
Sapor I (241-72). . . .
It is into this sequence, but much nearer to Constantius 11 on the Kertch
dish than to the emperor of the Bamberg silk, that the Repton rider fits so
well.-*!
Earlier, the writers take up the question of the serpent's symbolism:
If meaning is sought, the most likely interpretation of this face would
seem to be that it represents the mouth of hell. . . . The fallen angels on
fol. 2 of the Old English Hexateuch (London, British Library, Cotton
Claudius B. iv), a manuscript of the second quarter of the eleventh century,
are .
. .
violently cast down and uneager, but the hell-mouth towards which
they fall is represented not simply as a monstrous head, but as a dragon
with legs and a long, coiled, serpent-like body. The illuminations of this
manuscript, as has long been recognized, are derived at least in part from
late antique or Greek manuscripts, and some of the pictures, including the
fall of the rebel angels, are also inspired by Anglo-Saxon literary
tradition.'*^
^thelbald's equestrian funerary monument surmounted a tall cross. The
Anglo-Saxon sculptor then saw the equestrian ruler as a religious
39 Biddies. 287.
^ Sic. Actually. Domitian's horse, trampling a stylized Rhine (Silvae I. 1. 51). was rather
more restrained than Marcus Aurelius'. anticipating the later Byzantine tradition (Grabar,
L'Empereur dans I'art byzantin, p. 48).
^^ Biddies, 287-88, foUowing Schramm, pp. 164 ff.
"2 Biddies. 278. Cf. Dante. //i/sr/u? XXXIV. 55-56: Gnbax,L'Empereur dans I'art byzantin.
pp. 43-45.
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phenomenon, just as the sculptor of Marcus Aurelius was making a
philosophical statement. This supernatural aura must not be overlooked
whenever the monarch / horse is in question. The ambivalence
—
incommensurability with the rational—surrounding the horse / man in the
tradition is both comic ("he's dead, but he won't lie down") and religious,
again something made quite plain by the komic Pindar at the start of the
second Pythian (6aip.6viai).
It is consistent with this that Byzantine religious art employs the
motif, notably in the iconography of St. George.'*^ The mounted figure of
the saint was to become especially popular in the art of medieval Novgorod,
along with the equestrian Saints Florus and Laurus. Far earlier, the rock
churches of GOreme in Cappadocia, first investigated by Guillaume de
Jerphanion, depict the Three Mounted Saints George, Theodore and
Demetrius of Orthodox hagiography, and notably St. George"^ (chapels of
St. Basil and St. Barbara). But this image was also pagan. Earlier again,
the Temple of Hadrian in Ephesus, on the right as one descends the street of
the Curetes, still displays a frieze added in the fourth century, showing an
equestrian Androcles killing a wild boar at the foundation of the city.
This immemorial image has about it then a double aspect, partly good
and partly bad, comic and tragic, holy and diabolical, natural and
supernatural, time-bound and time-free, even though in certain scenes one or
other of these double aspects may seem wholly to have driven out or
suppressed the other. Sometimes the ambivalence is neatly polarized. At
Ephesus, the hero killed a boar. In the Christian icon, as in the Mercian
relief, the cowering enemy who has now vanished from Marcus Aurelius'
statue appears in the shape of the dragon, the personification of evil.
iEthelbald's dragon is on a separate side of the stone. St. George's crouches
in the lower right comer of the picture, while the saint occupies the left and
center, his spear crossing from left to right, a use of the diagonal to express
opposition as old as the Parthenon frieze—or Tutankhamen's coffer.
Yet in all these instances the lesson was the same. Evidently the
mastery of the uncouth creature is the evidence of bravery and virtue, and the
example for the Stoic / heroic / Christian soul. In the case of hero, saint
^^ See above, p. 316, for St. George in company with Circus scenes. But see also the icon
of St. Demetrius (late thirteenth or early fourteenth century) now in the Kremlin Museum,
Moscow: Bank, op. cit., plates 262, 263 and her commentary on p. 319.
** The Church of St. George at Belisimia built by Basil Giacoupes, the minister of the
Seljuk Sultan Ma^ut U, and his wife Thamar, presents however the saint standing in frontal
view, a reminiscence of Byzantine imperial iconography and an anticipation of Donatello's
sculpture in Or San Michele. Janson, A History ofArt, p. 382 with figure 490, calls attention
only to the kinship of the latter with the St. Theodore on the south transept portals of Chartres,
dated to 1215-20. Icons such as those of Saints. George and Demetrius (Bank, plate 148: she
compares [p. 297] a similar image of St. Demetrius on the bottom of the serpentine vessel in
the Treasury of St. Mark) or Boris and Gleb (Schug-Wille, Art of the Byzantine World, p. 250)
are however also relevant
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and emperor-king, the good and the bad have been divided into two clearly
recognizable opposites. When Pindar and the sculptors of the Parthenon
used the motif, they also divided it, and its double aspect is represented by
two separate images, the Charioteer / Knight and the Centaur. Durer's
engraving Knight, Death and Devil (1513), preserved in Boston, completed
three years before the first edition of the Orlando Furioso, is a later example
of this same technique of division. In Byzantine art, the saint's horse and the
dragon equally represent a potential for good or ill.
But what if the double aspect is contained in the one image? The
smiling Can Grande on his horse in Verona, of unknown authorship but
dated to 1330, shows that this schizophrenia or double apprehension (really,
comic twinning^^) may coalesce around a single figure. Again Janson's
commentary is relevant:'*^
Among the latter [Italian Gothic tombs], the most remarkable perhaps is
the monument of Can Grande della Scala, the lord of Verona. A tall
struct\ire built out-of-doors next to the church of Sta. Maria Antic a, it
consists of a vaulted canopy housing the sarcophagus and surmounted by a
truncated pyramid which in turn supports an equestrian statue of tJie
deceased. . . . The ruler, astride his richly caparisoned mount, is shown in
full annor, sword in hand, as if he were standing on a windswept hill at the
head of his troops; and, in a supreme display of self-confidence, he wears a
broad grin. Clearly, this is no Christian Soldier, no crusading knight, no
embodiment of the ideals of chivalry, but a frank glorification of power.
Can Grande, remembered today mainly as the friend and protector of Dante,
was indeed an extraordinary figure; although he held Verona as a fief from
the German emperor, he styled himself "the Great Khan," thus asserting his
claim to the absolute sovereignty of an Asiatic potentate. His free-standing
equestrian statue—a form of monument traditionally reserved for
emjjerors—conveys the same ambition in visual terms.
In this analysis, several points are important:
1. The statue (like that of King ^Ethelbald) is a funeral monument, in this
case to a "Great Khan." Under Khan Batu the Tatars, including many
Mongol and Turkic elements, had reached the Adriatic in 1241. In 1246
Piano Carpini had visited them and described their military might. Marco
Polo lived in Tartary at the court of the Great Khan from 1275-92.'*'^ Can
Grande's statue seems to embody heady and primitive ideas for Trecento
Italy, but they were not so much novel as the revival (with Turkish aid?) of
old and forgotten traditions.
2. It is raised. That of King iEthelbald surmounted a tall cross.
^ M. Bakhtin, npo6neMU HoeTHKH flocToeBCKoro (Moscow 1963), pp. 38-39, 282 ff.
The classic study is by Sigmund Freud. "Cber den Gegensinn der Urwoite," Gesammelle Werke,
vol. Vm (repr. London 1948), pp. 213 ff.
^ A History ofArt, pp. 318-19 with figure 438.
*^ B. Pares, A History ofRussia (repr. London 1955), pp. 81-82.
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3. It is next to a church, again like that of the King.
4. It stands on a truncated pyramid supported by a vaulted canopy.
5. The figure is smiling.
Can Grande therefore signified his survival by an equestrian statue
rising above a pyramid'** and above the vault of heaven. His smile is not to
be dismissed as one of self-confident complacency. Did the patron of
Dante's Comedy not understand the cosmological and eschatological
significance of laughter? Can Grande's broad grin is his claim to transcend
death by accepting the comic. This is more but not less than Christian, and
a re-assertion of the element of humor found earlier in Homer's long-lived
Nestor. What deeper wells of pre-logical thought all this may plumb can
only be guessed.
III. Pushkin's MeflHud BcaflHHK
"Asiatic" is a term often applied by nineteenth-century liberals to the more
distasteful aspects of the Russian despotism. But those more attuned to old
ambivalences were not so hasty in their judgments. A. S. Pushkin's
MeflHUd BcaflHHK {The Bronze Horseman, 1833) is the proof of that The
liberal who seeks for some univocal condemnation of Russian imperial
power as embodied in this image will find it in Adam Mickiewicz."*' He
will not find it in the Russian. The poet has certainly turned the static into
the fluid, the tranquil contemplation of the imperial icon into a kinetic
nightmare. But he is great enough to retain some of the old ambiguity, so
that it cannot be said that his compassion stifles his feeling for the majesty
of empire. Pushkin's Evgenii, the sentimental but degenerate descendajit of
a once noble family, now a lowly civil servant, is a variant of the cowering
barbarian beneath the hooves of Marcus Aurelius or Marcian. He goes mad
because he lacks the vision of Peter the Great, described in powerful lines as
the poem opens, when the Czar stands at the mouth of the desolate Neva and
decrees that here is to be Russia's window on Europe. The struggle with the
elements is too much for him. The onset of his madness is signalled by
laughter.50 His threat to the Bronze Horseman plunges him even further
into a delirium in which he hears the statue in pursuit Eventually his body
is found "at the threshold" (H. 219) of a happiness denied.
platfonn, the whole evidently serving as a funerary monument": Humphrey, Roman Circuses,
p. 255. There were "Pyramides" at the festival held in honor of the circumcision ("rile de
passage") of the son of Murad EI in 1582: B. Lewis, Istanbul and the Civilization of the
Ottoman Empire (Norman, Oklahoma 1963), p. 138. Compare pyramides, Biddies, 283.
*' Cf. Czeslaw MUosz. The History ofPolish Uterature (Berkeley 1983), pp. 224-25. who
acknowledges Pushkin's "ambivalence" (p. 225) quite frankly.
* 3axoxoTan, part n, line 65.
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But although the Czar is brought into association in this way with
laughter and madness, the poet's admiration for the imperial achievement is
quite clear. nK>6nK> Te6fl, IleTpa TBopeHte ("I love you, creation of
Peter"), he cries in a famous passage (Vstuplenie, 43 ff.). And again (84
ff.):
KpacyftcH, rpan rierpoB, h croft,
HeKone6HMO, Kaic Pocchh.
Ha yMHpHTCK 5Ke c To6oft
H no6e3KneHHaH cthxhh;
BpajKay h nneH cTapHHHuft ceoft
nycTb BOJTHU $HHCKHe 3a6ynyT
H TiaeTHoft 3no6oK> h© 6ynyT
TpeBoacHTb eeHHUft coh nerpa!
Exult, city of Peter, and stand unshaken, like Russia. Let even the
conquered element be reconciled with you. Let the Finnish waves [of the
river Neva] forget their old hatred and captivity, nor with vain malice
disturb Peter's eternal sleep.
The motif of the guardian lions, twice mentioned in the poem (I. 128;
II. 140), is as old as the Lion Gate at Mycenae, itself the descendant of
Hittite practice.^ ^ And the Hittites of course were settled in Asia Minor
(Anadolu). Yet, in spite of this evocation of the symbols of ancient
"Asiatic" kingship, obviously there is ambiguity, since the interpretations
of the poem have varied so widely, corrupted in part by the desire to make
Pushkin a liberal because he was the enemy of despotism. But the poet's
maripose manner is too elusive to be fixed by these unfeeling literary-
entomological pins. Least of all can this poem be adduced as evidence that
the first poem of Statins' Silvae must be interpreted univocally. Pushkin is
not a politician.52
A few years later (1842), in a development of the ancient and Pindaric
chariot-of-state motif, N. V. Gogol' envisages Russia itself as a troika,
coursing over the steppe:
He TaK niA h tu, Pycb, hto 6oftKaH Heo6roHHMaH xpoftsa HeceuicH?
HuMOM nuMHTCH nofl To6oK> flopora, rpeMHT MocTU, Bce oTCTaer h
ocTaeTCH no3anH. OcTaHOBHncH nopaaceHHMft 6o»:tHM nynoM
coaepuareTit: He mohkhh hh 3To, c6pomeHHaH c He6a? mto
3HaMHT 3T0 HaBOflHinee yacac ABH^KeHHe? h hto sa HesenoMaH
CHna 3aKnioMeHa b chx HeBenoMux CBeroM kohhx? 3x, kohh, kohh,
MTO 3a kohh! BHxpH HH cHflHT B BaiuHX rpHBax? HyTKoe nw. yxo
ropHT Bo BoiKoft Bameft acHnse? 3aiii7iuiiianH c buiuhhu 3HaK0MyK>
necHio, flpyacHo h pa30M HanpnrnH MenHue rpynn h, hohth He
^^ Janson, p. 74 with figure 91 (Bogazkoy. c. 1400 B.C.).
^^ See my discussion "Pushkin's 'Bronze Horseman' and the Epic Tradition," Comparative
Literature Studies IX (1972). 173-95. The reader will wish to contrast F. M. Ahl's essay in
Aufstieg undNiedergang der romischen Welt, 11. 32. 1 (1984), esp. pp. 91-102.
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TpoHyB KonuTaMH 3QHnK. npeepaTHTiHCb b ohhh BUTHHyrue
nHHHH, neTHiUHe no B03nyxy, h mhhtc« bch BnoxHOBeHHan 6oroM
!
... Pycfc, Kyna ac Hecemcn tu. naft oTBer? He naer oTseTa.
HyflHUM 3B0H0M SanHBaeTCH KOnOKOTIbMHK; rpeMHT H CTaHOBHTCH
BeTpoM paaopBaHHUft b sycKH Boanyx; nemr mhmo Bce, hto hh
ecTb Ha 3eMne, h, nocfich, nocTopaHHBaioTCH h naioT eft nopory
npyrHe Haponu h rocynapcTBa.
Are you too, Russia, not borne along like a lively troika, not to be
overtaken? The path smokes beneath you, bridges ring, everything stands
out of the way and will be left behind. The onlooker halts, struck by the
divine miracle. Is this lightning, hurled from heaven? What does this
movement mean that inspires horror? What unknown force is enclosed in
these horses unknown to the world? Ah, horses, horses, what horses! Do
whirlwinds sit in your manes? Does a keen ear bum in every one of your
veins? They hear from on high a familiar song, readily at once they strain
their chests of bronze and, almost without touching the ground with their
hooves, they are transformed into single outstretched lines, flying through
the air, each flashing under the inspiration of God! . . . Russia, whither are
you borne, answer me? No answer is given. The bell spills its wonderful
sound, the air, torn to pieces, whistles and turns into the wind. Everything
on earth flies past, and with sidelong looks other peoples and states move
to one side and yield her the road.
Just as in Pushkin's poem, these horses too are of bronze (MeflHue
rpyflH). And the eulogy leaves us with a question that is unanswered (He
flaeT OTBeTa). It concludes the First Part of Dead Souls, the comic and
yet overwhelmingly sad depiction of Russian self-seeking and self-deception
(noDiJiocTi)) in the early nineteenth century.
IV. The Colossal as Religious Statement
The reader already feels in Gogol's Circus image something suprahuman.
Falconet's famous statue in St. Petersburg,^^ the inspiration of Pushkin's
Bronze Horseman, was larger than life. This too is an important concept,
and in Near Eastern and Egyptian art the colossal statue has a long history.
Big statues, like those of Rameses II at Abu-Simbel, impress by their sheer
weight, and weight is a notion akin to glory. This was quite well known in
the Greco-Roman world, to Apollonius Rhodius, for example, and Statius.^
^^ He had studied Marcus Aurelius' statue: Observations sur la statue de Marc-Aurele
(Lausanne 1781): Schramm, p. 152, note 19.
^* Botterweck, Ringgren, Fabry, Theologisches Worterbuch zum Alien Testament IV
(Stuttgart 1984). s. w. kabed and kabod, cols. 13 ff., 23 ff. Cf. Iliad V. 838-39; Ap. Rhod..
Arg. n. 679-80; Schol. Ap. Rhod. I. 1289-91a (p. 116. Wendel); VirgU. Aen. VI. 413; Ovid.
Met. XV. 693-94; Lucan. Phars. I. 57; Statius. Thebaid VII. 750: H. Cancik, Untersuchungen
zur lyrischen Kunst des P. Papinius Statius (Hildesheim 1965), pp. 93-94. Swift notes in the
style of the Emperor of Lilliput, "whose Feet press down to the Center, and whose Head strikes
against the Sun" (Gulliver's Travels [1735; repr. New York 1977]. p. 29).
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But already Alexander's artists had offered to carve Mount Athos into a
likeness of the king so big that it would hold an entire town in its right
hand. "He's got the whole world in his hand," the theme of a Negro
Spiritual in debt to the Hebrew Psalms, would here have been realized quite
literally .^^ The Hellenistic motif of the large statue is exploited at Rome by
Ennius to flatter the Elder Scipio (Varia 1) and guyed by Plautus (Cure.
139^0, 439 ff.).^^ The suggestion of the colossal in these early authors is
quite unmistakable later, for example, when Propertius echoes the theme in
flattering Augustus (II. 10. 21-24):
Ut caput in magnis ubi non est tangere signis,
Ponitur hie imos ante corona pedes,
sic nos nunc, inopes laudis conscendere culmen,
pauperibus sacris vilia tura damus.
The reign of Augustus is not to be exempted from the long history and flux
of ancient ideas about the divine ruler, the god-king.
V. Justinian as Bronze Horseman
Colossal statues of the emperors were familiar in Asia Minor, and the head
of Constantine preserved in the Campidoglio is proof that this tradition was
alive for the founder of New Rome. Constantine's colossal statue had stood
outside his basilica in Old Rome. More interestingly for the reader of
Statius and Pushkin, in the central square of New Rome, the so-called
Augustaion, redesigned after the destruction caused by the Nika riots, stood a
column bearing a colossal equestrian bronze statue of the Emperor
Justinian.^"^ C. Mango notes the fame of this image:
This colunm came to be regarded as one of the wonders of Constantinople,
and there exists a vast body of evidence concerning it, since every medieval
visitor of the City—be he a Russian pilgrim, an Arab, or a Crusader
—
made a point of describing it for the benefit of "the folks at home." Even
after the column had been pulled down by the Turks, it continued to be
represented on Russian icons.^
A page from a fourteenth-century manuscript of the medieval Bulgarian
translation of the verse Chronicle of Constantine Manasses (twelfth
^^ E. Norden. Mtike Kunstprosa (repr. Stuttgart 1958), p. 838, notes a rhyming inscription
in iambics from Aualeia in Pisidia referring to the xtxp ^ovapxoi; of Leo IV (775-780). Cf.
Herodotus VIE. 140 P x^^P vnepji-Tnait; of Xerxes, over a thousand years before. Pompey's
dextera invicta (Cicero, Verrine V. 58. 153) is in the same vein, and Pompey, the builder of
Rome's first permanent theatre (inspired, according to Pluurch, Life ofPompey 43, by the sight
of the theatre at Miletus), would serve with distinction in the East Cf. Cancik, pp. 62-63.
^ Again the double, serio-comic aspect
^ See the article by J. Raby, above, 305 ff.
^ The Art of the Byzantine Empire 312-1453 (repr. Toronto 1986), p. 57.
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century),^' now in the Vatican, shows Justinian looking at St. Sophia from
the Augustaion. In the center, adjoined therefore by the Baths of Zeuxippus,
the Senate House, the Imperial Palace, the Church and the Hippodrome, the
column crowned by his equestrian statue is quite clearly visible. In
medieval Russia, the Letter to Cyril of Tver' of Epifanii the Wise, written
about 1415, requests:
Delineate for me Justinian, as he is called, sitting on horseback and
holding in his right hand a brazen apple which, they say, is so big and
capacious that it would hold two and a half pails of water.*"
Justinian's contemporary Procopius writes {De Aed. I. 2. 5-12):
'Ev Se xo\> Kiovo<; zr\ Kop-ucpfi x^^'^ovq eoTi^Kev VTiepixeYeOfiq
i7tJiO(;, xetpamievoq 7ip6(; eo), Geana Xoyov noXXov tx^iov. eoiKC
5e Pa6io\)nevcp Kal tov Jipoooo Xa^npox; exo|J.ev({). 7io5cbv xwv
TipoaGicov djieXei xov \itv ctpioxepov iiexecopi^ei, iac, eniPrioojievov
x^(; envTcpoaSev Yfi(;, 6 5e 5fi exepoq enl xov XOov Tipeipeioxai,*'
ox> \)7tep8£v eoxiv, ox; xtiv pdoiv eK5e^6^Evo(; • xoxtc, 5e otiioOio-vx;
ovxco ^-uvdyei w^, ereeiSctv x6 \it[ eoxtj^eiv avxoii; eniPdXXoi, ev
exoi|i(p elev. xovxw 5ti x^ iJincp x«^'^ eniPePTiKe xot) PaoiXico^
eiKcov, KoXx)oo^ e|i<p£pT|<;. eoxaXxai 5' 'AxiA-Xevc; ti eiKcov. otSxco
ydp x6 oxTina KaAx)\)civ onep a.\inixtxct.\. xd(; xe ya.^ apP-uXaq
•U7to5e5exai xai xd oKp-opd eoxi KvnjiiScov X'^pk- e'"^" fipcoiKmq
xeSoopdxioxai xai xpdvoq avx^ xt^v Ke<paX-nv okekei So^av co(;
KaxaoEioixo 7capEx6|i.evov, aiyXTi^^ xe xk; evGevSe a\)xo\)
djiaoxpdnxEi. (paiTi xiq dv jtoirixiKwq Eivai xov oncopivov
EKEivov daxEpa." PXettei Se 7tp6(; dvioxovxd Jtov xov riXiov, xt^v^
Tivioxnoiv e^'i riEpaai;, o^ai, Ttoiov^Evo(;. xal <p£p£i ^ev xc^Pi
xfi Xaia TtoXov, 7capa6TiXwv 6 nXaoxtxz, oxi yfi xe av)x^ xal
GdXaoca 5e5ovX,coxai ndoa. e'xei ht oiSxE ^i(p0(; oiSxe Sopdxiov
oiSxE dXXo xfflv ojtXcov ouSev, aXka oxavp6(; at>x© ejcI xov noXov
^' Reproduced in R. Browning, Justinian and Theodora (above, note 38, p. 113. Professor
Browning kindly informs me that the original is Vat SI. 2 fol. 109*.
^ Mango, p. 257. Actually, the orb ("apple") was in Justinian's left hand, according to
Procopius, but the Russian hagiographer has been misled by the symbolic importance of the
right hand ("dextera Domini fecit virtutem") into substituting that. Although Schramm
interprets (p. 158, note 39a) the orb as originally the attribute of Zeus, one is reminded by
Epifanii's irreverence of the biped Centauress preserved in the Antiquarium at Taomnina and
adc^led as its civic emblem by the city, holding in her right hand what may be a love-apple of
heroic proportions. It is visible on the fountain in the Piazza Municipio. Compare the ball
promised by Aphrodite to Eros (Apollonius, Arg. HI. 132 ff.), which she describes as Avo^
nepiKoXXei; aGupjia, though now it is evidently in her gift
*^ The form is presumably modelled on Homer's f|pf|peiOTO (e.g. //. IE. 357. 8id StopriKoc;
jtoXwSaiSdXov TipfipeiOTo), and in final position like this is already intended to give some
epic air to the description. A. Grabar, L'empereur dans I'arl byzantin, actually reads T|pf|peiOTai
(p. 46, note 4).
*^ AiyXdevxa . . koojiov, Pindar, Py. 2. 10 (cf. ai'yXxx 6i6o6oToq, Py. 8. 96): ndvtoGev
aiyXneK;. A. P. XVI. 65. 4.
^ Cf. Iliad XXn. 26-29.
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eniKeitai, 8i' oh br\ \i6yo\> tr\v xe PaoiXeiav Kai to tov noXenov
nenopioxai KpdcTOi;. npoTEivo^ievoq 6e xe^P« ttiv Se^iav eq xa
npbq ctviaxovxa tiXiov koi xox>q baKz\)Xo\>c, bianexaaac,
eyKeXevExai xoiq eKeivri PapPdpoii; KoGfioGai oikoi Kai nn
npoaco levai.
On top of the column stands a huge bronze horse, facing east, forming an
imposing monument. It seems on the verge of moving, and grasping firm
hold of what lies ahead. Its left forefoot is raised, as if to step onto the
earth before it, the other is fixed upon its pediment, to support its
movement. Its hind legs are gathered so as to be ready when their turn
comes for action. The horse's rider is a bronze effigy of the emperor, of
colossal size. The garb is that of Achilles—that is the name of the
costume he is wearing. It includes boots, but no greaves for the ankles.
He has a hero's breastplate, and a helmet protecting his head that looks as if
it might shake off, and this is the source of the brilUance that streams from
him. One might quote Homer's phrase about the autumn star. His looks
are directed towards the rising sun, as if he were riding against the Persians.
In his left hand he has an orb, the sculptor's intention being to indicate that
he is lord of all the earth and sea. He carries no sword, spear or other
weapon, but a cross surmounts his orb, for it is through this alone that he
has won his royal power and victory in war. His right hand is stretched
towards the east, its fingers outspread, in a gesture of command to the
barbarians there to stay safely at home and to advance no further.^
Some points emerge about this Constantinopolitan Bronze Horseman:
1. It is both raised and of colossal size.
2. Its right hand appears to be threatening the Persians in the East.
3. It stands near a church and a Circus.
4. It is about to take off into another dimension, that of motion.
5. It is a resurrection of Achilles.
6. Epiphanii the Wise makes fun of the orb, calling it a brazen apple.
7. According to other evidence,^^ it had a spring at its base, later enlarged
after the conquest.
8. It was awe-inspiring even to the Turks, and in general was regarded as
having religious or even quasi-magical properties.^
^ Mango offers a briefer excerpt (p. 110). He also adduces (pp. 1 1 1-13) the Ekphrasis of the
Augustaion (late thirteenlh century) of Georgius Pachymeres. Cf. in general, P. Friedlaender,
Johannes von Gaza und Paulus Silentiarius: Kunstbeschreibungen justinianischer Zeit (Leipzig
1912).
" Raby, 306, note 2; 308; 311, note 16. Hence the importance of the Lacus Curtius,
described as adjacent to Domitian's statue by Statius {Silvae I. 1. 66 ff.; cf. palus, 76). and of the
flooding Neva in Pushkin's MeflHUfl BcaUHHK
^ Raby. 305, 311-12.
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The Greek Anthology also seems to describe another equestrian statue
of Justinian, this time actually in the Hippodrome (XVI. 62, translation
adapted from W. R. Paton):
Tavxd ooi, (0 PaoiX^v Mti5okx6v£, Swpa KO^i^ei
ar\q '?a>\ir\c, y£.vixr\(; xai naiu; EtxjxdOioc;,
7cwA.ov vntp v{kti(;, Niktiv oxecpavncpopov cxXXtiv,
Kal oe liextive^iw ttcoX-o) e<p£^6|4.Evov.
{>\\i6a\ 'lo-uoxiviave, xeov Kpdxo(;- ev ^Oovi 5'aiei
5eo}i6(; e'xoi Mt|5cov xal IkuGecov npoiidxo-oc;.
These gifts, O King, slayer of the Persians, are brought to thee by
Eustathius, the father and son of thy Rome: a horse for thy victory,
another laurelled Victory, and thyself seated on the horse swift as the wind.
Up with thy might, Justinian, but may the champions of the Persians and
Scythians ever lie in chains on the groimd.
The next epigram may be compared (XVI. 63, adapted from Paton):
nSXov 6|j.ov Kal avoKxa xal oX-XvuevTiv BaP\)X.Mva
XaXKoi; dno ok^X-cov ETcXaaev 'Aaavpicov.
eoxi 5' 'lovoxiviavoc;, ov 'AvxoXiri^ ^-uyov eXkcov
ax-qaev 'lovXiavoc;, |j.dpx\)pa MTjSocpovov.
The bronze from the Assyrian spoils moulded the horse and the monarch
and Babylon perishing. This is Justinian, whom Julianus, controlling the
yoke of Anatolia, erected, his own witness to the slaying of the Persians.
VI. Domitian as Bronze Horseman
Byzantine art therefore provides an indispensable link between past and
future, Statius in Old Rome and Pushkin in the realm of the Third Rome;
for between Julius Caesar and Marcus Aurelius, before Justinian and Peter
the Great, stands Domitian's colossal equestrian statue, which can only be
understood as part of this same peculiar sequence.^'' No doubt the statue
itself was meant as a piece of imperial propaganda, but what kind of
statement was it making? Domitian's father and brother had built the
Colosseum, named after a destroyed colossal image of Nero that once stood
on the site, and Martial shows how much the imagery of the Circus
^ Procopius actually says that Justinian bore a physical resemblance to Domitian (Anecdota
Vin. 13 ff.)—a piece of satirical malice that may however conceal a deeper truth about
Domitian's proto-Byzantine inclinations, and on the other side about Justinian's traditionalism.
Some observations on the rhetorical / anathematic background are to be found in A. Hardie,
Statius and the Silvae (Liverpool 1983), pp. 131-32. Paul Holberton reminds me that Statius'
poem is actually picked up again by Pomponius Gauricus, De Sculptura (1504: edd. A. Chastel
and R. Klein, Geneva-Paris 1969): cf. p. 55 and n. 64. Gauricus himself made a bronze
horseman (perfiaps only a medal) inspired by the concept of an(piPoX{a or ambiguity (p. 199).
This was suggested by Pliny (N. H. XXXV. 59, dubitatur) with reference to an equestrian
painting (so Gauricus) by Polygnotus.
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pervaded Domitian's reign. Was Statius' celebration of the emperor's statue
at the opening of the Silvae a spoof? And if it was a spoof, is that
inconsistent with the whole concept of the knightly ruler? Is it a question
of either / or?
For the first time in literature in the first poem of the Silvae Statius
has united the old idea of the colossal with the old idea of the "knightly"
ruler. This is the immense importance of the theme, and explains its
position in the collection. It opens a book that ends with Phalaecian
hendecasyllables on a Satumalian feast celebrated in the amphitheatre, just
as Justinian's equestrian statue stood near the entrance to the Hippodrome.
None of this is any more fortuitous than Can Grande's grin.
Some lines of the poem may be quoted (2-16):
caelone peractum
fluxit opus? Siculis an conformata caminis
effigies lassum Sterop>en Brontenque reliquit?
an te Palladiae talem, Germanice, nobis 5
effinxere manus qualem modo firena tenentem
Rhenus et attoniti vidit domus ardua Daci?
nunc age fama prior notum per saecula nomen
Dardanii miretur equi cui vertice sacro
Dindymon et caesis decrevit frondibus Ide. 10
hunc neque discissis cepissent Pergama muris;
nee grege permixto pueri innuptaeque puellae,
ipse nee Aeneas nee magnus duceret Hector,
adde quod ille nocens saevosque amplexus Achivos,
hunc mitis commendat eques. iuvat ora tueri 15
mixta notis belli placidamque gerentia pacem.
Is this a work of art made in heaven and drifted down to earth? Was this
image shaf>ed on Etna's anvils, wearying the Cyclopes? Was it Athena's
hands that fashioned you in this guise for us, Caesar, such as the Rhine and
the lofty home of the thunderstruck Dacian witnessed you but now, bridle
in hand? Old legend may be content to admire the long-lasting fame of the
Trojan Horse, for whose sake Dindymon lost its hallowed top and Ida was
shorn of her woods. But Troy could never have contained this horse even
with her walls thrown wide, no boys and unwedded maids in mingled
throng have drawn it inside, not even Aeneas or mighty Hector. That horse
was treacherous, the lair of the savage Greeks; this its gentle rider
recommends. How good to see that face marked indeed by the features of
war, but mingling with them those of tranquil peace.
Some details of the poem may now be listed and annotated:
1 . Caelone peractum /fluxit opus (2-3): This whole opening passage (2-
16), in which the poet finds the divine at work in the suprahuman
image, may be compared with the end of Dead Souls, and with
Procopius' evocation of Justinian's aiyXTj and of Achilles. Pindar's
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second Pythian had led the way (\Leya\on6Xie<;, 6ain6viai,
aiyXdEvta K6a}j.ov).
Mitis eques here (15; cf. mitior, 25), recalls the theme of Hiero's
"gentleness" in Pindar (cxYocvaiaiv ev x^P^^> Py- 2. 8). Both Marcus
Aurelius and Justinian would be ostentatiously unarmed. There is
nothing inherently polemical about the reminiscences of the Iliad and
the Aeneid. These are the canonical Greek and Roman statements of the
heroic ideal.
2. Par operi sedes (22 ff.): The statue is near the Temple of Quirinus (the
deified Romulus) and the Julian basilica. Since death in one shape or
another could be taken for granted, it promises therefore immortality.
Its head overlooks temples (32-33), exactly as Justinian overlooked
Hagia Sophia.
3. Dextra vetat pugnas (37): Alexander's hand has akeady attracted our
attention. The "right hand of the Lord" is familiar from the Bible. Here
it brings peace, like Pompey's in Cicero's Fifth Verrine (§153), another
religious idea. Justinian's right hand was equally visible, but by
contrast it threatened war. This motif also recurs twice in Pushkin's
Bronze Horseman (I. 162; II. 190), though the hand is not specified.
4. The horse is on the verge of galloping {cursumque minatur, 47):
Again, this is exactly like Justinian's horse. Pushkin would make this
motif actual.
5. Vacuae pro cespite terrae I aerea captivi crinem terit ungula Rheni (50-
51): Marcus Aurelius once had a captive beneath his horse's hocfves.
This Ravian theme,^^ already noted in Egyptian art and in the statue of
the Emperor Marcian, is akin to the Psalmist's: Dijdt Dominus domino
meo, 'Sede a dextris (!) meis, donee ponam inimicos tuos scabellum
pedum tuorum'^^ It progresses towards Pushkin's Evgenii.
6. Pondere (56): see note 54 above on /:aZ?o(i.
7. The epiphany of Curtius from the Lacus Curtius (66 ff) is set up by
the typical device of an enquiring (lesser) deity puzzled by the action of
another,''^ but the fact that this guardian spirit springs from the lower
world is an essential part of the same Roman mentality that opened the
^ Grabar, L'Emperew dans I'art byzantin, p. 130, quoted above, p. 320.
® OT Ps. 1 10:1 (compare 66:12 for the wonn's eye view). Cf. E. Fraenkel, Horace (Oxford
1957), p. 161; Aeschylus. Agamemnon U (repr. Oxford 1962), p. 412 ad v. 907; McCormick.
Eternal Victory
,
p. 58, note 76, on the history of the calcatio colli, already known to Propertius
(I. 1. 4); Grabar, L'Empereur dans I'art byzantin, p. 129, on Ps. 91:13.
'° The inspiration was no doubt Callimachus, fr. 288, Pf., but this became a t(q>os variously
amplified in the Roman eulogy: Qaudian, Prob. Olyb. 73 ff.; Sidonius, Pan. Anth. II. 318 ff..
Pan. Maioriani 53 ff.. Pan. Aviti 45 ff.
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shrine of Consus at the meta of the Circus.''^ In the celebration, death
loses its terrors, and becomes instead the renewer of life, the source of
resurrection.''^
8. Cedat (84): The cedat topos, so engrained in the Roman attitude to the
world, is also at work in various guises at 8 ff., 18 ff., 27 ff., 39, 52 ff.
It is particularly well known from Roman comedy and Martial,''^ but it
was also known in Byzantium,'^'* and Justinian's "Solomon, I have
surpassed thee" is part of the same concept.
9. The image conquers time (91 ff.): This was already hinted at in the
allusion to the Trojan Horse. It is part of the suspension of time that
characterizes the carnival.''^
10. Domitian is a second Alexander (100): This too is part of the theme of
resurrection, particularly visible in the stories about Nero's
reappearance, for example.''^ Similarly, Justinian was a second
Achilles.
11. Certus ames terras (105): This theme is already developed by Horace
and Virgil. It would later be taken up by Dante.''^
It is legitimate for the reader to compare some of these points with
those emerging from the study of Justinian's statue in the Augustaion
(above, p. 330). But a profounder question is whether, even if we could
show that Statius had been engaged in mockery of Domitian, that would
justify the conclusion that somewhow he was "agin' the government," a
notion that has done much harm to the appreciation in our time of ancient
literary sensibility. Circus freedom was of course, when taken to extremes,
an act of sedition. But it was not normally taken to extremes. The more or
less good-humored badinage and exchange of comic repartee between ruler
and ruled was an admission of the emperor's status, not its denial. The
'^ Above, p. 317. The serpent on King iCthelbald's stone (above, p. 322), representing the
mouth of hell, may be compared. Obviously, this was no disrespect to the king.
'^ K. Meuli, "Der Ursprung der olympischen Spiele," Ges. Schriften U (Basel-Stuttgart
1975), pp. 881 ff.; Humj^rey. Roman Circuses, pp. 62, 258-59.
''^
Cf. E. Fraenkel. Elementi plauiini in Plauto (Florence 1960), pp. 7 ff.; O. Weinreich,
Studien zu Martial (Stuttgart 1928). pp. 30 ff.; E. R. Curtius, Romische Literatur und
lateinisches Mittelalter (Bern 1948), pp. 168-72.
''*A. P. DC. 656. 11, ei^ov in praise of the Chalke in the Palace of AnasUsius.
^^ Cf. Silvae 1. 6. 39 ff. This is why Nestor is trisaeclisenex: C. Buechner, Frag. poet, latin.
(2nd ed. Leipzig 1982), p. 71 (Laevius).
^^ Expected because of his games: L. Friedlaender, Darstellungen aus der Sittengeschichte
Roms n, pp. 1-2. citing Dio Chrys., Or. 71. 9 ff. (H. 268. Am.); Tac. Hist. I. 4; Plutarch.
Otho 3. This is where the concept of the emperor / chariaeer links with that of immortality, as
in the Ascension of Alexander (above, notes 3 and 31). The Constantinus of the epigrajA to
this article (App. Plan. 375) was only a charioteer, but it was not for nothing that he bore an
imperial name.
^^ Nisbel and Hubbard on Horace. Odes I. 2. 45; Dante. Vita Nuova XDC. 7-9; J. K.
Newman, The Classical Epic Tradition (Madison 1986). p. 257.
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location of the statue is significant, not because it provides a chance to
portend the end of a repressive regime, but because it guarantees triumph
over death in a re-enactment of the patriotic sacrifice of the Curtii. Laughter
is part of that same guarantee, as Can Grande knew.
The ruler in every society occupies a religious / comic status, even
when (as happened to Domitian and King iEthelbald, and as still happens)
he is ritually sacrificed (assassinated). His images necessarily have about
them an atmosphere of comedy, sometimes disguised as public rejoicing,
sometimes turning to public ridicule.^^ But even his victimization is the
affirmation of his role, not its denial. Roman emperors were surprisingly
tolerant of this kind of Circus freedom, and the writers who took advantage
of it are not to be regarded as ipso facto their political enemies. When
Statins exalted the colossal equestrian statue of Domitian, in so many ways
the precursor of the Byzantines, he inevitably introduced into his eulogy an
ambiguous note, developed more fully in the character of Adrastus in the
Thebaid. (But in what sense was Adrastus a "bad" ruler?) That was itself an
act of homage. Later, when Pushkin commented on a Russian statue in the
tradition of Justinian's own image as a Bronze Horseman, he described the
cruelty and cost of empire, without however meaning to make that the
whole story any more Uian did the poet who described the encounter of
Aeneas and Dido during a hunt, or that earUer poet through whose lips a
Sicilian victor in the Hippodrome threatened his adversaries that he would
run up on them like a wolf
University ofIllinois at Urbana-Champaign
^ I cannot help recalling here a cartoon that appeared in an Italian magazine a few years ago.
Two horses are contemplating a familiar statue in some provincial piazza. The first remarks:
"Allora, questo e il famoso Garibaldi?" The second responds: "Si, ma chi gli su a cavallo?"
Scholars would do well to read more of this Mediterranean humor before concluding that this is
evidence of an undercurrent of resentment against the hero of the Risorgimento.
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